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CHAPTER 1

About Sympathy for Data

Want to learn more about what Sympathy for Data is and what it can do for you?

1.1 What is Sympathy for Data?
Sympathy for Data is a framework for automation of data analysis. It is free software and is built as a layer on top of
the powerful programming language Python.
When working in Sympathy you build workflows. Workflows are both visual presentations of the steps that need to be
taken in order to perform your specific data analysis task, but under the surface it also contains all the code necessary
to perform that data analysis. This makes the actual process more transparent.
It allows for different user groups to use the tool in different ways. Some will simply run existing workflows, others
will create workflows or modify existing once, and yet others will create nodes, the components that are used to build
workflows.
Sympathy is built to encourage reuse and sharing at all levels. Nodes use a few standardized data types to ensure
that they will work well together. Parts of workflows can be split into modular linked subflows and reused in other
workflows. And as a natural step Sympathy for Data and its standard library are both free software, distributed under
GPL and BSD licences respectively.
Sympathy is built on top of a powerful stack of technologies for doing scientific computing.

1.2 What’s new
1.2.1 News in 1.3.5
Node/plugin changes:
• Calculations in Calculator Table can be deselected for output enabling better support for intermediary calculations. This also enables intermediary calculations to have different lengths from output columns.
• The input table(s) in Calculator Table can be easily copied over to the output table(s) with the new Copy Input
parameter. Calculations with the same column name override columns from the input table(s).
• MATLAB nodes and Matlab Calculator have gotten better cross-platform compatibility.
• Matlab Calculator has been updated with the same GUI and (almost) the same functionality as Calculator
Tables.
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• Matlab Table and Matlab Tables have gotten a new simplified format. See the documentation for details on how
to use that. This format can also be imported and exported in Table and Export Tables respectively. A Table-like
API is planned for a future release. The API that currently resides in Sympathy/Matlab will also be deprecated
in a later release, in favor of the new format. The old nodes are left for compatibility, so current flows and scripts
will still work.
• The generic Empty node allows to specify the data type of the output port. The previous, specific, Empty-nodes
have been deprecated.
• Rename column nodes have more consistent priority rules when more that one column are renamed to the same
name.
• Extract lambda nodes are more robust with regard to corrupt flows. One corrupt flow should no longer stop the
nodes from extracting other lambdas.
• New node: Heatmap calculation useful for feeding the heatmap in Figure(s) from Table(s).
• New features for heatmaps in Figure(s) from Table(s): logarithmic color scales and Z labels.
• Datasource and other nodes where you specify a file path can specify paths relative to its own workflow or the
top workflow. This can make a difference when working with linked subflows.
• Datasources GUI is no longer slowed down when searching large folder structures. If the search takes to long it
is aborted, and to get the full results the node has to be executed.
• The table name used for the output in HJoin Table can now be selected.
• Fixes to extract flows as lambdas so that workflow environment variables and flow name are set correctly.
• TimeSync ADAFs can now use integer timebases and correctly displays datetimes in the plot.
• Assert Equal Table now treats NaNs as equal.
• Improved config gui and handling of NaN values, masked values and non-ascii binary data in VSplit Table(s).
• A new node has been added HJoin ADAFs pairwise.
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• When zooming and panning in Plot Table and using datetime as X axis, the current time span in the plot is
displayed.
• SQL importer plugin can use SQLAlchemy and provide betters autodetection of existing tables.
• SQL exporter plugin can use SQLAlchemy.
• Improved documentation generation with support for libraries on different drives or on unicode paths.
Platform:
• Nodes have gotten dynamic port icons that display the actual types.
• Color of textfields can now be changed.
• A textfields can be moved by dragging on any part of it. It is now edited by double clicking it or by right clicking
and choosing “Edit”.
• The table viewer and any viewer which uses that component (i.e. ADAF viewer) can now be transposed for
better viewing of long column names and tables with few rows but many columns.
• Table viewer now supports copying values and/or column names as a table or as text.
• The viewer can now show histograms for more types of data.
• Allow maximizing subflow configurations.
• Linked flows can now be placed on a different drive than their parent flows.
• combo_editor for string parameters can now have an empty list of options.
• Invalid subflows are more reliably shown as invalid (gray). Now any subflow which looks executable should be
executable.
• Subflows show an error indicator if they contain any nodes that are not found in the node library. This should
make such nodes much easier to find.
• Better feedback when trying to open a non-existing or corrupt workflow.
• The platform can handle a larger number of linked files without running into the OS limit.
• An Advanced tab has been added to Preferences, with one option to limit the number of concurrent nodes that
may be executed, and one option to display warnings about deprecated nodes.
• New preference option to set number of concurrent worker processes. This may help with performance for
heavily branched flows.
• Python 3 support for files created with the node and function wizards.
• Library wizard can create subdirectories.
• Spyder can’t handle files on file paths contaning non-ascii characters, and will fail to start when trying to debug
nodes. An error message is now displayed to notify the user of this.
• Improved stability of type inference.
• File datasources always store absolute paths.
• Database datasources can use SQLalchemy in addition to ODBC.

1.2.2 News in 1.3.4
Sympathy for Data version 1.3.4 offers improvements to existing nodes, including several new plot types for the figure
nodes and overall polish.
1.2. What’s new
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Node/plugin changes:
• Figure nodes have been massively improved with several new plot types (scatter/bar plots/histograms/heatmaps),
improved gui, etc
• Extended figure export node with plugin exporter structure as for other types and choice of specifying image
size in mm and dpi
• Reporting Nodes have been improved with rulers in layout window, pdf exporting and auto creation of tree
structures
• Calculator, allows accessing the input table directly under the name “table” allowing for a way to test if a
column exists. The node was also extended with the json module in the execution context
• ca.changed now correctly returns empty array for empty input
• Added functions ca.global_min and ca.global_max to standard calculator plugin. These handle empty input as
you would expect
• Interpolate ADAF nodes have improved handling of missing values and resampling of zero-length signals
• Datasource and exporter/importer of SQL can use SQLAlchemy
• Pad List input can be different types of lists
• Predicate nodes have new editors for writing code
• VJoin nodes can mask missing values
• MDF importer creates MDF_datetime metadata
• Assert Equal Table allows approximate comparison of floats
• Added documentation for internal nodes (Apply, Map, etc.)
APIs:
• Made it possible to specify viewer and icon for custom types (TypeAlias). For details, see Creating a custom
data type
• Only scanning Libraries for plugins, PYTHONPATH is no longer included
• Scalar parameters can use the new combobox editor. See All parameters example for an example
• Code parameter editor for string parameters. See Editors for details and All parameters example for an example
• Allow Controllers to trigger on user-specified value. For an example of this see Controller example
• Implemented cols() and added documentation for col/cols and Column class. See Table API
• Added attrs property to Table API
• Expose dtypes module in sympathy.api
New nodes:
• Histogram calculation
• Bisect List
• Empty
• Extract Flows as Lambdas
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• Export Figures with Datasources
• Concatenate texts
• Jinja2 template
• Select columns in Table with Regex
UI:
• Improved look and feel of wizards
• Library wizard has new examples
• Node wizard can select tags
• Show filename in flow tab unless flow label has been explicitly set by user. This means that a flow created in
1.3.4 will have no flow label when opened in older versions.
Platform:
• More robust checks of port types
• Masked arrays
Deprecated nodes:
• Raw Tables nodes
• Scatter 3D ADAF

1.2.3 News in 1.3.3
Sympathy for Data version 1.3.3 offers improvements to existing nodes, the table viewer and automatic parameter
validation when configuring nodes.
GUI:
• Behaviour change of “?” wildcard in Table viewer search bar to match single character only
• General improvements of Table viewer GUI
• General improvements of parameter validation
New nodes/plugins:
• New node: Conditional error/warning
• New node: Carthesian Product Tuple2

1.2. What’s new
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Changes in nodes/plugins:
• Allow unicode characters in Calculator node
• Improved default behaviour of Calculator node
• Improved rescaling of preview plot in Filter ADAFs node
• Improved XLSX export output compatibility
• Extract Lambdas can be configured when connected
• Improved performance of VSplit Table
• Improved bounds checking for calculator functions shift_seq_start and shift_seq_end
• Improve gui in Manually Create Table. Now allows removing selected rows/columns as well as changing name
and datatype of existing columns
• Improved handling of bad timebases in interpolation nodes
APIs:
• Added value_changed propagation to parameters
• Made verify_parameters validate every change to configured parameters, for nodes with generated configurations
Miscellaneous:
• Fixed update method for tuple type
• Data viewer can once again be run stand alone
• Updated icons

1.2.4 News in 1.3.2
Sympathy for Data version 1.3.2 offers several new and prominent features, such as the ability to specify libraries
used by workflows, new window handling which brings open, but minimized, configurations and viewers into focus, a
reworked save dialog that properly detects changes in subflows and many improvements to existing nodes.
GUI
• Raise open Configuration/Settings/Viewer windows on consecutive clicks
• Improved save confirmation for workflows
• Improvements to the function wizard. Including updating it to work with the new generic F(x) nodes
New features
• Flows can now specify libraries and python paths in the Info dialog. These are added to the global library/python
paths when loading the flow
• New error message box for node dialogs for showing validation errors/messages in node configurations
• Support for storing masked arrays, but not every node can handle them correctly
6
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New nodes/plugins
• Figure nodes with support for Tables
• New version of Transpose Table(s). These handle multiple rows and columns
• Assert Equal Table: for checking if two tables are equal. Mostly useful for testing purposes
• Generic F(x) nodes replacing all the previous type-specific f(x) nodes
• ATFX importer plugin for ADAF
• Set and Get nodes for Table attributes and Table column attributes
• Propagate First Input (Same Type). Can be used for constraining type if needed.
Changes in nodes/plugins
• Renamed Plot to Figure for nodes using the Figure type
• Figure Compressor, Layout Figures in Subplots: added auto recolor and auto rescale
• Improved datetime handling in Figure nodes
• MDF exporter plugin: encode unicode columns instead of ignoring them
• Convert columns in Table(s): converts string dates to either UTC or Naive datetimes. Choosing UTC, localized
times will be converted to UTC. Choosing naive, the time zone info in the input is simply ignored. Old nodes
will automatically use UTC
• Improved performance of Select rows in Table(s)
• Select rows nodes better handles values without explicit type annotation
• Improved error handling in lookup nodes
• Calculator plugin: Make sure that result is always correct length in changed_up, changed_down, and shift_array
• Filter ADAFs: added parameter validation and error messages. Filter design is computed and shown on parameter changes
• Changed the visible name for importer and exporter plugins for ADAF and Table to SyData
• Removes matlab settings from Matlab Table nodes and put them into global Preferences dialog
• Renamed calculator nodes to Calculator Table(s)
• CSV Exporter plugin: improved writing of datetime columns
• Improve handling of missing units in interpolate nodes
APIs
• Extended Table API and added Column object
• Change default value for attribute 'unit' to always be empty string in ADAFs
• Added ParameterView base class for generated and custom GUIs to API. Custom GUIs can override the methods
and properties to customize the behavior. Inheriting from ParameterView will be required in the future versions

1.2. What’s new
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Miscellaneous
• Added support for signing the Installer/Uninstaller
• Extended searchbar functionality for the Table viewer
• Always write generated files in the right directory
• Fix overrides not saved in syx files
• Non-linked subflows inherit their parents $SY_FLOW_FILEPATH and $SY_FLOW_DIR
• Improve performance of type inference

1.2.5 News in 1.3.1
Sympathy for Data version 1.3.1 offers several new and prominent features such as an improved data viewer with
embedded plot, a new figure datatype and many new nodes as well as improved performance and stability.
New features
• Improved Data viewer with embedded plotting of signals.
• Overhaul of subflow configuration: Split into settings and configuration. Removed grouping. Only allow selecting shallow nodes/flows. Added Wizard configuration mode. Optionally override parameters of linked subflows.
Should be somewhat backwards compatible
• Added Figure-type. Passes serialized matplotlib figures between nodes
• Added tuple-type
• Better handling of broken links/nodes missing from library and changed port types due to subflow changes
• F(x) function wizard
• Allow setting flow name, description, version, author, and copyright information in flow info dialog. Also
improved handling of flow labels all around
• Expose more environment variables from workflow
• New command-line option: --nocapture for debugging
New nodes
• Figure-type nodes: Figure from Table with Table, Figure Compressor, Layout Figures in Subplots, Export Figures
• Calculator for a single Table added to Library
• New Filter ADAFs node with preview plots and improved configuration gui
• Manually Create Table
• Signal generator nodes for generating Table(s) of sinus, cosines or tangents
• Matlab Tables node
• Hold value Table(s)
• Flatten List
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• Propagate Input and Propagate First Input. These can be used to implement some workarounds and for determining execution order in a flow
• Interpolate ADAFs with Table
• Report Apply ADAFs with Datasources
• Filter rows in Tables. This is the multiple Table version of existing Filter rows in Table
• Tuple nodes
• Delete file, which deletes a specified file from the file system
Node changes
• Allow selection of multiple columns in Unique Table
• Allow choosing specific rasters in Select category in ADAFs
• Table attributes are merged for the HJoin nodes
• Allow setting fixed width/height for TextBoxes in Report Template
• Easier date settings in Plot Table
• Rewrote Matlab Tables and Matlab Calculator nodes
Exporters/Importers changes
• ADAF Importer was extended with option to link to imported content
• MDF Importer can handle zip-files that include a single MDF-file as input
• Gzip Exporter binary writes files correctly
• ATF Importer supports a wider range of files
• Export tables nodes will now create output folders if necessary
• Increased compression for exported sydata-files produces smaller files
Optimizations
• Faster reading of writing of intermediate files
• Faster ADAF copy methods
• Improved length handling for tables
• Faster execution of Select rows in Table(s)
• Faster execution of Table and Select category in ADAFs
• Responsive preview for Calculator Tables and Calculator Table
API changes
• Added MATLAB API for writing scripts executed by the Matlab node
• Added update method to Attributes class. (ADAF API)
• Added support for placeholder text in lineedit_editor in parameter helper

1.2. What’s new
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• Added visibility and enable/disable slots to ParameterValueWidget
Bug fixes
• Fixed name and type of output port of Report Apply nodes
• Fixed a bug where save file dialog wouldn’t show up at all when trying to save subflow on Windows, if the
subflow label contained some specific unallowed characters
• Made sure that aborting a subflow doesn’t also abort nodes outside of the subflow
• Fixed a bug where linked subflows were sometimes inserted with absolute path
Stability
• Improved reliability when working with lambdas, maps and apply nodes
Deprecated nodes
Deprecated nodes don’t show up in the library view, but can still be used in workflows.
• Type specific versions of list operation nodes (such as Get Item Table and Append ADAF).
• Old FilterADAFs node

1.2.6 News in 1.3 series
Sympathy for Data version 1.3.0 offers several new and prominent features such as generic types, higher order functions and much improved support for linked subflows.
Many small improvements were made to the standard node library. Nodes will often cope better with empty input data
and deliver informative, but less detailed, feedback.
Nodes from 1.2.x should be compatible with 1.3.0 but there are new, more succinct, ways of writing nodes for 1.3.x
that are not backwards compatible with 1.2.x. When writing new nodes, consider which older versions of the platform
that will be used.
New features
• Generic types
• Higher order functions: Lambda, Map and Apply
• Official, and much improved, support for Linked Subflows
• Official support for Locked Subflows
• New library structure using tags
New nodes
• New generic versions of all list operations
• Ensure columns in Tables
• Either with Data Predicate
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• Extract lambdas builtin node for reading lambda functions from existing workflows
User interface
• Right-click on an empty part of the flow to insert higher order functions.
• New command in context menu for inserting a subflow as a link.
• Improved file dialogs in node configurations, by using native dialog when asking for an existing directory and
starting file dialogs from currently selected file path.
API changes
• Simpler APIs for writing nodes. See Node writing tutorial
• New method in ADAF API: Group.number_of_rows
• Configuration widgets can expose a method called save_parameters which is called before the gui is closed. See
Custom GUIs
• Added API (parameter helper): List parameter widgets emit valueChanged signal
• Improved slicing of (sy)table with slice object with negative or undefined stride
• Automatically update order, label, and description for parameters when the node’s definition changes
• NodeContext is no longer a named tuple
• Added new method: NodeContext.manage_input(). A managed input will have its lifetime decided
outside of the node
Linked/locked subflows
• Include subflows relative to path of parent flow, not relative to root flow. This affects where sympathy searches
for linked subflows inside linked subflows and should hopefully feel more natural than the old system
• Allow opening of flows with broken links
• Import and export nodes can now be used inside locked subflows and lambdas
• Made it impossible for flows below a locked flow to themselves be locked
• Improved abort for locked subflows
Node changes
• Report framework: histogram2d graph layer is now called heatmap and can handle different reduction functions
(count, mean, median, max, min).
• Improved XLS(X) import/export. Especially handling of dates, times, and mixed types. Cells formatted as Time
are now imported as timedeltas.
• Renamed Sort Table(s) to Sort rows in Table(s)
• Calculator Tables: chooses columns case-sensitively on Windows too.
• Calculator Tables: shows number of output rows in preview in calculator gui.
• VSplit Table: Removed constraint that the index should be sorted. The elements will be grouped by the first
occurrence of each unique value.

1.2. What’s new
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• Convert columns in Table: Added conversion path between datetime and float.
• Select columns in ADAF with Table now works as expected when Remove selected has been checked.
• Select rows in Table with Table offers a choice of reduction function between rows in config table. Previously it
only read first row of the config table.
• Slice List of ADAFs/Tables: Basic integer indexing now works as expected.
• Improve handling of one sample signals in Interpolate ADAF(s)
• Report Apply nodes output datasources to created files
• Improved CSV import. Can now handle empty input, input with only one row, with or without trailing newline,
and files with errors towards the end. It also features a new option for how to handle errors when importing a
file. Header row has been made independent of the other input boxes, and no longer affects the data row. When
read to end of file is selected, the number of footer rows is ignored. Delimiter detection was improved
• Fixed issues with nesting of higher order functions (Map, Lambda and Apply)
• Improvements to reporting: Improved bin placement and x-axis extent of 1d histograms. Automatically set axes
labels from data source if they are empty. Added option “Lift pen when x decreases” to line graph layer. Added
vline layer in reporting tool.
• Several nodes are better at forwarding attributes, table names, etc. to output Slice data Table, Select columns
in ADAF(s) with Table(s), Unique Table(s), ADAF(s) to Table(s), Select rows in Table(s) with Table, Interpolate
ADAF(s), and Rename columns nodes
• Many nodes are better at handling missing or incomplete input data: Filter rows in Table, Replace values in
Tables, Detrend ADAF(s), ADAF(s) to Table(s), Select Report Pages, Scatter nodes.
• Added ‘calculation’ attribute on all output columns from Calculator Tables node
• Export Tables and Export Datasources create missing folders
• Fixed Export Texts
Other improvements
• Added default workflow environment variables SY_FLOW_FILEPATH,
SY_FLOW_AUTHOR. All flows have these and they can’t be set or deleted.

SY_FLOW_DIR

and

• Subflows can define workflow variables. Each subflow specializes the variables of its parent flow, so that the
parent flows vars are accessible in the subflow but not vice versa.
• Improve performance by skipping validation of any nodes that don’t implement verify_parameters()
• Improve performance by changing compression settings for sydata files, compression is faster but compresses
slightly less
• Pretty print workflow xml files, making diffs possible
New requirements:
• Requiring pandas version 0.15 for the CSV import, for versions before 0.15 down to 0.13 it will still work but
may behave slightly differently in edge cases with blank rows

1.2.7 News in 1.2 series
Sympathy for Data version 1.2 is a significant minor release for Sympathy for Data. It features several prominent
new features, improved stability and more. It is however not redesigned and with only a few small modifications, all
existing nodes and flows should work as well as in 1.1.
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The bundled python installation has been upgraded with new versions of almost every package. Added to the packages
is scikit-learn, used for machine learning. Our investigations suggest that the new package versions are reasonably
compatible with old nodes and cause no significant differences for the standard library.
New features
• Added support for using environment variables, and per installation/workflow variables. The variables which
can have a default value are used in string fields of configuration widgets to enable parametrization. See Using
environment variables.
• Added support for profiling, with the ability to produce graphs if Graphviz is available. See Profiling nodes and
workflows.
• Added support for debugging single nodes with data available from Sympathy using spyder. See Debugging
nodes.
• Added new Node Wizard for generating new nodes. See The node wizard.
• Added support for configuring subflows by aggregating selected node configurations. See Subflow configuration.
• Improved support for plugins in third party libraries. It is no longer necessary to add the folder with the plugin
to python path in preferences
• Support for adding custom data types in third party libraries. See Creating a custom data type.
• Significantly improved handling of unicode paths including the ability to install Sympathy and third party libraries in a path with unicode characters
Nodes and plugins
• Added CarMaker type 2 ERG ADAF importer plugin called “CM-ERG”
• Plugins can now export to non-ascii filenames
• Fixed MDF export of boolean signals
• Added generating nodes for empty Table, Tables ADAF and ADAFs.
• Convert column nodes can convert to datetime
• Calculator node can produce compact output for length matched output
• Lookup nodes handles both event column and other columns with datetimes
• Time Sync nodes “SynchronizeLSF” strategy should work as expected again. The Vjoin index option is now
only used for the ”Sync parts” strategy
New command line options
See Sympathy Start options for more info.
• Added new command line option, ‘–generate_documentation’ for generating documentation from CLI
• Added ‘exit_after_exception’ argument which is activated by default in CLI. It makes Sympathy exit with error
status if an unhandled exception occurs in a signal handler.
• Added separate flag: –node_loglevel, for controlling the log output from nodes.
• Made it possible to set the number of workers using –num_worker_processes n.

1.2. What’s new
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API changes
• Libraries must now have only a single python package in their Common folders. See Node writing tutorial. In
the Standard Library this package is called sylib
• Removed has_parameter_view from node interface. See Custom GUIs.
• Changed default unit for time series to empty string instead of 'unknown'.
• Added has_column method in sytable and added corresponding method in table.File
• Accessing an ADAF basis which does not exist will raise a KeyError
• Improved node error handling, making it possible for nodes to issue user friendly error messages as well as
warnings. See Errors and warnings.
• Expanded and improved documentation, including API references for all default data types, and documentation
on how to create your own data type
• Improved error handling in many data type API functions
User interface
• Improved selection and context menu handling
• “Help” in node context menus will now also build documentation if necessary.
• Allow connections to be made by dragging from an input to an output port
• Added zoom with Ctrl/Cmd + scroll wheel
• Added working stop button.
• Improved the presentation of data in the viewer with a clearer font and better size handling as well as coloring
of columns by data type
• Improved undo/redo functionality, making more operations available in the undo history
Stability
• Avoid hanging on Windows when too much output is produced during startup
• Avoid infinite wait during node validation
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CHAPTER 2

Walkthroughs

New to Sympathy for Data? These guides walk you through the steps of the most basic usage of the Sympathy for
Data GUI.

2.1 Getting started
2.1.1 Working with nodes and workflows
Workflows, or simply flows, are the documents/files that you can create in Sympathy. Each workflow represent the
flow of data through an analysis process and they are made up of connected nodes. Each node performs a small,
standardized task to import, prepare, analyze, visualize or export data. Both individual nodes and entire workflows are
designed to be easily shared among users.
What follows is a short tutorial of some of the most basic usages in Sympathy.

2.1.2 Executing a node and looking at the result
When you first start Sympathy you are presented with an empty workflow and, to the left, a library where all the
available nodes can be found. Let’s add the node “Output Example” to our workflow, execute it and see what it does!
At the top of the library view you will find a filter area. Type “Example” in the library filter to only show nodes whose
names contain all those letters. Drag the node “Output Example” onto the empty workflow area to create an instance
of that node. The little gray square just to the right of the node is the nodes output port.
Now double click on the node to start executing it. When the execution is done and the node has turned green with a
little tick above it, double click on the output port. This will open up a viewer that shows the data that our node has
produced: A table with one column named ‘Enumeration’ which contains the numbers 1 through 100.
Double clicking on output ports to view what data a node has produced is a very handy tool when developing or
debugging workflows.

2.1.3 Loading and executing a workflow
Go to File->*Open...* and open the workflow file <sympathy install directory>/Sympathy/Doc/workflows/Cardata
workflow.syx. In Windows, double clicking on the workflow file in a file explorer window will also bring it up in
Sympathy.
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As you can see this flow contains several nodes connected to one another by wires. You can run all the nodes in this
workflow double clicking on the last (rightmost) node. When all nodes are done executing an image file with a plot
will have been produced in the same folder that the workflow resides in.
Read the help text in the big text field to find out what the individual nodes in the workflow do.

2.1.4 Configuring nodes
Many nodes can be configured to perform their task in different ways. Right clicking on a node and choosing Configure
will bring up the configuration GUI for that node. Some nodes have very simple configuration GUIs whereas other
nodes have very complex configuration GUIs. You can read the help texts for any specific node by right clicking on a
node and choosing help.
In the last example the node “Select rows in Table” was specifically set up to only show entries with year < 2010.
Let’s change it to only show entries with year < 2000. First execute the “Datasource” and “Table” nodes by double
clicking on the “Table” node. This is done to make sure that the node has access to the relevant data and can present
a list of the different columns in the indata. Right click the node “Select rows in Table”, choose Configure and change
the year in the field “Filter constraint”. Now click Ok and run the rest of the workflow.
Have a look at the configurations of the other nodes as well while your at it. You can always press Cancel in any
configuration GUI and be sure that no changes will be made to the configuration of that node.
As another example, if you only want cars of a specific brand, you can simply add a second “Select rows in Table”
node in series between the old node of that type and the “Scatter 2D” node (you will have to delete the old connection).

2.1. Getting started
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CHAPTER 3

Using Sympathy for Data

Get to know Sympathy for Data a bit more in depth.

3.1 The graphical user interface
The graphical user interface or GUI for Sympathy for Data is the main interface, where you can create, edit and run
workflows.
In the main interface of Sympathy for Data a number of smaller windows can be displayed, where each of these
windows have their own functionality. When Sympathy for Data is started two of these windows will be displayed, the
workspace window and the node library window. These two windows are vital for the construction of the workflows,
the functionalities of the other windows are more informative.
All windows, except the workspace window, can be turned on/off from the View menu.
A screenshot of the start view below of Sympathy for Data is visualized. In this screenshot the workspace window and
the node library window are located to the right and the left, respectively.

3.1.1 The node library window
It is through the node library window that you get access to the nodes, the building blocks of the data analysis workflows. The nodes are stored in a tree structure and are categorized by their functionalities. The nodes are added to the
flow with drag and drop.
There are two ways of getting more information about a node in the library window. Brief information, consisting of
a short description and a declaration of the incoming and outgoing data types, is displayed in a tooltip when resting
the cursor over a node in the library view. The more detailed documentation is accessed by right clicking on the node
and selecting “Help”. A web browser will open to display the node documentation. Documentation for all nodes in
the library can also be found here.
It’s possible to add new node libraries to the node library window. These are generally referred to as third-party
libraries.

3.1.2 Error window
The so called Error window actually fulfils a bigger role that its name suggests. All output from nodes ends up here,
be it errors, warnings or simple notices.
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Fig. 3.1: Screenshot of the startup view of the main window in Sympathy for Data.
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When a node has something to say it will add a single row to the Error window. This summary line consists of the
nodes label in the node column and a summary of the output in the details column. If you click on the arrowhead to
the left of the node label the row will expand and show more details.
You can right-click anywhere in the Node column and choose Clear to remove any old content from this view and
more easily notice new output.
There are four different severities in the output, ranging from least to most severe:
Output Informative non-crucial output that doesn’t affect the nodes ability to complete its task.
Warnings A node will give you a warning when it suspects that something might be wrong, but it is still able to
complete its task. You should usually take a look at any warnings and judge for yourself if some action needs to
be taken.
Error An unrecoverable error occurred during node execution. These errors are usually due to problems with either
the nodes configuration or the data that it received. The details can sometimes give more information about how
to fix the problem.
Exception Like the Error level this also represents some unrecoverable error during node execution. The difference
is that an exception is some kind of error that the node developer hasn’t anticipated. Sometimes these errors can
be fixed simply by fixing some problem with the configuration or input data, but it can also be that there is some
problem that needs to be fixed in the source code for the node.
A good quality node should in principle never give exceptions. You should consider reporting any exceptions
you see to the node developer. The details for an exception will provide a stack trace which gives information
to the node developer about where in the code the error arose.
If a node produced output at several different levels of severity only the most severe part can be seen in the summary
line, but expanding the row by clicking on the arrowhead will let you see the full output of the node.

3.1.3 Undo stack
The undo stack shows all historical operations preformed in the active workflow. Each operation (create node, move
node, delete node, connect nodes etc.) is represented by a row in the undo stack with new operations being added at
the bottom. If you select a specific row Sympathy will undo all operations below the selected row, effectively jumping
to a point in time just after the selected operation was performed.

3.1.4 Data viewer
The data viewer shipped with Sympathy for Data allows easy and fast inspection of the data stored in the different
data types. It can be either called directly from within Sympathy for Data by double clicking an output port of any
executed node or by launching it from the command line as described in the launch options.
Preview Table
The appearance of the Data viewer varies depending on the loaded data type. In the tables view a list of available
tables is shown on the very left. Selecting different items of the list will bring the selected table data into the table
preview. The preview table has a toolbar with four fields:
• The search box allows a quick search of the column names. For further explanation of the functionality, see
below.
• The document icon toggles between a view of the table’s data and its attributes. In case there are no attributes,
this view will be empty.

3.1. The graphical user interface
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Fig. 3.2: Screenshot of the Data viewer with activated plot.
• The three color circle icon toggles the data type background coloring in the data table view on/off. This also
toggles the color legend on/off on the bottom right of the preview table.
• The graph icon toggles the plot view on/off.

Fig. 3.3: Screenshot of the preview table toolbar showing the searchbar and toggle buttons.
The preview table also has a right-click context menu allowing to quickly selecting column to plot as either x (Plot
as x) or y (Plot as y) signal. Multiple columns can be plotted against the same x signal. Show histogram will show a
histogram together with some basic statistics of the selected column:
• mean value
• standard deviation
• number of nan values in the column
The number of rows and columns (row x column) is shown in a little box on the bottom left of the preview table.
Note: Due to limitations of the underlying GUI framework, tables with more then 71‘582‘788 rows will be truncated.
This will be shown with a line in red: Data truncated. This does not influence the plotting capability of large data.

Searchbar
The searchbar allows you to filter what columns are shown in the preview table. The default filtering is performed
on the column names only by means of a fuzzy filter, as shown in the example (column_names = [’TEST’, ‘CAR’,
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‘PLANE’, ‘TURBINE’]).
‘A’
‘E’
‘NE’

‘CAR’, ‘PLANE’
‘TEST’, ‘PLANE’, ‘TURBINE’
‘PLANE’, ‘TURBINE’

If you enter a * or ? wildcards, the filtering changes to a glob filter, where * matches any number of any character
and ? matches exactly one. Please be aware that the glob filter shows only exact matches for the search pattern. Some
examples.
‘T*’
‘*NE’
‘?A?’
‘*A*’

‘TEST’, ‘TURBINE’
‘PLANE’, ‘TURBINE’
‘CAR’
‘CAR’, ‘PLANE’

You can also use different search patterns separated by a ,. Each pattern can be either fuzzy or glob. Any column
matching any of the patterns is shown. For example:
‘T*,CA’

‘TEST’, ‘TURBINE’, ‘CAR’

By default only the column names are used when searching, but there are some search pattern prefixes that you can
use to change this behavior. These prefixes are :c, :a and :*. Here are some examples:
‘:c T*’
‘:a T*’
‘:* T*’

will search in the column names only
will search in the attributes only
will search in column names and attributes with the same pattern

The prefixes can also be combined with the multi-pattern search with , separator, as well as multiple prefixes are
allowed to be chained to refine the search by column names and attributes.
‘:c T*,CA’
‘:c T* :a
m,T’

searches for column names with pattern ‘T*’ ( glob filter) and within this set for attributes with ‘m’
and ‘T’ ( fuzzy filter)

Plot
The plot has two toolbars, one above and one below the plot area. The one above allows to change the following
parameters:
X Specifies the column used for the x axis.
Y Specifies the columns plotted as y-values. Multi-selection is allowed. Un/checking a column will remove or add it
to the plot.
Histogram Specifies the column used to plot the histogram and compute some statistics about it in an inset. [initially
hidden]
Plot settings Popup menu with configurable settings for.
Resample This integer value specifies the step size used for resampling in case the upper limit of
10000 points is exceeded. This value will be automatically updated on data refresh.
Plot large data In case of large data columns, >10 million rows, plotting will be disabled by default
and needs to be activated by this checkbox. This checkbox is hidden for data sets not exceeding
this limit.
Binning Selecting the number of bins used for the histogram. Hidden in Line plot mode.
Line graph Sets the plot to a scatter plot of the selected x and y columns.
Histogram graph Set the plot to a histogram using the last selected/active column in the Y selector. Selecting the
histogram plot will hide the X and Y selection boxes and shows the histogram selection box.

3.1. The graphical user interface
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The toolbar below the plot area allows for easy zooming, panning and moving through the zoom/pan state history. It
also has the option to save the current figure (Save icon) and alter the appearance of the lines or scatters of the plotted
data (checkbox icon).
Warning: Plotting large amounts of rows and several columns can result in slow plotting and the GUI might
become unresponsive.

3.2 Typical workflow structure
The number of nodes in the standard library can be quite daunting for a new user, so let’s go through a few common
use cases to get acquainted with some of the types of nodes that you can find.

3.2.1 Importing data
To import data from a file or a database you first need to add a Datasource or Datasources node (Library/Sympathy/Datasources in the library view) to the workflow. Configure the Datasource(s) node to point to where
your data is located. Connect it to a type node like Table(s) (Library/Sympathy/Data/Table in the library view) or
ADAF(s) (Library/Sympathy/Data/ADAF in the library view) and you should be good to go. The type nodes can often
automatically detect the file format and read the file without any additional configuration, but sometimes you need to
open the configuration GUI, manually choose the file format, and complete some configuration specific for that file
format.

3.2.2 Prepare data
Typically, data needs to be prepared by removing invalid values and unwanted noise from the data before it is analyzed.
This may also include removing irrelevant columns to save execution time and storage space.
When working with Tables two basic nodes useful for washing data are: Select rows in Table and Select columns in
Table. Their function is fairly self explanatory.

3.2.3 Analyze data
There are three different approaches to analyzing data in Sympathy. The fastest and easiest is to use the Calculator
Tables node. The Calculator Tables node supports small computations and is far from feature-complete at this stage.
It only operates on Table data.
The second approach is to use the function selector f(x) nodes. The function selector supports both Table (e.g. F(x)
Table) and ADAF (e.g. F(x) ADAF) data. The f(x) nodes are typically used to define functions that will be used in
many different workflows.
The third approach is to write a full Sympathy node. This requires more work but is necessary to implement custom
behaviour beyond that which is possible in the f(x) or Calculator Tables nodes. Refer to the Node writing tutorial for
information about how to write full Sympathy nodes.

3.2.4 Export data as plots or reports
Exporting is useful to store intermediate or final results from a workflow.
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The output from any function node can easily be exported by connecting an export node, such as, for example, Export
Tables - when dealing with table data, and Export ADAFs for ADAF data. Notice that the exporter names are in plural,
which means that they work on list type input. To export table data using Export Tables, the Table to Tables node can
be used to produce the desired table list type. The export nodes are different from the import nodes in that they do
not use an external data source, instead, the output location is set in the nodes configuration. Export nodes exist for
many of the same file formats as the import nodes, making it possible to do import, analysis and then export back to
the original input source.
For visualization, a few different nodes are available for plotting and reporting. The most powerful set of plotting and
reporting nodes are in the reporting library.

3.2.5 Working with ADAF
Many of the nodes in the standard library are only available for Table data. If your data is more naturally represented
as ADAF you can still use those nodes by letting them work on the tables that make up the ADAF. For instance if I
have imported some data as an ADAF, but I want to remove some of the time series from one of the rasters. The node
ADAF to Table let’s me get the relevant raster as a table and I can then use the node Select columns in Table to remove
some of the columns. As a last step I can use the node Update ADAF with Table to place the modified Table back into
the ADAF.

Fig. 3.4: Example of working with ADAF. This workflow can be found in <sympathy install directory>/Sympathy/Doc/workflows/ADAF example.syx.

3.2.6 Control structures
Perhaps you have noticed that some common programming control structures are missing in Sympathy. Things like
loops and if-statements are instead implemented in a more data-centric way.
Conditional execution
There is currently no way to branch a flow and only execute a single branch. Instead you can use filters and selectors
to guide the data into different branches.
Looping
There is also no explicit way to loop in Sympathy. What you can do though is to use Lists. Most list nodes implicitly
loop over all the incoming data. For example Select columns in Tables will loop over all the tables in the input and do
the selection for each of them.
3.2. Typical workflow structure
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3.3 Concepts in Sympathy for Data
3.3.1 Workflows
Workflow is the common name for the visual data analysis processes that are constructed in Sympathy for Data.
In general, the visual workflows consist of a number of visual building blocks which are connected graphically with
wires. The building blocks in Sympathy for Data are called nodes and are visual shells connected to underlying Python
code that defines the functionality of the node. It is only the nodes in the workflows that perform operations on the
actual data. The graphical wires represent the “transportation” of data between the nodes.
A workflow can be saved to a file, which by default will have the extension .syx. The syx-files includes the graphical
structure of both the workflows and any subflows as well as all the parameter settings for each node. To save a
workflow click Save or Save as... in either the toolbar or in the File menu.
In Sympathy data always flows from left to right. This means that the right-most node is also the “last” node in the
workflow. By double-clicking on the last node, you will start execution of any nodes to the left of that node. This
might be used to execute an entire workflow (or at least everything that is connected to that node). Another way to
execute an entire workflow is to simply push the “Execute” button in the toolbar.
Apart from nodes, you can also place textfields in the workflow. This is useful if you want to add a comment or
description to your workflow. These text fields become a part of the workflow and are saved together with all other
elements in the workflow file. To create a textfield click the button named “Insert text field” in the toolbar, then draw
a rectangle on the workspace. An empty text field will appear, and by clicking in it you will be able to add some text.

3.3.2 Nodes
The nodes in Sympathy can be added to the workflow from the node library window, where the nodes are categorized
by their functionality. Simply grab a node and drop it on the workspace.
The name of a node is located below the node. You can edit the name of a node simply by clicking on its current name.
This can be used as a documentation tool to make your workflow easier to understand.
Double-clicking on a node will execute it. If other nodes need to run first your node will be queued while waiting for
the other nodes. When a node is queued or executing you can right-click on it and choose Abort if you want to cancel
the execution. If a node has already been executed and you want to run it again, the first thing you have to do is to
reload the node, by right-clicking on it and choosing Reload. After that you can run it again.
Many nodes can be configured to perform their task in different ways. Right clicking on a node and choosing Configure
will bring up the configuration GUI for that node. Some nodes have very simple configuration GUIs whereas other
nodes have very complex configuration GUIs. You can read the help texts for any specific node by right clicking on a
node and choosing help.
Node states
The color of the background indicates the state of the node and in the table below the different states are presented
together with their corresponding colors.
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State
Armed
Error

Color
Beige
Red

Invalid

Light gray

Done
Queued

Green
Blueish
gray

State icon
None
Warning
triangle
Wrench
Check mark
Analog clock

Explanation
The node is ready for execution.
An error occurred during the last execution of the node.
The node’s configuration is invalid or an input port has not been
connected.
Successfully executed.
The node is queued for execution.

Fig. 3.5: A sample of nodes in different states. The first row of nodes have not yet been executed, but while the
Random Table node can the executed right now, the Datasource node requires some kind of configuration before it
can be executed. The second row of nodes are being executed right now. The node to the left (Example1) is currently
executing and Example2 is queued and will be executed as soon as Example1 is done. The nodes in the final row
have both been executed, but while the Hello world Example node was executed successfully the Error Test node
encountered an error during execution (as it is designed to do).

Ports
On the sides of the nodes are small symbols representing the node’s ports for incoming and outgoing data. Since the
workflows are directed from left to right, the inputs are located on the left side and the outputs are on the right side.
The ports can have different symbols representing different data types. It is only possible to connect an output port
with an input port of the same type. The type system in Sympathy thus ensures that only compatible nodes can be
connected.
The connections are represented by wires between the nodes and are established by drag and drop. Click on an output
port and drag to an input port on another node or vice versa. The nodes can be disconnected by right clicking the wire
and choosing Delete or by selecting the connection and pressing Delete on your keyboard.
No real data is transferred between the nodes, instead paths to temporary files are exchanged. It is these temporary
files on the disk that contain the actual data. Double clicking on an output port will open the data on that port in an
internal data viewer.

3.3. Concepts in Sympathy for Data
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3.3.3 Data types
The four different port types that are currently supported in Sympathy are Datasource, Table, ADAF, and Text. Apart
from these any port symbol can also be enclosed in brackets, representing that the port handles a list of arbitrary length
of the corresponding data type.

Fig. 3.6: A sample of nodes to show the different types of input and output ports for the nodes in Sympathy for Data.
The upper row of nodes all have single item ports whereas the nodes in the bottom row have list ports. This can be
seen by the fact that those ports are enclosed by square brackets. From left to right the type of the output ports are
Datasource, Table, ADAF, and Text respectively.

Datasource
The Datasource format is only used as a pointer to files or to a databases. It is often used at the start of a workflow to
pinpoint the data that the workflow will be working with.
See also the nodes Datasource and Datasources.
Table
Table is the most common data type in data analysis. Tables are typically found in CSV-files (comma separated
values), Excel-files and databases. Even matrices and vectors are, in some sense, tables. Most computations map very
naturally to tables. A table in Sympathy is much like a database table - a collection of columns that each have a name
and contains a single kind of data (numbers, strings, dates etc.). Ports which accept or output data with the Table type
are represented by a gray square.
ADAF
ADAF is the data analysis format used in Sympathy when working with more complicated data. The strength of this
format is that it enables the user to work with meta data (data about the data content), results (aggregated/calculated
data) and time series (measured data) together, making advanced analysis possible in a structured way. Ports which
accept or output data with the ADAF type are represented by a gray “steering wheel”.
See also Working with ADAF.
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Text
The Text data type allows you to work with arbitrary text strings in Sympathy. Ports which accept or output data with
the Text type are represented by a number of horizontal lines.
Lists
Lists make it possible to handle multiple data together in a flow. It is the most pure way to implement looping
constructs in a platform like Sympathy. A good example of when lists are useful is when there are a lot of files on a
disk with test data and the user wants to select all the files and analyze them in a single workflow.
Generic types
Generic types are types that can change, depending on what you connect them to This is especially useful for list
operations that can be performed independently of the types of the elements in the list. Examples: ‘Item to List’ and
‘Get Item List’.
Currently, the generic types are visualized by a question mark on the port, to see the actual type you need to hover
over the port for a while for the tooltip containing a textual representation of the actual type to appear.
Function types (Lambda function)
Function is a new datatype that represents a function that can be executed. The type is shown as a question mark on the
port, in the same way that generic types are shown. The corresponding tooltip when hovering, will show something
like: ‘table -> table’, ‘a -> a’, ‘a -> b -> b’. This representation can be interpreted in the following way: the rightmost
type is the result type, every other type is an argument, starting with the leftmost one for the first argument.

3.3.4 Control structures
Perhaps you have noticed that some common programming control structures are missing in Sympathy. Things like
loops and if-statements are instead implemented in a more data-centric way.
Conditional execution
There is currently no way to branch a flow and only execute a single branch. Instead you can use filters and selectors
to guide the data into different branches.
Looping
There is also no explicit way to loop in Sympathy. What you can do though is to use Lists. Most list nodes implicitly
loop over all the incoming data. For example Select columns in Tables will loop over all the tables in the input and do
the selection for each of them.

3.4 Subflows
As your workflow grows it may start feeling a bit unwieldy after a while. To improve the structure of the workflow
you can create a subflows from some of the nodes in your workflow. Select some nodes, right-click on one of them
and choose Create subflow from selection. This will replace all the nodes that you had selected with what looks like

3.4. Subflows
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a single node, but is actually a subflow. You can still get at the nodes by right-clicking on the subflow and choosing
Edit. This will open the “inside” of the subflow in a new tab. If you want to get back to the flat workflow structure you
can right-click on a subflow and choose Expand subflow to get all the nodes back where they were before.

Fig.
3.7:
Subflow outside.
This workflow can
tory>/Sympathy/Doc/workflows/ADAF example with subflow.syx.

be

found

in

<sympathy

install

direc-

Fig.
3.8:
Subflow inside.
This workflow can
tory>/Sympathy/Doc/workflows/ADAF example with subflow.syx.

be

found

in

<sympathy

install

direc-

Subflows can also contain yet other subflows so using this feature you can structure your workflow hierarchically.

3.4.1 Adding ports
Most of the time you want your subflow to take in data on some input ports and produce output on some output ports.
Each port symbol on the “outside” of the subflow is also represented inside the subflow as a triangular node-like
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element.
If you want to add a new input or output port simply right-click on an empty area inside the subflow and choose Create
input or Create output. A corresponding port will appear on the outside of the subflow. You can connect any data type
to the little question mark of the port you just created.

3.4.2 Subflow settings
After you have created a subflow you can choose settings for how it should be configured. Right-click on the subflow
and select Settings to launch a dialog for editing the current settings.
First of all choose the configuration dialogs that you want to include. The setting is empty by default but you can add
any of the configuration dialogs from the nodes in the subflow. Move any nodes that you want from the list of available
nodes (left hand side) to the list of selected nodes (right hand side).
You can use this to expose a portion of the configuration options for your subflow, this is helpful to hide some of the
underlying details. As an example, starting out from the example workflow from Subflows you might want to expose
only the configuration for a single node, such as: Update ADAF with Table and hide everything else.

Fig.
3.9:
Subflow settings.
This workflow can
tory>/Sympathy/Doc/workflows/ADAF example with subflow.syx.
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There are two major modes to choose from: Wizard configuration and Tab configuration. These determine how the
configuration dialog will be presented. By default Tab configuration is used. To change mode, simply check or
uncheck the checkbox labeled “Configure using wizard”.
The checkbox labeled “Override parameters” is only used for linked subflows (see Linked Subflows) and determine if
changed parameters should be stored in the subflow-link or in the workflow file that the subflow-link points to.

3.4.3 Subflow configuration
After you have created a subflow and edited its settings (See Subflow settings) you can configure it by right-clicking
on the subflow and choosing Configure.
Depending on the mode, either a Wizard configuration dialog or a Tab configuration dialog will appear.
Tab configuration
This configuration mode organizes the selected node dialogs in tabs. When selected node dialogs include nested
subflows their node dialogs will be grouped together in a tab unless there is only one dialog.
Having all selected dialogs available as tabs provides a good overview and makes it possible to quickly select the
nodes of interest and configure them.
The tabs are ordered according to the order of selected nodes in Subflow settings.
Wizard configuration
This configuration mode presents a wizard showing the configuration dialogs for the selected nodes, one at a time.
The nodes will be shown in dependency order and the wizard makes sure that every preceding node is executed before
each selected node dialog.
Having the preceding nodes executed when configuring is useful when the content of the dialogs depends on data, for
example, the column names in the input table.

3.4.4 Linked Subflows
Ordinary subflows are integrated into your workflow, and are stored within the same workflow file. If you have made
a very useful subflow you may want to use that in several different workflows or many times in the same workflow.
You could of course simply copy your subflow but maintaining it would become cumbersome since any update that
you wanted to do in the subflow will have to be made manually in all copies of the subflow.
Instead you can create a linked subflow by right-clicking on the subflow and selecting Save subflow as link. This will
prompt you to save the subflow to a file and the containing workflow will now only store a link to the subflow. This is
indicated by a pair of links of a chain on the outside of the subflow.
If you edit a linked subflow and save the changes any workflow that you open which contains a link to that subflow
will also see those changes.
Warning: Note that the contents of any linked subflows are only read when you open a workflow. Meaning that
if you already have a workflow containing a link to the subflow open when you make a change in the subflow, that
workflow might not see the change until you close and reopen the workflow.
Apart from the things noted above linked subflows should work exactly like ordinary subflows.
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Fig.
3.10: Subflow tab configuration.
This workflow can be found in <sympathy install directory>/Sympathy/Doc/workflows/ADAF example with subflow.syx.
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Fig. 3.11: Subflow wizard configuration.
This workflow can be found in <sympathy install directory>/Sympathy/Doc/workflows/ADAF example with subflow.syx. First check “Use wizard configuration” to configure
in this way.
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Parameter overrides
New in version 1.3.1.
The default setting when configuring a linked subflow is to override the base parameters with the new configuration.
These overrides are stored in the flow containing the subflow and thus don’t affect the linked subflow file. This can be
very useful when you want to use a subflow many times but with slightly different configurations. Each place where
you use it will link to the same workflow file, but will use different overrides.
Note that configuring a node which has override directly will also only change the overrides. Similarly, when copying
a node with overrides, the pasted node will have the active override parameters as its only parameters.
You can remove the overrides for a specific node by deselecting it in the subflow settings. If you have a specific use
case where overriding parameters isn’t what you need you can also disable it in the subflow settings. Configuring the
subflow will then change the nodes directly, and will thus affect the linked-in workflow file.

3.4.5 Locked Subflows
Locked subflows are executed in one process without generating intermediate files for the purpose of faster execution.
Because of this, locked subflows cannot be edited or configured as long as they are locked. They are recognized by
the L letter on the subflow block.
Locking and unlocking of subflows is done in the context menu for subflows. It is accessed by right-clicking on the
subflow and choosing Locked. A check mark in the Locked context menu item indicates that the subflow is currently
locked.
Use locked subflows in attempt to speed up the execution of subflows by avoiding costly disk operations.
Warning: Note that much more memory will be used than when executing as usual since the data which would
otherwise have been written to disk is kept in memory.

3.5 Functions
Lambda creates a function that can be applied using Apply and Map. Furthermore Extract Lambdas can be used to
obtain a list of Lambda.
These can be used to reduce duplication, to work with nested lists. And allows for conditional execution of parts of
components expressed as functions.
To create these elements simply right-click on an empty area inside the subflow and choose Create Lambda.

3.5.1 Lambda function
There are two primary usecases for Lambdas: 1. sharing the same flow execution without repeating the flow structure,
2. being able to Map. over lists.
Some advanced use-cases are possible using Lambdas, for example putting Lambda functions in lists to be executed
using a Map. This section only covers the basics.
There are two ways to use the output from Lambdas: 1, connect it to the Apply function, 2. connect it to the Map node.
The output can also be put in lists using Item to List and other nodes that work with generic types, and finally it can
be read from and written to files.

3.5. Functions
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If you want to create a new Lambda function simply right-click on an empty area inside the subflow and choose Create
Lambda.
A Lambda function has only a single output on the outside. The type of the output is a function, with argument types
depending on the types connected to the inputs.

3.6 Using Sympathy from command line
You can run a Sympathy from the command line by running python with launch.py syg or sy and a workflow path as
arguments. For the relevant startup options, see Sympathy Start options. For more information about launch.py see
launch.py Start options. Use the -h option to get more information about the arguments.
Run Sympathy for Data GUI on Windows or Unix:
python launch.py syg

Run Sympathy for Data CLI on Windows or Unix:
python launch.py sy filename

On Windows it is often useful to launch Sympathy in this way, using python.exe instead of pythonw.exe to get terminal
output. If you also have access to RunSympathyGUI.exe and RunSympathyCLI.exe that we bundle with our installers
they can be used to run Sympathy for Data. These two basically run pythonw.exe launch.py syg and python.exe
launch.py sy respectively.
Run Sympathy for Data GUI on Windows:
RunSympathyGUI.exe

Run Sympathy for Data CLI on Windows:
RunSympathyCLI.exe filename

On Unix syg.sh and sy.sh provides the same convenience.
Run Sympathy for Data GUI on UNIX:
./syg.sh

Run Sympathy for Data CLI on UNIX:
./sy.sh filename

3.6.1 Sympathy Start options
--loglevel=X or -LX Set log level to X which should be a number between 0 and 5 inclusive. 0 means no logging
and higher number corresponds to more verbose logging. The log is printed to standard output.
--node_loglevel=X or -NX Set node log level to X which should be a number between 0 and 5 inclusive. 0
means no logging and higher number corresponds to more verbose logging. The node log is printed to standard
output.
--configfile <FILELIST> or -C <FILELIST> Use config files from comma separated <FILELIST>. See
Using config files for more info about config files.
--inifile INIFILE or -I INIFILE Specify preferences file.
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--exit_after_exception {0,1} If set to 1, exit after uncaught exception occurs in a signal handler. 1 is
default for non-GUI execution and 0 is default for GUI.
--num_worker_processes N Number of python worker processes (0) use system number of CPUs
--generate_documentation Generate documentation files for Sympathy.
--generate_documentation_virtual_env Generate documentation files for Sympathy in a virtual python
environment.
--nocapture Write output directly to stdout and stderr without platform interception. Useful for debugging.
--benchmark=filename Generate HTML report of the execution to filename. Use this option together with -L5
and -N5 to get as much information as possible.
--help or -h Print usage message and exit.
--version or -v Show Sympathy for Data version.

3.6.2 launch.py Start options
Besides sy and syg, launch.py has a few other options that can be useful.
sy Run Sympathy for Data CLI. For usable arguments see Sympathy Start options.
syg Run Sympathy for Data GUI. For usable arguments see Sympathy Start options.
viewer Run Sympathy for Data Viewer. It can be supplied an optional filename argument.
tests Run all unit tests and test workflows for the sympathy platform and for all configured node libraries. See
Writing tests for your nodes for an introduction to library tests.
benchmark Run Sympathy for Data Benchmark suite. It generates a HTML report to supplied filename argument.
spyder Run Spyder with the environment (PYTHONPATH) set up.
ipython Run ipython with the environment (PYTHONPATH) set up.
nosetests Run nose with the environment (PYTHONPATH) set up.
--help or -h Print usage message and exit.

3.6.3 Using environment variables
Environment variable expansion is useful in node configurations where the node should behave differently depending
on the environment where it is executed. A simple example would be a workflow that always loads a certain file
from the current users home directory. To achieve that you can simply configure a Datasource node to point to
$(HOME)/somefile.txt and it will point to the file somefile.txt in the users home directory.
Apart from using already existing OS environment variables you can also add your own environment variables at four
different levels: OS/shell, local config, workflow, and global config. Local config or workflow level variables are
generally preferred as they don’t risk affecting workflows that they shouldn’t.
Default workflow environment variables
A few variables are always defined in every workflow. For example $(SY_FLOW_FILEPATH) which holds the full
path to the workflow file, or $(SY_FLOW_DIR) which contains the directory of the workflow file. These variables
behave just like normal workflow variables, but they are not stored in syx-file. Instead they are computed on the fly as
they are used.
For a complete list see File->*Preferences*->*Environment*.
3.6. Using Sympathy from command line
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Adding OS/shell environment variables
Setting environment variables or shell variables is done differently depending on operating system, version, shell etc.
As an example lets set the shell variable GREETING and start Sympathy in a command prompt in Windows:
> set GREETING=Hi!
> RunSympathyGUI.exe

Add a Hello world Example node and configure it to display $(GREETING). Run the node. The output should be
Hi!.
Adding environment variables via local config files
When starting Sympathy with one or more config files specified you can set environment variables in those config files.
Simply add lines like this to the config file:
$(GREETING) = "Yo!"

Adding workflow environment variables
Workflow level environment variables can be added and removed via the preferences gui. Go to File->*Preferences...*>*Environment* and add, change, and remove workflow variables. These variables are stored in the workflow file,
and will only affect that workflow, and its subflows. A subflow can always override a variable set by one of its parent
flows.
Adding environment variables to the global config file
Just as for workflow level variables global config variables can be added and edited under File->*Preferences...*>*Environment*, but they are stored in the global config file for Sympathy so they affect all workflows.
Priority
In case of name conflicts, environment variables are looked up in the following order:
1. OS/shell
2. Local config files
3. Workflow (defined in current subflow)
4. Workflow (defined in a parent workflow)
5. Global config file

3.6.4 Using config files
Config files can be used to set environment variables and for directly changing node config parameters.
Here is an example config file:
alias helloworld = {1679abf7-2fb9-4453-9b45-a7eb61b670ed}
helloworld.parameters.greeting.value = "Howdy!"
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The crazy string of numbers and characters on the first line is a node UUID. This uniquely identifies a single node in a
workflow. The alias command is used to give the node a more human-readable name that can be used throughout the
rest of the config file. To find the UUID of a node right click on it and choose Info.
When setting strings with non-ascii characters note that the config file should always be encoded using utf8:
alias helloworld = {1679abf7-2fb9-4453-9b45-a7eb61b670ed}
helloworld.parameters.greeting.value = "Grüß Gott!"

Or use escape sequences for any non-ascii characters:
alias helloworld = {1679abf7-2fb9-4453-9b45-a7eb61b670ed}
helloworld.parameters.greeting.value = "Gr\u00FC\u00DF Gott!"

When changing parameters in parameter groups or parameter pages write the full path to the parameter. The following
example changes the parameters of an Example1 node:
alias example1 = {9cc8b9b8-bcc5-4218-8bb4-13cf1e249626}
example1.parameters.delay.delay.value = 0.005
example1.parameters.examples.logics.boolflag.value = false
example1.parameters.examples.strings.lineedit.value = "some string"

All values must be valid JSON, which for instance means that true and false are lower case.
When using multiple config files in the same call the last config file has highest priority and the first one has the lowest
priority:
> RunSympathyGUI.exe flow.syx -C low_prio.cfg,high_prio.cfg

You can also add environment variables to your config files using the following syntax:
$(GREETING) = "Good day!"

Environment variables defined in config files have precedence over workflow specific and global variables. For more
info on environment variables see Using environment variables.
Whenever you start Sympathy with a config file the flow that you open will be copied to a temporary location and
modified according to the config file. This means that any relative paths in the flow or in the config file will be
relative to this temporary location instead of being relative to the original workflow. So when using relative paths in
conjunction with config files you should always add an output workflow filename to the command:
> RunSympathyGUI.exe flow.syx -C rel_paths.cfg output_flow.syx

Then the workflow flow.syx will be copied to output_flow.syx instead of a default temporary location and you can use
paths relative to the output workflow path. Note that the output workflow will be mercilessly overwritten each time
you run the command above.

3.7 Frequently asked questions
3.7.1 How to add a third-party library
When you have downloaded a third-party library you can add it to Sympathy in the preferences dialog. Go to the page
Node libraries and click add. Then add the folder containing the Library folder.

3.7. Frequently asked questions
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3.7.2 Installing additional python dependencies for your nodes
Not documented yet.
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Extending the functionality

Learn how to write nodes and more.

4.1 Node writing tutorial
Sympathy’s standard library contains a lot of useful nodes and it is also possible to add complete third party libraries
without writing any code yourself. But sometimes you might come to a point when the node that you need simply
hasn’t been written yet. One option is to write your own node.
All Sympathy nodes are written in Python, http://python.org, a powerful scripting language whose main goal is to be
easy to learn. Python has a very powerful set of standard libraries, but the standard libraries are a bit lacking when it
comes to high performance numerical computations. Because of this Sympathy comes with some third party libraries
that are great for numerical computations and data analysis:
numpy The basis of most the other libraries mentioned here and therefore also the most widely useful library. It
provides you with a generic data type for numerical data and some basic calculations on those data types. See
http://wiki.scipy.org/Tentative_NumPy_Tutorial, or http://docs.scipy.org/doc/numpy/user/basics.html, or http://
wiki.scipy.org/NumPy_for_Matlab_Users for some introduction.
scipy Provides functions for more advanced analysis such as numerical integration, solving differential equations,
optimization, and working with sparse matrices. See http://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/.
pandas See http://pandas.pydata.org/.
To create and edit nodes you will need some text editor or Python IDE. If you do not already have a favorite editor/IDE,
we recommend Spyder. Spyder is suitable for editing Python files and is distributed with Sympathy. So start your
editor/IDE of choice and let’s get started.

4.1.1 Creating a library structure
When Sympathy starts it looks for nodes in all folders in File->Preferences...->Node Libraries in Sympathy. So to
create your own node, first you have to create a library and add it to Sympathy’s list of libraries.
To create a library all you need to do is to create a few folders. The top folder should be named as your library. In it
create two subfolders called Library and Common and inside each of those another folder named as your library:
mkdir -p boblib/Library/boblib
mkdir -p boblib/Common/boblib

Now open up your Sympathy preferences and under Node Libraries add the top folder (called boblib in our example).
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Warning: You can in theory add new nodes to Sympathy’s standard library or to some third-party library and
have them appear in the Library view in Sympathy. This is not recommended though as it makes it much more
difficult to manage library updates and such.

4.1.2 The node wizard
The easiest way to get started writing your own node is to use the node wizard. It will create an outline of a node
code for you, so you can get right at implementing the actual functionality of the node. To start the node wizard go to
File->*New Node Wizard...*. If you want to write all the code by hand, feel free to skip ahead to the section The node
code.
On the first page of the wizard you can edit some descriptive meta data for your new node. Please consider carefully
what you write here as this affects how well a user will be able to understand what your node does. See the section
Node definition for detailed info about the different fields.
The second page allows you to add input ports to your node. Enter a name, a description and choose a data type, and
press Add. On the next page you can add output ports in the same way.
The next page of the wizard is where you choose in which library your node should be created as well as where in
the internal structure of that library the node should be placed. The Library Identifier field should contain an identifier
for the whole library. It must be the same for every node in the entire library. It should be on the form <extension>.<organisation>. Something along the lines of com.example. The Library Path field should be the absolute path
to the library where you want to node, and the Node Path should be the relative path inside that library to the folder
where the node should be placed. If your library is present in the file tree structure below the text fields, you can also
simply click on the folder where you want the node and all fields on this page should be automatically filled.
Click Next to proceed to the last page the node wizard where you will be presented with a preview of the node code.
When finishing the wizard this code will be written to a file that represents your node.

4.1.3 The node code
Nodes are loaded from their definition files when Sympathy is started, and only Python files with names starting with
node_ and ending with .py will generate nodes. You can place the nodes in subfolders to group related nodes
together. Now, create a file called node_helloworld.py and open it in your editor of choice.
Without further ado let’s look at the code for a simple example node:
from sympathy.api import node as synode
class HelloWorldNode(synode.Node):
"""This is my first node. It prints "Hello world!" to the node output."""
name = 'Hello world!'
nodeid = 'com.example.boblib.helloworld'
author = 'Bob <bob@example.com>'
copyright = '(C) 2014 Example Organization'
version = '1.0'
def execute(self, node_context):
print "Hello world!"

Copy this code into the file node_helloworld.py, reload the libraries in Sympathy and add the node to a new
workflow.
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A node is defined as a Python class which inherits from sympathy.api.node.Node. The name of the class is
irrelevant. The class definition starts with a description of the node, then you have to defining some variables that
contain meta data about the node. Lastly, you write the method that actually control the behavior of the node (such as
execute).
You can place several such classes in the same python file, but only do this if they are clearly related to one another.

4.1.4 Library tags
Each node can be part of one or several library tags. Add them like so:
from sympathy.api import node as synode
from sympathy.api.nodeconfig import Tags, Tag
class HelloWorldNode(synode.Node):
"""This is my first node. It prints "Hello world!" to the node output."""
name = 'Hello world!'
nodeid = 'com.example.boblib.helloworld'
author = 'Bob <bob@example.com>'
copyright = '(C) 2014 Example Organization'
version = '1.0'
tags = Tags(Tag.Development.Example)
def execute(self, node_context):
print "Hello world!"

To see what different tags are available have a look in Library/Common/sylib/librarytag_sylib.py or look at the code
of any specific node which uses the tag that you are interested in.

4.1.5 Adding input and output ports
The possibilities for a node with neither input nor output are quite limited. To add a single Table output port to your
node, add the class variable outputs as follows:
import numpy as np
from sympathy.api import node as synode
from sympathy.api.nodeconfig import Ports, Port, Tags, Tag
class FooTableNode(synode.Node):
"""Creates a foo Table"""
name = 'Create foo Table'
nodeid = 'com.example.boblib.footable'
author = 'Bob <bob@example.com>'
copyright = '(C) 2014 Example Organization'
version = '1.0'
tags = Tags(Tag.Development.Example)
outputs = Ports([Port.Table('Table of foo', name='foo')])
def execute(self, node_context):
outputfile = node_context.output['foo']
outputfile.set_column_from_array('foo column', np.array([1, 2, 3]))

4.1. Node writing tutorial
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Also notice the new import statements at the head of the file. Reload the library and add a new instance of your node
to a workflow. You can see that it now has an output port of the Table type.
Writing to the output file is as easy as adding those two lines to your execute method.
The object outputfile which is used in the example is of the class table.File Please refer to the Table API to
get more information about how to interact with the Table data type. Once again, reload the libraries, add the node to a
flow, and execute it. With these changes the node will produce an output table with a single column called foo column
containing the values 1, 2, 3.
Inspect the output by double clicking on the output port of your node. It will open in Sympathy’s internal data viewer.
If you want your output to be a modified version of the input you can use the source method:
import numpy as np
from sympathy.api import node as synode
from sympathy.api.nodeconfig import Ports, Port, Tags, Tag
class AddBarNode(synode.Node):
"""Adds a bar column to a Table."""
name = 'Add bar column'
nodeid = 'com.example.boblib.addbar'
author = 'Bob <bob@example.com>'
copyright = '(C) 2014 Example Organization'
version = '1.0'
tags = Tags(Tag.Development.Example)
inputs = Ports([Port.Table('Input Table', name='foo')])
outputs = Ports([Port.Table('Table with some added bar', name='foobar')])
def execute(self, node_context):
inputfile = node_context.input['foo']
outputfile = node_context.output['foobar']
outputfile.source(inputfile)
number_of_rows = inputfile.number_of_rows()
outputfile.set_column_from_array('bar',
np.arange(number_of_rows, dtype=int))

All the other basic port data types are also available in the Port class, such as ADAF, Datasource, and Text. Try
changing your port to some other type and add it again to a flow (don’t forget to reload libraries first) to see the port
data type change. You can also just as easily add several input or output ports to a node:
inputs = Ports([Port.Datasource('Input foo file', name='foofile'),
Port.ADAFs('All the data', name='alldata')])
outputs = Ports([Port.Table('Table with baz', name='baz'),
Port.ADAF('The best data', name='outdata')])

Note though that the different data types have different APIs whose references can be found here: Data type APIs.
If you need ports of some type which doesn’t have its own method in Port (such as generic types or lambdas) see
Using custom port types.

4.1.6 Adding a configuration GUI
Many of the nodes in the standard library have some configuration settings that affect the details of what the node does
when executed. For example in Random Table you can choose how big the generated table should be.
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Going back to the original Hello world node, let’s now offer the user a choice of what greeting to print.
Parameters are defined in the class variable parameters. Create a new parameters object by calling the function
synode.parameters. Then add all the parameters with methods such as set_string. In our example it would
look something like this:
from sympathy.api import node as synode
from sympathy.api.nodeconfig import Tags, Tag

class HelloWorldNode(synode.Node):
"""Prints a custom greeting to the node output."""
name = 'Hello world!'
nodeid = 'com.example.boblib.helloworld'
author = 'Bob <bob@example.com>'
copyright = '(C) 2014 Example Organization'
version = '2.0'
tags = Tags(Tag.Development.Example)
parameters = synode.parameters()
parameters.set_string(
'greeting',
value='Hello world!',
label='Greeting:',
description='Choose what kind of greeting the node will print.')
def execute(self, node_context):
greeting = node_context.parameters['greeting'].value
print greeting

Once again try reloading the library and readding the node to a flow. You will notice that you can now configure the
node. A configuration gui has been automatically created from your parameter definition. As you can see the label
argument is shown next to the line edit field and the description argument is shown as a tooltip. Try changing the
greeting in the configuration and run the node.

You can add parameters of other types than strings as well by using the methods set_boolean, set_integer,
set_float, set_list. Most of them have the same arguments as set_string, but lists are a bit different. A
simple example of storing a list can be found in Error example and looks like this:
parameters.set_list(
'severity', label='Severity:',
description='Choose how severe the error is.',
plist=['Output', 'Warning', 'Error', 'Exception'], value=[2],
editor=synode.Util.combo_editor().value())

4.1. Node writing tutorial
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This list is named ‘severity’ and contains the list specified by the plist argument. The value argument specifies
which element(s) in the list that are selected by default. In this case the third item, ‘Error’, (with index 2) is selected.
The editor argument is used to specify that we want this list to be shown in a combobox.
See Parameter helper reference for more details or see All parameters example for more examples of how to use all
the different parameter types and editors.

4.1.7 Errors and warnings
Any uncaught exceptions that occur in your code will be shown as Exceptions in the error view. The stack traces
in the details can be very valuable while developing nodes, but are pretty incomprehensible for most users. Because of this you should always try to eliminate the possibility of such uncaught exceptions. If an error occurs
which the node can’t recover from you should instead try to raise an instance of one of the classes defined in
sympathy.api.exceptions. Here is an example that uses SyConfigurationError:
from sympathy.api.exceptions import SyConfigurationError
from sympathy.api import node as synode
from sympathy.api.nodeconfig import Tags, Tag
class HelloWorldNode(synode.Node):
"""Prints a custom greeting to the node output."""
name = 'Hello world!'
nodeid = 'com.example.boblib.helloworld'
author = 'Bob <bob@example.com>'
copyright = '(C) 2014 Example Organization'
version = '3.0'
tags = Tags(Tag.Development.Example)
parameters = synode.parameters()
parameters.set_string(
'greeting',
value='Hello World!',
label='Greeting:',
description='Choose what kind of greeting the node will print.')
def execute(self, node_context):
greeting = node_context.parameters['greeting'].value
if len(greeting) >= 200:
raise SyConfigurationError('Too long greeting!')
print greeting

This will produce a more user friendly error message.
If you simply want to warn the user of something that might be a concern but which doesn’t stop the node from
performing its task use the function sympathy.api.exceptions.sywarn:
from sympathy.api.exceptions import sywarn
from sympathy.api import node as synode
from sympathy.api.nodeconfig import Tags, Tag
class HelloWorldNode(synode.Node):
"""Prints a custom greeting to the node output."""
name = 'Hello world!'
nodeid = 'com.example.boblib.helloworld'
author = 'Bob <bob@example.com>'
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copyright = '(C) 2014 Example Organization'
version = '4.0'
tags = Tags(Tag.Development.Example)
parameters = synode.parameters()
parameters.set_string(
'greeting',
value='Hello world!',
label='Greeting:',
description='Choose what kind of greeting the node will print.')
def execute(self, node_context):
greeting = node_context.parameters['greeting'].value
if len(greeting) >= 100:
sywarn("That's a very long greeting. Perhaps too wordy?")
print greeting

See Error window for more info about how the error view shows different types of output. See the Error example node
for another example.

4.2 Advanced node writing
4.2.1 Adjust parameters
Sometimes you want to adjust the configuration parameters to the input data that your node receives. This is especially
useful to update the choices in a list parameter.
As an example let’s consider a node that takes a table as input. The node has among its parameters a list of all the
columns in the input table. In this list the user can choose which column the node will operate on. To make sure that
the list is always updated when the columns in the input data change it could implement adjust_parameters
something like this:
def adjust_parameters(self, node_context):
"""Update the configuration with current input table columns."""
# The following line will raise an exception if there is no data.
# Read ahead to see how to fix this.
new_columns = node_context.input['input_port'].column_names()
if parameters['chosen_column'].selected not in new_columns:
new_columns.insert(0, parameters['chosen_column'].selected)
parameters['chosen_column'].list = new_columns

This method will be called before executing the node and before opening the GUI. Since the user might decide to open
the GUI even when there is no data ready on the input ports (e.g. when no node has been connected to the input port),
we need to check that there actually is data ready on that port before using it. To test if the input data is available you
can use the method is_valid() on the port. If it returns True you can safely use the input data. An improved
version of the above example which takes this into account could look like this:
def adjust_parameters(self, node_context):
"""Update the configuration with current input table columns."""
if node_context.input['input_port'].is_valid():
new_columns = node_context.input['input_port'].column_names()
else:
new_columns = []

4.2. Advanced node writing
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if parameters['chosen_column'].selected not in new_columns:
new_columns.insert(0, parameters['chosen_column'].selected)
parameters['chosen_column'].list = new_columns

See also Example1 for another example of adjust_parameters in action.
Note:
In Sympathy 1.2 you also had to return the updated node_context from
adjust_parameters_managed(). This has been changed in 1.3, but if you are writing nodes that need
to be compatible with both 1.2 and 1.3 you should of course still return it. See Library compatibility between 1.2 and
1.3 for more info about writing compatible nodes.

4.2.2 Controllers
To make the gui of your nodes easier to use, you can add controllers that clarify the interconnection between different parameters. Controllers can make sure that when some option is chosen some other option becomes available/unavailable. For example:
from sympathy.api import node as synode

class HelloWorldNode(synode.Node):
"""Prints a custom greeting to the node output."""
name = 'Hello world!'
nodeid = 'com.example.boblib.helloworld'
author = 'Bob <bob@example.com>'
copyright = '(C) 2014 Example Organization'
version = '3.0'
parameters = synode.parameters()
parameters.set_boolean(
'use_custom_greeting',
value=False,
label='Use custom greeting',
description='While unchecked the node will always print '
'"Hello World!" ignoring any custom greeting.')
parameters.set_string(
'greeting',
value='Hello World!',
label='Greeting:',
description='Choose what kind of greeting the node will print.')
controllers = synode.controller(
when=synode.field('use_custom_greeting', 'checked'),
action=synode.field('greeting', 'enabled'))
def execute(self, node_context):
if node_context.parameters['use_custom_greeting'].value:
greeting = node_context.parameters['greeting'].value
else:
greeting = "Hello World!"
print greeting
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By disabling elements of the gui that are not relevant with the current configuration you can make the configuration
gui easier to understand.
Each controller can have multiple actions and multiple controllers can be added by simply wrapping them in a tuple:
controllers = (
synode.controller(
when=synode.field('use_regex', state='checked'),
action=(synode.field('regex_pattern', state='enabled'),
synode.field('wildcard_pattern', state='disabled'))),
synode.controller(
when=synode.field('use_magic', state='checked'),
action=synode.field('more_magic', state='enabled')))

For another example of how to use controllers, see Controller example.

4.2.3 Using custom port types
Note: When writing nodes that should be compatible with both Sympathy version 1.2 and 1.3, you should refrain from
using Custom(). Any other port type available via Port in 1.2 is also available in the same way in 1.3, but some
custom ports (e.g. generic types and lambdas) will not work in 1.2. For more information see Library compatibility
between 1.2 and 1.3.
Previously we learned how to add input and output ports to your nodes:
inputs = Ports([Port.Table('Input Table', name='foo')])
outputs = Ports([Port.Table('Table with some added bar', name='foobar')])

This is the most convenient way to add ports with the most common data types like Table, Datasource, ADAF, etc.
If you want add a generic type, lambda or any other type which doesn’t have its own Port method you need to use
the method Custom(). As its first argument Custom() takes a textual representation of the port type. The other
two arguments are the same as in the other Port methods. The textual representation of the port type can contain
combinations of the following:
• type aliases (e.g. adaf or table),
• lists (e.g. [table], meaning a list of tables),
• lambdas (represented as an arrow from input type to output type, e.g. table -> adaf meaning a lambda
with table input and adaf output)
• generic types (e.g. <a> meaning any type or [<a>] meaning a list of arbitrary items),
Here are some examples of valid port types:
• tables (A list of tables)
• [table] (Same thing as previous example)
• [[table]] (A list of lists of tables)
• adaf -> [adaf] (A lambda whose input is an adaf and whose output is a list of adafs)
• [adaf -> [adaf]] (A list of such lambdas)
• <a> (Any type)
• <a> -> <b> (A lambda with arbitrary input and output)
• <a> -> <a> (A lambda whose output is of the same type as its input)
4.2. Advanced node writing
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• [<a> -> <a>] (A list of such lambdas)
• <a> -> <a> -> <b> (A lambda with two inputs of the same type)
If you use generic types all ports with the same identifier (the a in <a>) have to be the same type. For example in the
node Append List:
inputs = Ports([Port.Custom('<a>', 'Item', name='item'),
Port.Custom('[<a>]', 'List', name='list')])
outputs = Ports([Port.Custom('[<a>]', 'List', name='list')])

The two input ports can be e.g. Table and [Table], or ADAF and [ADAF], but not Table and [ADAF]. Another example
of this is in the Map node:
inputs = Ports([
Port.Custom('<a> -> <b>', 'Lambda Function', name='Function'),
Port.Custom('[<a>]', 'Argument List', name='List')])
outputs = Ports([
Port.Custom('[<b>]', 'Output List', name='List')])

Where the input and output type of the lambda determines what type the other ports must have. Or, if you connect the
other ports first, they determine what types the lambda’s input and output must have.

4.2.4 Managing node updates
When developing a node over time it is not uncommon that the set of node parameters change slightly from one version
of the node to the next.
Default value (the arguments value, value_names, list, plist) can always be updated without risk of breaking
old workflows. The change simply wont affect old workflows at all.
As of Sympathy 1.2.5 newly added parameters are automatically added to old instances of nodes when they are
configured, executed etc. So simply add the new parameter to the node definition and you can expect the new parameter
to always be there when you reach any node method, such as execute. As of Sympathy 1.3.0 any changes to the
label or description of an existing parameter are automatically applied to nodes.
If
you
need
more
fine-grained
control
you
can
implement
the
node
method
update_parameters(self,old_params) (available as of Sympathy 1.2.5). This method can create
new parameters where the default value of the new parameter depends on the value of some of the old parameters.
You do this by making changes to the argument old_params. Any parameters that are still missing after this
method are added automatically from the parameter definition.
Here is an example of update_parameters from Calculator Tables:
def update_parameters(self, old_params):
# Old nodes without the same_length_res option work the same way as if
# they had the option, set to False.
if 'same_length_res' not in old_params:
old_params['same_length_res'] = self.parameters['same_length_res']
old_params['same_length_res']['value'] = False

4.2.5 Custom GUIs
For most basic nodes the configuration GUI can be created automatically. This is very convenient but is of course a bit
limited. More advanced nodes, can also choose to implement their own custom configuration GUIs without any such
limitations. All guis in Sympathy are created using Qt (http://www.qt-project.org).
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To create a custom GUI implement the method exec_parameter_view(self,node_context) to return a
custom widget which will be run when configuring the node.
Note: In versions before 1.2 you also had to implement the method has_parameter_view which had to return
True for the custom gui to be created.
This is probably a good place for an example. Let us continue with the Hello World example and a custom GUI in
which the user can not only set the greeting, but also click a button to test the greeting and see how it feels:
from sympathy.api import node as synode
from sympathy.api import ParameterView

class MyWidget(ParameterView):
def __init__(self, parameters, parent=None):
super(MyWidget, self).__init__(parent=parent)
self._parameters = parameters
greeting_edit = self._parameters['greeting'].gui()
button = QtGui.QPushButton('Test greeting')
button.clicked.connect(self.test_greeting)
layout = QtGui.QHBoxLayout()
layout.addWidget(greeting_edit)
layout.addWidget(button)
self.setLayout(layout)
def test_greeting(self):
QtGui.QMessageBox.information(
self, 'A greeting...', self._parameters['greeting'].value,
QtGui.QMessageBox.Ok)

class HelloWorldNode(synode.Node):
"""Prints a custom greeting to the node output."""
name = 'Hello world!'
nodeid = 'com.example.boblib.helloworld'
author = 'Bob <bob@example.com>'
copyright = '(C) 2014 Example Organization'
version = '4.0'
parameters = synode.parameters()
parameters.set_string(
'greeting',
value='Hello world!',
label='Greeting:',
description='Choose what kind of greeting the node will print.')
def exec_parameter_view(self, node_context):
return MyWidget(node_context.parameters)
def execute(self, node_context):
greeting = node_context.parameters['greeting'].value
print greeting

4.2. Advanced node writing
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The editors/widgets created in the parameter definition can also be used in a custom GUI, but one has to add them to
the layout one by one, as it is done with regular Qt widgets. The benefit of using widgets defined in the parameter
definition, is that the signals emitted from the widgets are taken care of, and the parameters are updated automatically
when the user makes changes in the GUI.
If one has created a list in parameters with the name 'combo_example', accessing its editor widget would look
like:
example_combo = self._parameters['combo_example'].gui()

Just as in the section Adjust parameters, if the GUI attempts to use the input ports, it should first check that there is
actually data on the port by calling some_port.is_valid().
If the widget keeps an internal model of the parameters it should define a method called save_parameters which
updates node_context.parameters.

4.3 Debugging, profiling and tests
Sympathy offers a few tools that will help you fix problems in your nodes, notably interactive debugging and profiling.

4.3.1 Debugging nodes
When a node isn’t working as expected a very handy tool to use is the node debugger. Run a workflow up and to the
node that you want to debug. Right click the node and choose “Debug” from the context menu.
This will bring up Spyder with the node with correct data on the input ports, ready to be debugged simply by setting a breakpoint and pressing “play”. After running the code at least once you will also have access to the node’s
node_context in the interactive python prompt under the name dnc (short for debug node context). See Node
context reference for information on how to use the dnc variable.
Please refer to the Spyder manual for more info on it’s debugging features.

4.3.2 Profiling nodes and workflows
If your node or workflow is running too slow you can run the profiler on it to see what parts are taking the most time.
If you have configured Graphviz, see Configuring Graphviz, you will also get a call graph.
To profile a single node simply right click on a node that can be executed and choose Profile. This will execute the
node and any nodes before it that need to be executed, but only the node for which you chose Profile will be included
in the profiling. To profile an entire workflow go to the Controls menu and choose Profile flow. This will execute
all nodes in the workflow just as via the Execute flow command. After either execution a report of the profiling is
presented in the Error view. Profiling of single subflows is similar to profiling of single nodes but include all the
executable nodes in the subflow.
The profile report consists of a part called Profile report files and a part called Profile report summary.
Profile report files
The Profile report files part of the profile report consists of two or three file paths. There is always a path to a txt file
and a stats file, and also a pdf file if Graphviz is configured, see Configuring Graphviz. The txt file is a more verbose
version of the summary but with full path names and without any limit on the number of rows. The pdf file contains a
visualization of the information in the summary, also called a call graph.
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The call graph contains a node for each function that has been called in the profiled code. The color of the node gives
you a hint about how much of the total time was spent inside a specific function. Blue nodes represent functions with
low total running time and red nodes represent functions with high total running time. The nodes have the following
layout:

First row is the name of the function. Second row is the percentage of the running time spent in this function and all
its children. Third row (in parentheses) is the percentage of the running time spent in this function alone. The forth
row is the total number of times this function was called (including recursive calls).
The edges of the graph represent the calls between functions and the label at an edge tells you the percentage of the
running time transferred from the children to this parent (if available). The second row of the label tells you the number
of calls the parent function called the children.
Please note that the total running time of a function has to exceed a certain cut-off to be added to the call graph. So
some very fast workflows can produce almost empty call graphs.
A third file will also always be provided with the file ending ”.stats”. This file contains all the statistics that was used
to create the summary and the call graph. To begin digging through this file open a python interpreter and write:
>>> import pstats
>>> s = pstats.Stats('/path/to/file.stats')
>>> s.print_stats()

For more information look at the documentation for the Stats class.
Profile report summary
The summary contains a row for each function that has been called in the profiled code. Several calls to the same
function are gathered into a single row. The first column tells you the number of times a function has been called. The
next four columns measure the time that it took to run a specific function. In the last column you can see what function
the row is about. See https://docs.python.org/2/library/profile.html for details on how to interpret this table.
The summary also includes up to 10 node names from nodes included in the profiling and an indication of the number
of nodes that were ommited to save space.
Configuring Graphviz
For the call graph file to be generated Graphviz will have to be installed and the path to the bin folder which contains
dot will have to be in either PATH or Graphviz install path in Debug Preferences. Visit http://www.graphviz.org to
obtain a copy of Graphviz.
4.3. Debugging, profiling and tests
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4.3.3 Writing tests for your nodes
As with any other code, writing tests for your nodes is a good way of assuring that the nodes work and continue to
work as you expect.
Let’s start by running the following command from a terminal or command prompt:
python launch.py tests

This will run an extensive test suite on the sympathy platform and on all configured libraries. It tests that the documentation for all nodes can be generated without any errors or warnings and that the configuration guis for all nodes
can be created. But it doesn’t run the node.
Test workflows
The easiest way to test the execution of your nodes is to add them to a workflow and put that workflow in <library
path>/Test/Workflow/. All workflows in that folder and subfolders are automatically run when running the above
command.
Look in <sympathy folder>/Library/Test/Workflow/ for examples of such test workflows.
Unit tests
It is also a good idea to write unit tests to ensure the quality of your modules. Put unit test scripts in <library
path>/Test/Unit/. If the tests are named correctly they will automatically be found by the python module nose. Which
is run as a part of launch.py tests. See https://nose.readthedocs.org/en/latest/finding_tests.html for more details
about how to name your unit tests.
For example a unit test script that tests the two functions foo() and bar() in the module boblib.bobutils
could be called test_bobutils.py and look something like this:
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import numpy as np
from nose.tools import assert_raises
import boblib.bobutils

def test_foo():
"""Test bobutils.foo."""
assert boblib.bobutils.foo(1) == 2
assert boblib.bobutils.foo(0) == None
with assert_raises(ValueError):
boblib.bobutils.foo(-1)

def test_bar():
"""Test bobutils.bar."""
input = np.array([True, False, True])
expected = np.array([False, False, True])
output = boblib.bobutils.bar(input)
assert all(output == expected)

For more examples of real unit tests take a look at the scripts in <sympathy folder>/Library/Test/Unit/ or have a look
at the documentation for the nose module at https://nose.readthedocs.org/.
You can run only the unit tests of your own library by running the following command from a terminal or command
prompt:
python launch.py tests <library path>/Test/Unit

4.4 How to create reusable nodes
Follow these simple guidelines to make sure that your node is as reusable as possible.
• Break down the task into the smallest parts that are useful by themselves and write nodes for each of those,
instead of writing one monolithic “fix everything” node. Take some inspiration from the Unix philosophy, that
every node should “do only one thing, and do it well”.
• Try to work on the most natural data type for the problem that you are trying to solve. When in doubt go with
Table since it is the simplest and most widely applicable data type.
• Don’t hard code site specific stuff into your nodes. Instead add preprocessing steps or configuration options as
needed.
• Add documentation for your node, describing what the node does, what the configuration options are, and
whether there any constraints on the input data.
• When you write the code for your node, remember that how you write it can make a huge difference. If others
can read and easily understand what your code does it can continue to be developed by others. As a starting
point you should try to follow the Python style guide (PEP8) as much as possible.
If your nodes are very useful and don’t include any secrets you may be able to donate it to SysESS for inclusion in the
standard library. This is only possible if the node is considered reusable.

4.4. How to create reusable nodes
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4.4.1 Add extra modules to your library
If your node code is starting to become too big to keep it all in a single file or if you created some nice utility functions
that you want to use in several different node files you can place them in the subfolder to the folder Common that we
created way back in Creating a library structure. But first we need to make a package out of that subfolder by placing
an empty __init__.py file in it:
> touch boblib/Common/boblib/__init__.py

Now you can add modules to the package by adding the python files to the folder:
> spyder boblib/Common/boblib/mymodule.py

The Common folder will automatically be added to sys.path so you will now be able to import modules from that
package in your node code:
from boblib import mymodule

4.4.2 Library compatibility between 1.2 and 1.3
It is not difficult to write nodes compatible with both Sympathy version 1.2 and version 1.3.
• Your nodes should subclass the class synode.ManagedNode instead of synode.Node, and override the
methods called execute_managed() and the likes (see Overridable node methods).
• When using node_context.parameters in any node method, be sure to wrap it with a call to
synode.parameters(). This will make sure that you are always working with a ParameterRoot object
regardless of Sympathy version.
• To be compatible with 1.2 you should refrain from using custom ports and instead rely on the other port types
available in Port.
• Whenever you use adjust_parameters_managed() you should return the modified node_context,
since this is required in 1.2.
• Make sure to add a library tag so the node shows up in the right place in the library in 1.3.
Here is an example of a node written to work just as well in Sympathy 1.2 as in 1.3. The comments highlight the areas
of the code where extra care has to be taken:
from sympathy.api import node as synode
from sympathy.api.exceptions import SyDataError, SyConfigurationError
from sympathy.api.nodeconfig import Ports, Port, Tags, Tag

class ImproveColumnNode(synode.ManagedNode): # Use ManagedNode.
"""
Improves one of the columns of a Table by increasing it by one.
This node demonstrates how to write a node that is compatible with both
Sympathy 1.2 and 1.3.
"""
name = 'Improve column'
nodeid = 'com.example.boblib.improvecolumn'
author = 'Bob <bob@example.com>'
copyright = '(C) 2015 Example Organization'
version = '1.0'
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tags = Tags(Tag.Development.Example)

# Always add tags.

# Don't use any CustomPort ports.
inputs = Ports([Port.Table('Input Table', name='in')])
outputs = Ports([Port.Table('Improved Table', name='out')])
parameters = {} # Set parameters to a dictionary.
parameter_root = synode.parameters(parameters)
parameter_root.set_list(
'col', label='Select column to be improved.',
description='The selected column will be improved by adding one.',
editor=synode.Util.combo_editor().value())
# Use adjust_parameters_managed instead of adjust_parameters.
def adjust_parameters_managed(self, node_context):
# Wrap parameters in synode.parameters before using them.
parameter_root = synode.parameters(node_context.parameters)
if node_context.input['in'].is_valid():
new_columns = node_context.input['in'].column_names()
else:
new_columns = []
if parameter_root['col'].selected not in new_columns:
new_columns.insert(0, parameter_root['col'].selected)
parameter_root['col'].list = new_columns
return node_context

# Return the modified node_context

# Use execute_managed instead of execute.
def execute_managed(self, node_context):
inputfile = node_context.input['in']
outputfile = node_context.output['out']
# Wrap parameters in synode.parameters before using them.
parameter_root = synode.parameters(node_context.parameters)
col_name = parameter_root['col'].selected
if col_name is None:
raise SyConfigurationError('Please select a column to improve.')
if col_name not in inputfile.column_names():
raise SyDataError('No column called {} available in '
'input table'.format(col_name))
if inputfile.column_type(col_name).kind not in 'uifc':
raise SyDataError(
'Column {} is not a numeric type.'.format(col_name))
col = inputfile.get_column_to_array(col_name)
outputfile.source(inputfile)
outputfile.set_column_from_array(col_name, col + 1)

4.5 Creating a custom data type
The data types that are available in Sympathy include Table, ADAF, Text and lists of these type, but if the need should
arise you can also make your own data type.

4.5. Creating a custom data type
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Please keep in mind that this is an advanced operation that is not needed for most users. Furthermore:
• Nodes can only be connected to other nodes that use the same data type. So a node using your own data type
can only be connected to other nodes that use your own data type.
• Don’t duplicate functionality for several different data types. For example Select rows operation should probably
only exist for Table.
• Create paths to and from Table or some other native data type so people using your nodes can still benefit from
the standard library and any third party libraries using the standard data types. See Working with ADAF for an
example.
By following this guide, you should be able to create a new composite data type out of the existing fundamental data
types in sympathy. An example of such a data type is the ADAF. Even many types of data which are not most naturally
represented as a hierarchical collection of tables can be created in this fashion. For example an array type could be
created by using a single table and building a specialized and more restrictive typeutil interface. Even the ubiquitous
Table can be said to be a composite data type as it is a wrapper around the more fundamental sytable type.

4.5.1 Create typeutils class
This is the only mandatory step towards creating your own data type. Create a new python file anywhere in the package
inside the Common folder of your library. Name it as your data type, all lower case. In our example we will place the
file at boblib/Common/boblib/twin_tables.py. Open your new typeutils file and add a class called File which inherits
from sympathy.api.typeutil.TypeAlias and which uses the sympathy.api.typeutil.typeutil
decorator. Use the method _extra_init to do any initialization.
Example:
import os
from sympathy.api import typeutil
# Full path to the directory where this file is located.
_directory = os.path.abspath(os.path.dirname(__file__))

@typeutil.typeutil('sytypealias twin_tables = (first: table, second: table)')
class File(typeutil.TypeAlias):
"""Twin tables."""
def _extra_init(self, gen, data, filename, mode, scheme, source):
self.first = self._data.first
self.second = self._data.second
@classmethod
def viewer(cls):
from . import twin_tables_viewer
return twin_tables_viewer.TwinTablesViewer
@classmethod
def icon(cls):
return os.path.join(_directory, 'port_twin_tables.svg')

The argument to the decorator is the declaration of your data type. It can contain a combination of basic data types
(such as sytable or sytext) other composite types (such as adaf or table), and container types (sylist,
sydict, and syrecord).
sylist Create a list of elements by surrounding the name of a type in brackets. For example [adaf].
sydict Create a dictionary of elements by surrounding the name of a type in curly braces.
{sytable}.
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syrecord A record contains a few fixed elements. Create a record by surrounding key-value pairs in parenthesis.
For example (projects: sytable,coffee_budget: sytable). The values must all be valid
types and the keys must all be valid python identifiers. As seen in the example above the elements are available
as attributes of the record.
The instance variable self._data will contain the declared data structure. Where applicable, stuff in self._data
will be wrapped in the correct typeutil class. In the above example the tables will be wrapped in the typeutils
class :class:typeutils.table.File, but if the declared type had been '(first: sytable,second:
sytable)' the tables would be bare :class:types.sytable objects and not wrapped in the typeutils class.
The typeutil class should contain any interface to the data that you want to expose for nodes working with this data
type. In our example the interface is simply two instance variables called first and second, but for example
the typeutils class for the table type defines many methods for reading and writing data and the ADAF typeutil even
defines several additional classes.

4.5.2 Locate port type
In order for the type to be fully usable Sympathy needs to be able to locate it. It is located using a function called
library_types() that should be present in the __init__.py file of your package under Common.
Example from the standard library:
# Filename Library/Common/sylib/__init__.py
import sympathy.api
def library_types():
return [
sympathy.api.adaf.File,
sympathy.api.datasource.File,
sympathy.api.figure.File,
sympathy.api.report.File,
sympathy.api.table.File,
sympathy.api.text.File,
]

For TwinTables it would look something like:
# Filename boblib/Common/boblib/__init__.py
from . import twin_tables
def library_types():
return [twin_tables.File]

4.5.3 Create port type
This step is not strictly necessary but will make it easier to create nodes that use your data type. Add a new port
type function to the same file as your typeutils class. It should be similar to the static methods of the Port class of
utils.port.
Example:
from sympathy.utils import port

4.5. Creating a custom data type
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def TwinTables(description, name=None):
return port.CustomPort('twin_tables', description, name=name)

4.5.4 Create an example node
Create a node that uses the new port type:
import numpy as np
from sympathy.api import node as synode
from sympathy.api.nodeconfig import Ports
from boblib.twin_tables import TwinTables

class TwinTablesExample(synode.Node):
"""
Outputs a twin table with one column in first table with values 1-99.
"""
name = 'Twin tables example'
description = 'Outputs a twin table with one column in first table with values 1˓→99.'
icon = 'example.svg'
nodeid = 'org.sysess.sympathy.examples.twintablesexample'
author = 'Magnus Sanden <magnus.sanden@combine.se>'
copyright = '(c) 2014 System Engineering Software Society'
version = '1.0'
outputs = Ports([TwinTables('Output', name='port1')])
def execute(self, node_context):
"""Execute node"""
tablefile = node_context.output['port1'].first
data = np.arange(1, 101, dtype=int)
tablefile.set_name('Output Example')
tablefile.set_column_from_array('Enumeration', data)

Look at the data on the out port by right-clicking on it and choosing Copy File Path To Clipboard and pasting the path
into HDF5View.

4.5.5 Adding an icon
To customize your new type by adding an icon, first create an svg icon for TwinTables. See the icons in Sympathy/Gui/Resources/icons/ports for more details about how the platform icons look like.
Icons should have a width and height of 16. Use an existing platform icon as a template if you are uncertain. If this
criteria is not met, the icon will be scaled and cropped to a width and height of 16 automatically.
Once the icon is created, copy it to boblib/Common/boblib/port_twin_tables.svg The free software Inkscape can be
used to create the icons.
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4.5.6 Extend the data viewer
To be able to view the data on ports of type twin_tables, a new viewer needs to be created.
Add a module called twin_tables_viewer.py to boblib/Common/boblib/twin_tables_viewer.py with the following code:
import PySide.QtGui as QtGui
from sympathy.api.typeutil import ViewerBase
from table_viewer import TableViewer

class TwinTablesViewer(ViewerBase):
def __init__(self, data=None, console=None, parent=None):
super(TwinTablesViewer, self).__init__(parent)
layout = QtGui.QVBoxLayout()
layout.addWidget(self._table1_viewer)
layout.addWidget(self._table2_viewer)
self.setLayout(layout)
self.update_data(data)
def data(self):
return self._data
def update_data(self, data):
self._data = data
if data is not None:
self._table1_viewer.update_data(data.first)
self._table2_viewer.update_data(data.second)

4.5. Creating a custom data type
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Interactive

Using the interactive library API.

5.1 Using Interactive (Using the Library interactively)
Warning: Interactive is currently in an experimental state. This feature will likely be subject to change but is
included in hope that it will be useful as is.
If you want to work interactively with the data structures and Library nodes, use the interactive module. The interactive
module is intended for experimentation, scripting and test and aims to make it convenient to work in IPython or similar.
The code example below demonstrates how to load the interactive module.
from Gui import interactive

Interactive relies on sympathy.api for producing port data such as ADAF or Table, but using sympathy.api explicitly is
not required.

5.1.1 Loading the Library
from Gui import interactive
library = interactive.load_library()

load_library may produce warnings similarly to the ones produced when running Sympathy for Data as GUI or
CLI.

5.1.2 Loading nodes
When the Library has been loaded you are ready to begin loading nodes. The nodes can be loaded by nodeid or name
and if no match is found the method will also attempt to do a fuzzy match of the provided name. If more than one node
is matched, then a KeyError is produced listing which nodes that match the given name. Matching the node name
is often good enough, it should certainly be unique within a library and is easy to read compared to the full nodeid.
random_table = library.node('Random Table')
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5.1.3 Working with configurations
There are two different ways of configuring nodes: Graphical and Programmatic. When working interactively it is
often a good start to use the graphical interface, the programmatic interface is more useful for automation and tests.
Some nodes have very complex configurations that can be hard to get right and, for those cases, the Graphical interface
is recommended.
Graphical interface
The code example below demonstrates how to launch the configuration GUI for a Random Table node. The node
remembers its configuration and the changes will have effect when the node is executed and in other cases when its
configuration is used.
random_table = library.node('Random Table')
random_table.configure()

Programmatic interface
The code example below demonstrates how to set the column_entries attributes of a Random Table node to the value
3. This change will make the node produce 3 random columns of the default column_length which is 1000, when
executed.
random_table = library.node('Random Table')
random_table.parameters.attributes.column_entries.value = 3

The parameters, when accessed via attributes, have a similar interface node_context.parameters wrapped in sympathy.api.parameters or ParameterRoot, but allows you to index the elements using ‘.’. This way is more convenient
when used from the CLI since it allows for name completion. If you instead wish to work with the same interface as
is used by nodes, then use random_table.parameters.data.

5.1.4 Working with nodes
Nodes store the changes made during configure and when the parameters are changed. They produce a list of data
elements when executed and expect a list of data elements as input, this makes it possible to easily connect the data
between nodes. Note that the ordering of inputs and outputs is important and should match the declaration order in the
node definition.
The code example below demonstrates how to use the result produced by one node as input for another.
random_table = library.node('Random Table')
rt_output = random_table.execute()
table_to_tables = library.node('Table to Tables')
ttt_output = table_to_tables.execute(rt_output)
assert(ttt_output[0][0] == rt_output)

The code example below demonstrates how to use the result produced by multiple nodes as input for another.
random_table0 = library.node('Random Table')
rt_output0 = random_table.execute()
random_table1 = library.node('Random Table')
rt_output1 = random_table.execute()
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vjoin_table = library.node('VJoin Table')
vj_output = vjoin_table.execute(rt_output0 + rt_output1)

5.1. Using Interactive (Using the Library interactively)
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CHAPTER 6

API Reference

6.1 Node interface reference
6.1.1 Node definition
The following class variables make up the definition of a node.
Note: Sympathy treats the different required class variables slightly differently. name and nodeid are needed to
generate the node. If these two are missing any attempt at creating this node stops immediately without any error
message. If they are defined, author, copyright, and version also need to be defined. If any of those three are
missing an error message is generated while loading the library. Omitting name and nodeid can therefore be useful
for creating a base class which should itself not be generated as a node.
name Required to generate a node.
The name of the node, is what the user will rely on to identify the node. It will show in the library view and in
the node’s tooltip. It will also be used as the default label of any instance of the node in a flow.
Try to keep the name short and to the point. For example adding “node” to the name of the node is rather
pointless. It is also recommended to never have two nodes with the same name as they will be all but impossible
for a user to tell apart.
nodeid Required to generate the node.
The nodeid is the identifier of the node. The node identifier needs to be unique for each node. It should look
something like this: 'com.example.boblib.helloworld'. The node id should represent a kind of
“path” to the node. It usually consists of the Internet domain name of your organization, the library name,
perhaps an internal filepath in the library, and lastly the node name. It should not contain any spaces.
author Required.
The author of the node should contain a name and email to the author, (e.g.
'John Smith
<john.smith@example.com>'). If there are several authors to a node, separate them with semi colons.
copyright Required
A copyright notice (e.g. '(c) 2014 Example Organization').
version Required
A version number of the node, as a string. For example version = '1.0'.
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icon Path to a an icon to be displayed on the node, in SVG format (e.g. 'path/to/icon.svg').
Always use paths relative to the node in order for your library to be portable. Preferably use forward slashes as
directory separators regardless of operating system.
To create svg icons you can, for instance, use the free software Inkscape.
description The description variable is a short explanation of what the node does. This explanation is shown in
the Library view and other places in the GUI to help users find the right node.
inputs and outputs The input and output ports of the node.
Should be instances of
sympathy.api.nodeconfig.Ports. See Adding input and output ports for an introduction to
how you add ports to nodes.
parameters Parameter definition. Can be either a dictionary or an OrderedDict. See Adding a configuration GUI
for an introduction.
controllers Controller definition. Gives a bit of extra control over the automatic configuration GUI. See Controllers.

6.1.2 Overridable node methods
Override the following methods to specify the behavior of a node.
Note:
To create nodes that are compatible with both Sympathy version 1.2 and 1.3 you should subclass
synode.ManagedNode. It has the same overridable node methods except that they all end with _managed,
e.g. execute_managed() or exec_parameter_view_managed(). See Library compatibility between 1.2
and 1.3 for more information.
adjust_parameters(self,node_context) Adjust the parameters depending on the input data. See Adjust
parameters for more details.
execute(self,node_context) Required
Called when executing the node.
exec_parameter_view(self,node_context) Return a custom configuration widget. If this method is not
implemented, a configuration widget is built automatically from the parameter definition. See Custom GUIs for
more details.
update_parameters(self,old_params) Update the parameters of an old instance of the node to the new
node definition, by making changes to the argument old_params. Note that this method doesn’t receive a
node context object. It only receives the current parameters of the node. See Managing node updates for more
details.
verify_parameters(self,node_context) Verify the parameters and return True if node is ready to be
executed.

6.1.3 Callable node methods
Utility methods available in the node methods.
self.set_progress(value) Tell the user how many percent of the node’s execution have been completed.
The value should be between 0 and 100 inclusive. It is considered good practice to add calls to this method for
any non-instant operations. For an example, see Progress example.
Calling this method in other node methods than execute has no effect.
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6.1.4 Node context reference
The node context object that is sent to most node methods has five fields:
input and output Input and output ports. See Adding input and output ports for an introduction to the use of
ports.
Each port will be an object of the data type of that port. A reference of each data type can be found here: Data
type APIs.
In execute the input ports will always have data, but in all other node methods it is possible that there is not
yet any data on the input ports. See Adjust parameters for the basics of how to check if there is data available.
parameters The parameters of this instance of the node, as a parameter root object. See Adding a configuration GUI for an introduction to the use of parameters, and Parameter helper reference for a full reference of
parameters in Sympathy.
definition Dictionary containing the full node definition.
typealiases Currently unused.
Note: When creating nodes that should be compatible with both Sympathy version 1.2 and 1.3, it is important to note
that the field parameters will be of different type in the different versions. In 1.2 it was a dictionary which you
would wrap in synode.parameters() whereas in 1.3 it is already a ParameterRoot object. The solution is to
always wrap the parameters in synode.parameters(). See Library compatibility between 1.2 and 1.3 for more
information.

6.2 Parameter helper reference
6.2.1 Adding scalar parameters
There are four types of scalar parameters in sympathy: booleans, integers, floats, and strings. Use the methods
set_boolean, set_integer, set_float, and set_string to add each of these types to a parameter group.
The following arguments are accepted:
name First positional argument is the name of the parameter. This is used as a key to get the specific parameter from
the parameter group.
value Default value.
label Shown next to the parameter editor to help the user identify the different parameters.
description Shown as a tooltip for each parameter and can contain a longer description for each parameters.
editor Changes how the parameter can be edited in the configuration GUI. See Editors.

6.2.2 Adding lists
If you need a parameter which at any given time has only one value chosen from a list of available options, you should
use one of the scalar parameter types with a combo editor. See All parameters example for an example of this. On the
other hand, if you actually want a parameter where the user can select multiple options, a list parameter is what you
need. The method set_list adds a list parameter. It has all the arguments of the corresponding methods for adding
scalar parameters, but it also accepts a few extra arguments:
list or plist Two synonyms for specifying all the available options in the list.
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value A list of selected indices.
value_names A list of selected entries from list/plist.
Also note that list parameters don’t have any default editor so you always have to specify an editor for each list
parameter. For possible choices, see Editors.

6.2.3 Adding groups and pages
To group related parameters together, use the methods create_group and create_page. Creating a group and
then adding parameters to that group results in a border around those parameters in the gui. Each page in the parameters
is shown as a tab in the configuration gui. See All parameters example for examples of how to use groups and pages.

6.2.4 Editors
The available editors are:
Editor name

Description

lineedit_editor

A single line input.

bounded_lineedit_editor
A single line input with upper and/or lower bounds for input.
spinbox_editor

A line with buttons for increasing and decreasing the value with a
predefined step.
bounded_spinbox_editor
A spinbox with upper and/or lower bounds.
deciA spinbox where the number of decimals can be defined.
mal_spinbox_editor
deciA spinbox both bounded and decimal.
mal_bounded_spinbox_editor
code_editor
A text edit suitable for editing code. The extra argument language can
be used to specify the language for syntax highlighting.
filename_editor
A line edit and a button to browse for existing files. A filter can be set to
limit the types of files shown.
savename_editor
A line edit and a button for choosing a new or existing path. A filter can
be set to limit the types of files shown.
directory_editor
A line edit and a button to browse for directories.
combo_editor
A combobox, that is, a drop down list with a single selection.
list_editor
A list with checkboxes for selection.
selectionlist_editor A list with defined selection, such as multiple selection.
checkbox editor
A box which can be checked and unchecked. The default for boolean
parameters.

Usable with
data types
strings, floats
and integers
floats and
integers
floats and
integers
floats and
integers
floats
floats
strings
strings
strings
strings
lists, strings
lists
lists
boolean

All editors can be found in synode.Util. To set the editor of a parameter to e.g. spinbox_editor, set the parameters
editor argument to synode.Util.spinbox_editor().value(). Once again refer to All parameters example
for many examples of choosing and configuring editors.

6.3 Data type APIs
Sympathy stores data internally as a few different data types. Learning how to use the APIs for those data types is
essential when writing your own nodes or when using the f(x) nodes.
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6.3.1 Table API
API for working with the Table type.
Import this module like this:
from sympathy.api import table

Class table.File
class sympathy.typeutils.table.File(fileobj=None, data=None, filename=None, mode=u’r’,
scheme=u’hdf5’, source=None, managed=False, import_links=False)
A Table with columns, where each column has a name and a data type. All columns in the Table must always
be of the same length.
Any node port with the Table type will produce an object of this kind.
The data in the Table can be accessed in different ways depending on whether you plan on using numpy or
pandas for processing the data. When using numpy you can access columns individually as numpy arrays via
get_column_to_array() and set_column_from_array():
>>> from sympathy.api import table
>>> mytable = table.File()
>>> mytable.set_column_from_array('foo', np.array([1,2,3]))
>>> print(mytable.get_column_to_array('foo'))
[1 2 3]

Or you can access them as
set_column_from_series():

pandas

Series

using

get_column_to_series()

and

>>> from sympathy.api import table
>>> mytable = table.File()
>>> mytable.set_column_from_series(pandas.Series([1,2,3], name='foo'))
>>> print(mytable.get_column_to_series('foo'))
0 1
1 2
2 3
Name: foo, dtype: int64

When working with the entire table at once you can choose between numpy recarrays (with to_recarray()
and from_recarray()) or numpy matrices (to_matrix() and from_matrix()), or pandas data frame
via the methods to_dataframe() and from_dataframe().
All these different ways of accessing the data can be mixed freely.
__contains__(key)
Return True if table contains a column named key.
Equivalent to has_column().
__getitem__(index)
Return type table.File
Return a new table.File object with a subset of the table data.
This method fully supports both one- and two-dimensional single indices and slices.
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Examples
>>> from sympathy.api import table
>>> mytable = table.File.from_rows(
...
['a', 'b', 'c'],
...
[[1, 2, 3], [4, 5, 6], [7, 8, 9]])
>>> mytable.to_dataframe()
a b c
0 1 2 3
1 4 5 6
2 7 8 9
>>> mytable[1].to_dataframe()
a b c
0 4 5 6
>>> mytable[:,1].to_dataframe()
b
0 2
1 5
2 8
>>> mytable[1,1].to_dataframe()
b
0 5
>>> mytable[:2,:2].to_dataframe()
a b
0 1 2
1 4 5
>>> mytable[::2,::2].to_dataframe()
a c
0 1 3
1 7 9
>>> mytable[::-1,:].to_dataframe()
a b c
0 7 8 9
1 4 5 6
2 1 2 3

__setitem__(index, other_table)
Update the values at index with the values from other_table.
This method fully supports both one- and two-dimensional single indices and slices, but the dimensions of
the slice must be the same as the dimensions of other_table.
attr(name)
Get the tables attribute with name.
attrs
Return dictionary of attributes for table.
New in version 1.3.4.
clear()
Clear the table. All columns and attributes will be removed.
col(name)
Get a Column object for column with name.
New in version 1.3.4.
cols()
Get a list of all columns as Column objects.
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New in version 1.3.4.
column_names()
Return a list with the names of the table columns.
column_type(column)
Return the dtype of column named column.
columns(*args, **kwargs)
Return a list with the names of the table columns.
Deprecated since version 1.0: Use column_names() instead.
static from_dataframe(dataframe)
Return a new table.File with data from pandas dataframe dataframe.
static from_matrix(column_names, matrix)
Return a new table.File with data from numpy matrix matrix. column_names should be a list of
strings which are used to name the resulting columns.
static from_recarray(recarray)
Return a new table.File with data from numpy.recarray object recarray.
static from_rows(column_names, rows)
Return new table.File with data from iterable rows. column_names should be a list of strings
which are used to name the resulting columns.
get(*args, **kwargs)
Return numpy rec array.
Deprecated since version 1.0: Use to_recarray() instead.
get_attributes()
Get all table attributes and all column attributes.
Returns a tuple where the first element contains all the table attributes and the second element contains all
the column attributes.
get_column(*args, **kwargs)
Return numpy array.
Deprecated since version 1.0: Use get_column_to_array() instead.
get_column_attributes(column_name)
Return dictionary of attributes for column_name.
get_column_to_array(column_name, index=None)
Return named column as a numpy array.
get_column_to_series(column_name)
Return named column as pandas series.
get_name()
Return table name or None if name is not set.
get_table_attributes()
Return dictionary of attributes for table.
has_column(key)
Return True if table contains a column named key.
New in version 1.1.3.
hjoin(other_table)
Add the columns from other_table.
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Analoguous to update().
classmethod icon()
Return full path to svg icon.
is_empty()
Returns True if the table is empty.
number_of_columns()
Return the number of columns in the table.
number_of_rows()
Return the number of rows in the table.
set(*args, **kwargs)
Write rec array.
Deprecated since version 1.0: Use from_recarray() instead.
set_attributes(attributes)
Set table attributes and column attrubutes at the same time.
Input should be a tuple of dictionaries where the first element of the tuple contains the table attributes and
the second element contains the column attributes.
set_column(*args, **kwargs)
Set a column.
Deprecated since version 1.0: Use set_column_from_array() instead.
set_column_attributes(column_name, attributes)
Set dictionary of scalar attributes for column_name.
Attribute values can be any numbers or strings.
set_column_from_array(column_name, array, attributes=None)
Write numpy array to column named by column_name. If the column already exists it will be replaced.
set_column_from_series(series)
Write pandas series to column named by series.name. If the column already exists it will be replaced.
set_name(name)
Set table name. Use None to unset the name.
set_table_attributes(attributes)
Set table attributes to those in dictionary attributes.
Attribute values can be any numbers or strings. Replaces any old table attributes.
Example
>>> from sympathy.api import table
>>> mytable = table.File()
>>> mytable.set_table_attributes(
...
{'Thou shall count to': 3,
...
'Ingredients': 'Spam'})

source(other_table)
Update self with a deepcopy of the data from other, without keeping the old state.
self and other must be of the exact same type.
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to_dataframe()
Return pandas DataFrame object with all columns in table.
to_matrix()
Return numpy matrix with all the columns in the table.
to_recarray()
Return numpy.recarray object with the table content or None if there are no columns.
to_rows()
Return a generator over the table’s rows.
Each row will be represented as a tuple of values.
update(other_table)
Updates the columns in the table with columns from other table keeping the old ones.
If a column exists in both tables the one from other_table is used. Creates links where possible.
update_column(column_name, other_table, other_name=None)
Updates a column from a column in another table.
The column other_name from other_table will be copied into column_name. If column_name already
exists it will be replaced.
When other_name is not used, then column_name will be used instead.
value(*args, **kwargs)
Return numpy.recarray object with the table content.
Deprecated since version 1.0: Use to_recarray() instead.
version()
Return the version as a string. This is useful when loading existing files from disk.
New in version 1.2.5.
classmethod viewer()
Return viewer class, which must be a subclass of sympathy.api.typeutil.ViewerBase
vjoin(other_tables, input_index=u’‘, output_index=u’‘, fill=True, minimum_increment=1)
Add the rows from the other_tables at the end of this table.
vsplit(output_list, input_index, remove_fill)
Split the current table to a list of tables by rows.
Class table.Column
class sympathy.typeutils.table.Column(name, parent_data)
The Column class provides a read-only interface to a column in a Table.
attr(name)
Return the value of the column attribute name.
attrs
A dictionary of all column attributes of this column.
data
The data of the column as a numpy array. Equivalent to calling File.get_column_to_array().
name
The name of the column.
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6.3.2 ADAF API
API for working with the ADAF type.
Import this module like this:
from sympathy.api import adaf

The ADAF structure
An ADAF consists of three parts: meta data, results, and time series.
Meta data contains information about the data in the ADAF. Stuff like when, where and how it was measured or what
parameter values were used to generated it. A general guideline is that the meta data should be enough to (at least in
theory) reproduce the data in the ADAF.
Results and time series contain the actual data. Results are always scalar whereas the time series can have any number
of values.
Time series can come in several systems and each system can contain several rasters. Each raster in turn has one basis
and any number of time series. So for example an experiment where some signals are sampled at 100Hz and others
are sampled only once per second would have (at least) two rasters. A basis doesn’t have to be uniform but can have
samples only every now and then.
Accessing the data
The adaf.File object has two members called meta and res containing the meta data and results respectively.
Both are Group objects.
Example of how to use meta (res is completely analogous):
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
...
>>>
...
>>>
[3]
>>>

from sympathy.api import adaf
import numpy as np
f = adaf.File()
f.meta.create_column(
'Duration', np.array([3]), {'unit': 'h'})
f.meta.create_column(
'Relative humidity', np.array([63]), {'unit': '%'})
print(f.meta['Duration'].value())
print(f.meta['Duration'].attr['unit'])

Time series can be accessed in two different ways. Either via the member sys or via the member ts. Using sys
is generally recommended since ts handles multiple time series with the same name across different rasters poorly.
Using the member tb should be considered obsolete.
Example of how to use sys:
>>>
>>>
>>>
...
...
>>>
...
...
...
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f.sys.create('Measurement system')
f.sys['Measurement system'].create('Raster1')
f.sys['Measurement system']['Raster1'].create_basis(
np.array([0.01, 0.02, 0.03]),
{'unit': 's'})
f.sys['Measurement system']['Raster1'].create_signal(
'Amount of stuff',
np.array([1, 2, 3]),
{'unit': 'kg'})
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>>> f.sys['Measurement system']['Raster1'].create_signal(
...
'Process status',
...
np.array(['a', 'b', 'c']),
...
{'description': 'a=awesome, b=bad, c=critical'})
>>> f.sys.keys()
['Measurement system']
>>> f.sys['Measurement system'].keys()
['Raster1']
>>> f.sys['Measurement system']['Raster1'].keys()
['Signal1', 'Signal2']
>>> print(f.sys['Measurement system']['Raster1']['Signal1'].t)
[ 0.01 0.02 0.03]
>>> print(f.sys['Measurement system']['Raster1']['Signal1'].y)
[1 2 3]
>>> print(f.sys['Measurement system']['Raster1']['Signal1'].unit())
kg

The rasters are of type RasterN .
Class adaf.File
class sympathy.typeutils.adaf.File(fileobj=None, data=None, filename=None, mode=u’r’,
scheme=u’hdf5’, source=None, managed=False, import_links=False)
File represents the top level of the ADAF format.
Any node port with the ADAF type will produce an object of this kind.
Use the members meta, res and sys to access the data. See Accessing the data for an example.
__repr__()
Short unambiguous string representation.
__str__() <==> str(x)
__unicode__()
String representation.
hjoin(other_adaf )
HJoin ADAF with other ADAF. See also node HJoin ADAF.
classmethod icon()
Return full path to svg icon.
package_id()
Get the package identifier string.
set_source_id(source_id)
Set the source identifier string.
source(other_adaf )
Use the data from other_adaf as source for this file.
source_id()
Get the source identifier string. If the source identifier has not been set, it will default to an empty string.
timestamp()
Get the time string.
user_id()
Get the user identifier string.
6.3. Data type APIs
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version()
Return the version as a string. This is useful when loading existing files from disk.
New in version 1.2.5.
classmethod viewer()
Return viewer class, which must be a subclass of sympathy.api.typeutil.ViewerBase
vjoin(other_adafs, input_index, output_index, fill, minimum_increment, include_rasters=False,
use_reference_time=False)
VJoin ADAF with other ADAF. See also node VJoin ADAF.
vsplit(other_adafs, input_index, remove_fill, require_index, include_rasters=False)
VSplit ADAF, appending the resulting ADAFs onto other_adafs list.
Class Group
class sympathy.typeutils.adaf.Group(data, name=None)
Class representing a group of scalars. Used for meta and res. Supports dictionary-like __getitem__
interface for data retrieval. To write a column use create_column().
__contains__(key)
Return True if key exists in this group or False otherwise.
__delitem__(key)
Delete named data column.
__getitem__(key)
Return named data column.
create_column(name, data, attributes=None)
Create and add a new, named, data column to the group. Return created column.
delete_column(name)
Delete named data column from the group.
from_table(table)
Set the content to that of table. This operation replaces the columns of the group with the content of the
table.
get_attributes()
Return a dictionary of all attributes on this group.
hjoin(other_group)
HJoin Group with other Group.
items()
Return the current group items.
keys()
Return the current group keys.
number_of_rows()
Return the number of rows in the Group.
New in version 1.2.6.
rename_column(old_name, new_name)
Rename the named data column.
set_attribute(key, value)
Add an attribute to this Group. If the attribute already exists it will be updated.
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to_table()
Export table containing the data.
values()
Return the current group values.
vjoin(other_groups, input_index, output_index, fill, minimum_increment)
VJoin Group with other Group.
Class RasterN
class sympathy.typeutils.adaf.RasterN(record, system, name)
Represents a raster with a single time basis and any number of time series columns.
__contains__(key)
Return True if column key is in this raster.
__getitem__(key)
Return named raster Column.
__setitem__(key, value)
Set named raster Column.
attr
Raster level attributes.
basis_column()
Return the time basis for this raster. The returned object is of type Column.
create_basis(data, attributes=None, **kwargs)
Create and add a basis. The contents of the dictionary attributes are added as attributes on the signal.
Changed in version 1.2.1: Added the attributes parameter. Using kwargs to set attributes is now
considered obsolete and will result in a warning.
create_signal(name, data, attributes=None, **kwargs)
Create and add a new signal. The contents of the dictionary attributes are added as attributes on the
signal.
Changed in version 1.2.1: Added the attributes parameter. Using kwargs to set attributes is now
considered obsolete and will result in a warning.
delete_signal(name)
Delete named signal.
from_table(table, basis_name=None, use_basis_name=True)
Set the content to that of table.
This operation replaces the signals of the raster with the content of the table.
When basis_name is used, that column will be used as basis, otherwise it will not be defined after this
operation and needs to be set using create_basis.
items()
Return a list of tuples, each with the name of a timeseries and the corresponding Timeseries object.
keys()
Return a list of names of the timeseries.
number_of_columns()
Return the number of signals including the basis.
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number_of_rows()
Return the number of rows (length of a time basis/time series) in the raster.
to_table(basis_name=None)
Export all timeseries as a Table.
When basis_name is given, the basis will be included in the table and given the basis_name, otherwise it
will not be included in the table.
values()
Return a list of all signal items.
vjoin(other_groups, input_index, output_index, fill, minimum_increment)
VJoin Group with other Group.
Class Timeseries
class sympathy.typeutils.adaf.Timeseries(node, data, name)
Class representing a time series. The values in the time series can be accessed as a numpy array via the member
y. The time series is also connected to a time basis whose values can be accessed as a numpy array via the
property t.
The time series can also have any number of attributes. The methods unit() and description() retrieve
those two attributes. To get all attributes use the method get_attributes().
basis()
Return the time series data basis as a Column.
description()
Return the description attribute or an empty string if it is not set.
get_attributes()
Return all attributes (including unit and description).
raster_name()
Return the name of the associated raster.
signal()
Return the time series data signal as a Column.
signal_name()
Return the name of the time series data signal.
system_name()
Return the name of the associated system.
t
Time basis values as a numpy array.
unit()
Return the unit attribute or an empty string if it is not set.
y
Time series values as a numpy array.
Class Column
class sympathy.typeutils.adaf.Column(attributes, data, name)
Class representing a named column with values and attributes. Get attributes with attr member.
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name()
Return the column name.
size()
Return the size of the column.
value()
Return the column value.

6.3.3 Datasource API
API for working with the Datasource type.
Import this module like this:
from sympathy.api import datasource

Class datasource.File
class sympathy.typeutils.datasource.File(fileobj=None,
data=None,
filename=None,
mode=u’r’, scheme=u’hdf5’, source=None, managed=False, import_links=False)
A Datasource representing a sources of data. It can currently point to either a file on disk or to a database.
Any node port with the Datasource type will produce an object of this kind.
decode()
Return the full dictionary for this data source.
decode_path()
Return the path.
In a file data source this corresponds to the path of a file. In a data base data source this corresponds to a
connection string. That can be used for accessing the data base. Returns None if path hasn’t been set.
Changed in version 1.2.5: Return None instead of raising KeyError if path hasn’t been set.
decode_type()
Return the type of this data source.
It can be either 'FILE' or 'DATABASE'. Returns None if type hasn’t been set.
Changed in version 1.2.5: Return None instead of raising KeyError if type hasn’t been set.
encode(datasource_dict)
Store the info from datasource_dict in this datasource.
Parameters datasource_dict – should be a dictionary of the same format that you get
from to_file_dict() or to_database_dict().
encode_database(*args, **kwargs)
Store data base access info.
encode_path(filename)
Store a path to a file in this datasource.
Parameters filename – should be a string containing the path. Can be relative or absolute.
classmethod icon()
Return full path to svg icon.
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static to_file_dict(fq_filename)
Create a dictionary to be used for creating a file data source.
You usually want to use the convenience method encode_path() instead of calling this method directly.
classmethod viewer()
Return viewer class, which must be a subclass of sympathy.api.typeutil.ViewerBase

6.3.4 Text API
API for working with the Text type.
Import this module like this:
from sympathy.api import text

Class text.File
class sympathy.typeutils.text.File(fileobj=None, data=None, filename=None, mode=u’r’,
scheme=u’hdf5’, source=None, managed=False, import_links=False)
A Text type containing arbitrary text, be it Hamlet or some json encoded data structure.
Any node port with the Text type will produce an object of this kind.
get()
Return text data.
classmethod icon()
Return full path to svg icon.
set(text_data)
Set text data.
source(other)
Copy the contents from other text.File. Equivalent to update().
update(other)
Copy the contents from other text.File. Equivalent to source().
classmethod viewer()
Return viewer class, which must be a subclass of sympathy.api.typeutil.ViewerBase

6.3.5 Figure API
API for working with the Figure type.
Import this module like this:
from sympathy.api import figure

Markers
The methods SyAxes.plot() allow the following marker styles:
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marker
“o”
“x”
“*”
”,”
”.”
“+”
“D”
“s”
“_”
“|”
“^”
“d”
“h”
“H”
“1”
“2”
“3”
“4”
“8”
“p”
“v”
“<”
“>”
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
“”
”“
“None”
None

description
circle
x
star
pixel
point
plus
diamond
square
hline
vline
triangle_up
thin_diamond
hexagon1
hexagon2
tri_down
tri_up
tri_left
tri_right
octagon
pentagon
triangle_down
triangle_left
triangle_right
tickleft
tickright
tickup
tickdown
caretleft
caretright
caretup
caretdown
nothing
nothing
nothing
nothing

Colors
All color parameters accept the standard matplotlib colors formats:
• color names (see Named colors)
• RGB(A) colors as integer or float (e.g. (255, 255, 255) or (1., 1., 1., 1.))
• hex colors (e.g. ‘#eeefff’)
For further information see matplotlibs color api.
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Location
Whenever a location parameter is allowed, the following name strings can be used.
Location String
‘best’
‘upper right’
‘upper left’
‘lower left’
‘lower right’
‘right’
‘center left’
‘center right’
‘lower center’
‘upper center’
‘center’

Location Code
0 (only for legend)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Class figure.File
class sympathy.typeutils.figure.File(fileobj=None, data=None, filename=None, mode=u’r’,
scheme=u’hdf5’, source=None, managed=False, import_links=False)
A Figure.
Any node port with the Figure type will produce an object of this type.
close()
Close the referenced data file.
colorbar(artist, orientation=’vertical’, label=None, fraction=0.05)
Add a colorbar to a Figure.
A row/column will be added to the bottom/right of the subplot Gridspec layout depending on the specified
orientation (horizontal/vertical).
Parameters
• artist (matplotlib.artist.Artist) – The artist which the colorbar should be
linked to.
• orientation (unicode, optional) – The orientation of the colorbar. Options:
vertical or horizontal. Default: vertical
• label (unicode or None, optional) – The label added to the long axis of colorbar. Default: None
• fraction (float, optional) – The faction of the colorbar should take within the
whole figure. Default: 0.05 (5%)
first_subplot()
Returns the first axes of the figure or creates one.
get_mpl_figure()
Return the underlying matplotlib Figure object.
Warning: When using this function you will get access to the entire matplotlib API. That API is likely
to change slightly over time completely outside of our control. If you want to be sure that the code you
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are writing continues to work as expected in upcoming versions of Sympathy you should not use this
method.
classmethod icon()
Return full path to svg icon.
rotate_xlabels_for_dates()
Rotates labels for all x axes if one is a datetime axis.
save_figure(filename, size, dpi=None)
Save figure to file.
Parameters
• filename (str) – The full path with filename including the extension.
• size (array_like, shape (2,)) – Tuple of width and height in pixels.
• dpi (int) – The dots-per-inch of the figure.
set_dpi(dpi)
Set the dots-per-inch of the figure.
set_title(title, fontsize=None)
Add a centered title to the figure.
Parameters fontsize (int or float or str, optional) – Controls the font size
of the legend. If given as string, following strings are possible {‘xx-small’, ‘x-small’, ‘small’,
‘medium’, ‘large’, ‘x-large’, ‘xx-large’}. If the value is numeric the size will be the absolute
font size in points. String values are relative to the current default font size.
source(other)
Copy the contents from other figure.File. Equivalent to update().
subplots(nrows, ncols, sharex=False, sharey=False)
Create subplot axes.
Parameters
• nrows (int) – Number of rows of subplots.
• ncols (int) – Number of columns of subplots.
• sharex (bool, optional) – Defines if x-axis are shared amongst all subplots.
• sharey (bool, optional) – Defines if y-axis are shared amongst all subplots.
Returns axes – Returns a list of SyAxes axes.
Return type list
update(other)
Copy the contents from other figure.File. Equivalent to source().
classmethod viewer()
Return viewer class, which must be a subclass of sympathy.api.typeutil.ViewerBase
Class figure.SyAxes
class sympathy.typeutils.figure.SyAxes(axes)
Wrapper around matplotlib Axes.
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__weakref__
list of weak references to the object (if defined)
axhline(y=0, xmin=0, xmax=1, color=None, linewidth=1.0, linestyle=’-‘)
Add a horizontal line across the axis.
Parameters
• y (scalar, optional, default:
izontal line.

0) – y position in data coordinates of the hor-

• xmin (scalar, optional, default: 0) – Should be between 0 and 1, 0 being
the far left of the plot, 1 the far right of the plot.
• xmax (scalar, optional, default: 0) – Should be between 0 and 1, 0 being
the far left of the plot, 1 the far right of the plot.
• linestyle (str, optional, default: ’-’) – Any of [’solid’ | ‘dashed’,
‘dashdot’, ‘dotted’ | ‘-‘ | ‘–‘ | ‘-.’ | ‘:’ | ‘None’ | ‘ ‘ | ‘’]
• linewidth (float, optional) – Float value in points.
• color (color) – Any matplotlib color. See Colors.
Returns Line2D wrapped in SyArtist.
Return type SyArtist
axvline(x=0, ymin=0, ymax=1, color=None, linewidth=1.0, linestyle=’-‘)
Add a vertical line across the axes.
Parameters
• x (scalar, optional, default:
tical line.

0) – x position in data coordinates of the ver-

• ymin (scalar, optional, default:
the bottom of the plot, 1 the top of the plot.

0) – Should be between 0 and 1, 0 being

• ymax (scalar, optional, default:
the bottom of the plot, 1 the top of the plot.

0) – Should be between 0 and 1, 0 being

• linestyle (str, optional, default: ’-’) – Any of [’solid’ | ‘dashed’,
‘dashdot’, ‘dotted’ | ‘-‘ | ‘–‘ | ‘-.’ | ‘:’ | ‘None’ | ‘ ‘ | ‘’]
• linewidth (float, optional) – Float value in points.
• color (color) – Any matplotlib color. See Colors.
Returns Line2D wrapped in SyArtist.
Return type SyArtist
bar(left, height, width=0.8, bottom=None, color=None)
Make a bar plot.
Make a bar plot with rectangles bounded by:
left, left + width, bottom, bottom + height (left, right, bottom and top edges)
Parameters
• left (sequence of scalars) – the x coordinates of the left sides of the bars
• height (sequence of scalars) – the heights of the bars
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• width (scalar or array-like, optional) – the width(s) of the bars default:
0.8
• bottom (scalar or array-like, optional) – the y coordinate(s) of the bars
default: None
• color (scalar or array-like, optional) – face color of the bars
Returns List of SyArtist s.
Return type list
get_mpl_axes()
Return the underlying matplotlib Axes object.
Warning: When using this function you will get access to the entire matplotlib API. That API is likely
to change slightly over time completely outside of our control. If you want to be sure that the code you
are writing continues to work as expected in upcoming versions of Sympathy you should not use this
method.
grid(b=None, which=’major’, axis=’both’, color=None, linestyle=None, linewidth=None)
Turn the axes grids on or off.
Parameters
• b (bool, optional) – Set the axes grids on or off. None with len(kwargs) toggles the
grid state.
• which (str, optional) – Can be ‘major’ (default), ‘minor’, or ‘both’. Controls
whether only major, only minor, or both tick grids are affected.
• axis (str, optional) – Can be ‘both’ (default), ‘x’, or ‘y’. Controls which set of
gridlines are drawn.
• color (color, optional) – Any matplotlib color. See Colors.
• linestyle (str) – Any of [’solid’ | ‘dashed’, ‘dashdot’, ‘dotted’ | ‘-‘ | ‘–‘ | ‘-.’ | ‘:’ |
‘None’ | ‘ ‘ | ‘’]
• linewidth (float, optional) – Float value in points.
heatmap(x, y, c, cmap=None, vmin=None, vmax=None, edgecolor=None, linewidth=None)
Create a heatmap from
Parameters
• x (array_like, shape (m+1,)) – x is 1D arrays of length nc +1 giving the x
boundaries of the cells.
• y (array_like, shape (n+1,)) – y is 1D arrays of length nr +1 giving the y
boundaries of the cells.
• c (array_like, shape (m, n)) – A 2D array of color values.
• cmap ({ None | Colormap }) – A matplotlib.colors.Colormap instance. If
None, use rc settings.
• edgecolor ({None | 'None' | 'face' | color | color sequence}) – If None, the rc
setting is used by default. If 'None', edges will not be visible. If 'face', edges will
have the same color as the faces. An mpl color or sequence of colors will set the edge
color
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• linewidth (float, optional) – Float value in points.
Returns SyArtist of the matplotlib collection.
Return type SyArtist
hist(x, bins=10, range=None, normed=False, weights=None, cumulative=False, bottom=None,
histtype=’bar’, align=’mid’, orientation=’vertical’, rwidth=None, log=False, color=None, label=None, stacked=False)
Plot a histogram.
Compute and draw the histogram of x. The return value is a tuple (n, bins, patches) or ([n0, n1, ...], bins,
[patches0, patches1,...]) if the input contains multiple data.
Multiple data can be provided via x as a list of datasets of potentially different length ([x0, x1, ...]), or as a
2-D ndarray in which each column is a dataset. Note that the ndarray form is transposed relative to the list
form.
Masked arrays are not supported at present.
Parameters
• x ((n,) array or sequence of (n,) arrays) – Input values, this takes either a single array or a sequency of arrays which are not required to be of the same length
• bins (integer or array_like, optional) – If an integer is given, bins + 1
bin edges are returned, consistently with numpy.histogram() for numpy version >=
1.3.
Unequally spaced bins are supported if bins is a sequence.
default is 10
• range (tuple or None, optional) – The lower and upper range of the bins.
Lower and upper outliers are ignored. If not provided, range is (x.min(), x.max()). Range
has no effect if bins is a sequence.
If bins is a sequence or range is specified, autoscaling is based on the specified bin range
instead of the range of x.
Default is None
• normed (boolean, optional) – If True, the first element of the return tuple will be
the counts normalized to form a probability density, i.e., n/(len(x)`dbin), i.e., the
integral of the histogram will sum to 1. If stacked is also True, the sum of the histograms
is normalized to 1.
Default is False
• weights ((n, ) array_like or None, optional) – An array of weights, of
the same shape as x. Each value in x only contributes its associated weight towards the bin
count (instead of 1). If normed is True, the weights are normalized, so that the integral of
the density over the range remains 1.
Default is None
• cumulative (boolean, optional) – If True, then a histogram is computed where
each bin gives the counts in that bin plus all bins for smaller values. The last bin gives the
total number of datapoints. If normed is also True then the histogram is normalized such
that the last bin equals 1. If cumulative evaluates to less than 0 (e.g., -1), the direction
of accumulation is reversed. In this case, if normed is also True, then the histogram is
normalized such that the first bin equals 1.
Default is False
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• bottom (array_like, scalar, or None) – Location of the bottom baseline of
each bin. If a scalar, the base line for each bin is shifted by the same amount. If an array,
each bin is shifted independently and the length of bottom must match the number of bins.
If None, defaults to 0.
Default is None
• histtype
({’bar’, ’barstacked’, ’step’, ’stepfilled’},
optional) – The type of histogram to draw.
– ‘bar’ is a traditional bar-type histogram. If multiple data are given the bars are aranged
side by side.
– ‘barstacked’ is a bar-type histogram where multiple data are stacked on top of each
other.
– ‘step’ generates a lineplot that is by default unfilled.
– ‘stepfilled’ generates a lineplot that is by default filled.
Default is ‘bar’
• align ({’left’, ’mid’, ’right’}, optional) – Controls how the histogram is plotted.
– ‘left’: bars are centered on the left bin edges.
– ‘mid’: bars are centered between the bin edges.
– ‘right’: bars are centered on the right bin edges.
Default is ‘mid’
• orientation ({’horizontal’, ’vertical’}, optional) – If ‘horizontal’,
the bottom kwarg will be the left edges.
• rwidth (scalar or None, optional) – The relative width of the bars as a fraction of the bin width. If None, automatically compute the width.
Ignored if histtype is ‘step’ or ‘stepfilled’.
Default is None
• log (boolean, optional) – If True, the histogram axis will be set to a log scale. If
log is True and x is a 1D array, empty bins will be filtered out and only the non-empty (n,
bins, patches) will be returned.
Default is False
• color (color or array_like of colors or None, optional) – Color
spec or sequence of color specs, one per dataset. Default (None) uses the standard line
color sequence.
Default is None
• label (string or None, optional) – String, or sequence of strings to match
multiple datasets. Bar charts yield multiple patches per dataset, but only the first gets the
label, so that the legend command will work as expected.
default is None
• stacked (boolean, optional) – If True, multiple data are stacked on top of each
other If False multiple data are aranged side by side if histtype is ‘bar’ or on top of each
other if histtype is ‘step’
Default is False
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Returns
• n (array or list of arrays) – The values of the histogram bins. See normed and weights
for a description of the possible semantics. If input x is an array, then this is an array of
length nbins. If input is a sequence arrays [data1,data2,..], then this is a list of
arrays with the values of the histograms for each of the arrays in the same order.
• bins (array) – The edges of the bins. Length nbins + 1 (nbins left edges and right edge of
last bin). Always a single array even when multiple data sets are passed in.
legend(handles=None, labels=None, loc=’upper right’, ncol=1, fontsize=None, frameon=None, title=None)
Places a legend on the axes.
Parameters
• handles (array_like, shape (n,)) – List of Artist handles.
• labels (array_like, shape (n,)) – List of Artist labels.
• loc (str or int, optional) – The location of the legend. See Location. Default
is ‘upper right’.
• ncol (int, optional) – The number of columns that the legend has. Default is 1.
• fontsize (int or float or str, optional) – Controls the font size of the
legend. If given as string, following strings are possible {‘xx-small’, ‘x-small’, ‘small’,
‘medium’, ‘large’, ‘x-large’, ‘xx-large’}. If the value is numeric the size will be the absolute font size in points. String values are relative to the current default font size.
• frameon (bool or None, optional) – Controls whether a frame should be drawn
around the legend. Default is None which will take the value from the legend.frameon
rcParam.
• title (str or None, optional) – The legend’s title. Default is no title (None).
plot(x, y, label=None, color=None, marker=None, markersize=None, markeredgecolor=None, markeredgewidth=None, markerfacecolor=None, linestyle=’-‘, linewidth=1.0, alpha=1.0, drawstyle=’default’, zorder=None)
Plot lines and/or markers to the axes.
Parameters
• x (array_like, shape (n,)) – The data for the x axis.
• y (array_like, shape (n,)) – The data for the y axis.
• label (unicode, optional) – The label of the line.
• color (color, optional) – Any matplotlib color. See Colors.
• marker (str, optional) – Defines the marker style. See Markers for all available
markers.
• markersize (float, optional) – Defines the marker size.s
• markeredgecolor (color, optional) – Any matplotlib color. See Colors.
• markeredgewidth (float, optional) – Float value in points.
• markerfacecolor (color, optional) – Any matplotlib color. See Colors.
• linestyle (str, optional) – Any of [’solid’ | ‘dashed’, ‘dashdot’, ‘dotted’ | ‘-‘ |
‘–‘ | ‘-.’ | ‘:’ | ‘None’ | ‘ ‘ | ‘’]
• linewidth (float, optional) – Float value in points.
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• alpha (float, optional) – Defines the transparency. Float value between 0. and
1. Default is 1.
• drawstyle (str, optional) – Defines the drawstyle of the plot. Accepts: [’default’, ‘steps’, ‘steps-pre’, ‘steps-mid’, ‘steps-post’]
• zorder (int, optional) – Define the z-order for this artist.
Returns artists – Returns a list of SyArtist s.
Return type list
scatter(x, y, size=20, color=None, marker=’o’, cmap=None, norm=None, vmin=None,
vmax=None, alpha=None, linewidths=None, linestyles=None, edgecolors=None, label=None, zorder=None)
Make a scatter plot of x vs y, where x and y are sequence like objects of the same lengths.
Parameters
• y (x,) – Input data
• size (scalar or array_like, shape (n, ), optional, default:
20) – size in points^2.
• color (color or sequence of color, optional, default : ’b’) –
color can be a single color format string, or a sequence of color specifications of length
N, or a sequence of N numbers to be mapped to colors using the cmap and norm specified
via kwargs (see below). Note that color should not be a single numeric RGB or RGBA
sequence because that is indistinguishable from an array of values to be colormapped.
color can be a 2-D array in which the rows are RGB or RGBA, however, including the
case of a single row to specify the same color for all points. See also Colors.
• marker (marker, optional, default: ’o’) – See Markers for more information on the different styles of markers scatter supports. marker can be either an instance
of the class or the text shorthand for a particular marker.
• cmap (~matplotlib.colors.Colormap, optional, default:
None) – A ~matplotlib.colors.Colormap instance or registered name. cmap is only used if color is
an array of floats.
• norm (~matplotlib.colors.Normalize, optional, default:
None) – A ~matplotlib.colors.Normalize instance is used to scale luminance data to 0, 1. norm is
only used if color is an array of floats. If None, use the default normalize().
• vmax (vmin,) – vmin and vmax are used in conjunction with norm to normalize luminance data. If either are None, the min and max of the color array is used. Note if you pass
a norm instance, your settings for vmin and vmax will be ignored.
• alpha (scalar, optional, default:
tween 0 (transparent) and 1 (opaque)

None) – The alpha blending value, be-

• linewidths (scalar or array_like, optional, default:

None) –

• edgecolors
(color or sequence of color, optional, default:
None) – If ‘face’, the edge color will always be the same as the face color. If it is ‘none’,
the patch boundary will not be drawn. For non-filled markers, the edgecolors kwarg is
ignored; color is determined by color.
• label (unicode, optional) – The label of the line.
• zorder (int, optional) – Define the z-order for this artist.
set_axis(state)
Sets the axes frame/ticks/labels visibility on/off.
6.3. Data type APIs
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set_title(title, fontsize=None)
Set the title of the axes.
Parameters fontsize (int or float or str, optional) – Controls the font size
of the legend. If given as string, following strings are possible {‘xx-small’, ‘x-small’, ‘small’,
‘medium’, ‘large’, ‘x-large’, ‘xx-large’}. If the value is numeric the size will be the absolute
font size in points. String values are relative to the current default font size.
set_xlabel(label, fontsize=None)
Set the label for the x-axis.
Parameters fontsize (int or float or str, optional) – Controls the font size
of the legend. If given as string, following strings are possible {‘xx-small’, ‘x-small’, ‘small’,
‘medium’, ‘large’, ‘x-large’, ‘xx-large’}. If the value is numeric the size will be the absolute
font size in points. String values are relative to the current default font size.
set_xlim(left=None, right=None)
Set the data limits for the x-axis.
Examples
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>

set_xlim((left, right))
set_xlim(left, right)
set_xlim(left=1) # right unchanged
set_xlim(right=1) # left unchanged

set_xticklabels(labels)
Set the x-tick labels with list of strings labels.
set_ylabel(label, fontsize=None)
Set the label for the y-axis.
Parameters fontsize (int or float or str, optional) – Controls the font size
of the legend. If given as string, following strings are possible {‘xx-small’, ‘x-small’, ‘small’,
‘medium’, ‘large’, ‘x-large’, ‘xx-large’}. If the value is numeric the size will be the absolute
font size in points. String values are relative to the current default font size.
set_ylim(bottom=None, top=None)
Set the data limits for the y-axis.
Examples
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>

set_ylim((bottom, top))
set_ylim(bottom, top)
set_ylim(bottom=1) # top unchanged
set_ylim(top=1) # bottom unchanged

set_yticklabels(labels)
Set the y-tick labels with list of strings labels.
text(x, y, s, color=None, fontsize=None, bold=False, horizontalalignment=’left’, verticalalignment=’top’, data_coordinates=True)
Add text to the axes.
Parameters
• x (scalars) – x data coordinates.
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• y (scalars) – y data coordinates.
• s (unicode) – The text to be shown.
• color (color, optional) – Any matplotlib color. See Colors.
• bold (boolean, optional) – If True, use a bold font. If False (the default), use
a normal font.
• fontsize (int or float or str, optional) – Controls the font size of the
legend. If given as string, following strings are possible {‘xx-small’, ‘x-small’, ‘small’,
‘medium’, ‘large’, ‘x-large’, ‘xx-large’}. If the value is numeric the size will be the absolute font size in points. String values are relative to the current default font size.
• horizontalalignment ({’center’, ’right’, ’left’}, optional) –
• verticalalignment
optional) –

({’center’, ’top’, ’bottom’, ’baseline’},

• data_coordinates (bool, optional, default True) – If True, x and y
are assumed to be in data coordinates. If False, they are assumed to be in axes coordinates.
Returns The text wrapped in a SyArtist.
Return type SyArtist
twinx()
Create a twin SyAxes with shared x-axis.
twiny()
Create a twin SyAxes with shared y-axis.
Class figure.SyArtist
class sympathy.typeutils.figure.SyArtist(artist)
Wrapper around matplotlib Artist.
__weakref__
list of weak references to the object (if defined)
get_mpl_artist()
Returns the underlying matplotlib Artist object.
Warning: When using this function you will get access to the entire matplotlib API. That API is likely
to change slightly over time completely outside of our control. If you want to be sure that the code you
are writing continues to work as expected in upcoming versions of Sympathy you should not use this
method.
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CHAPTER 7

Libraries

Documentation for each type of node in the standard library of Sympathy for Data as well as in any third-party libraries.
Right-clicking on any node in the GUI and choosing Help will bring you to the help page for that specific node.

7.1 Library
7.1.1 Internal
Apply

Empty

Extract Flows as Lambdas

Extract Lambdas

Map
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7.1.2 Sympathy
Data
Adaf
ADAF to ADAFs
The internal dataformat ADAF can either be represented with a single ADAF or with a list of ADAFs. Most of the
nodes that operates upon ADAFs can handle both representations, but there exist nodes which only can handle one of
the two. With the considered node it is possible to make a transition from a single ADAF into a list of ADAFs. There
do also exist a node for the opposite transition, Get Item ADAF. These two simple operations extend the spectrum of
available ADAF operations in the node library.
class node_adaf2adafs.ADAF2ADAFs
Convert a single ADAF into a list of ADAFs. The incoming ADAF will be the only element in the outgoing list.
Inputs
port1 [ADAF] ADAF with data
Outputs
port1 [ADAFs] ADAFs with the incoming ADAF as its only element.
Configuration No configuration.
Opposite node Get Item ADAF
Ref. nodes
ADAF to Table
In the standard library there exist four nodes which exports data from ADAF to Table. Together with nodes for
exportation in the reversed direction, Table to ADAF, one can make transitions back and forth between the two internal
data types.
For all four nodes one has to specify which container in the incoming ADAF/ADAFs that is going to be exported.
Selectable containers are metadata, results and timeseries, see ADAF for further information.
For two of the nodes, ADAF to Tables and Elementwise ADAFs to Tables, the full content of the specified container
in the ADAF/ADAFs is exported. At selection of the timeseries container all raster are exported and each raster will
generate an outgoing Table.
While for the other two nodes, ADAF to Table and ADAFs to Tables, the full content of the container is only exported
if the metadata or the results container is selected. For the time-resolved data one has to select a specific raster that is
going to be exported.
The exported timebases will, in the Tables, be given the name of their corrspondning rasters. It is important to know
that if the name of the timebases already exists among the names of the timeseries signals, the timebases will not be
exported to the Table.
class node_adaf2table.ADAF2Table
Exportation of specified data in ADAF to Table. The data can either be the a raster from the timeseries container
or the full content of either the metadata or the results containers.
Inputs
port1 [ADAF] ADAF with data.
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Outputs
port1 [Table] Table with the content of a specified group in the incoming ADAF.
Configuration
Export group Specify group in the incoming ADAF which will be exported.
Time basis raster Specify the raster among the time resolved data which will be exported.
Time basis column name Specify the name for the time basis column in the outgoing Table.
The default name is the name of the elected raster.
Opposite node Table to ADAF
Ref. nodes ADAFs to Tables
ADAF to Tables
In the standard library there exist four nodes which exports data from ADAF to Table. Together with nodes for
exportation in the reversed direction, Table to ADAF, one can make transitions back and forth between the two internal
data types.
For all four nodes one has to specify which container in the incoming ADAF/ADAFs that is going to be exported.
Selectable containers are metadata, results and timeseries, see ADAF for further information.
For two of the nodes, ADAF to Tables and Elementwise ADAFs to Tables, the full content of the specified container
in the ADAF/ADAFs is exported. At selection of the timeseries container all raster are exported and each raster will
generate an outgoing Table.
While for the other two nodes, ADAF to Table and ADAFs to Tables, the full content of the container is only exported
if the metadata or the results container is selected. For the time-resolved data one has to select a specific raster that is
going to be exported.
The exported timebases will, in the Tables, be given the name of their corrspondning rasters. It is important to know
that if the name of the timebases already exists among the names of the timeseries signals, the timebases will not be
exported to the Table.
class node_adaf2table.ADAF2Tables
Exportation of specified data from ADAF to Tables. The data can be the full content of either the metadata, the
results or the timeseries containers.
Inputs
port1 [ADAF] ADAF with data.
Outputs
port1 [Tables] Tables with the full content of a specified container in the incoming ADAF.
Configuration
Export group Specify container in the incoming ADAF which will be exported.
Opposite node
Ref. nodes ADAFs to Tables
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ADAFs to Tables
In the standard library there exist four nodes which exports data from ADAF to Table. Together with nodes for
exportation in the reversed direction, Table to ADAF, one can make transitions back and forth between the two internal
data types.
For all four nodes one has to specify which container in the incoming ADAF/ADAFs that is going to be exported.
Selectable containers are metadata, results and timeseries, see ADAF for further information.
For two of the nodes, ADAF to Tables and Elementwise ADAFs to Tables, the full content of the specified container
in the ADAF/ADAFs is exported. At selection of the timeseries container all raster are exported and each raster will
generate an outgoing Table.
While for the other two nodes, ADAF to Table and ADAFs to Tables, the full content of the container is only exported
if the metadata or the results container is selected. For the time-resolved data one has to select a specific raster that is
going to be exported.
The exported timebases will, in the Tables, be given the name of their corrspondning rasters. It is important to know
that if the name of the timebases already exists among the names of the timeseries signals, the timebases will not be
exported to the Table.
class node_adaf2table.ADAFs2Tables
Elementwise exportation of specified data from ADAFs to Tables. The data can either be the a raster from the
timeseries container or the full content of either the metadata or the results containers.
Inputs
port1 [ADAFs] ADAFs with data.
Outputs
port1 [Tables] Tables with the content of a specified group in the incoming ADAFs.
Configuration
Export group Specify group in the incoming ADAFs which will be exported.
Time basis raster Specify the raster among the time resolved data which will be exported.
Time basis column name Specify the name for the time basis column in the outgoing Table.
The default name is the name of the elected raster.
Opposite node Tables to ADAFs
Ref. nodes ADAF to Table
Elementwise ADAFs to Tables
In the standard library there exist four nodes which exports data from ADAF to Table. Together with nodes for
exportation in the reversed direction, Table to ADAF, one can make transitions back and forth between the two internal
data types.
For all four nodes one has to specify which container in the incoming ADAF/ADAFs that is going to be exported.
Selectable containers are metadata, results and timeseries, see ADAF for further information.
For two of the nodes, ADAF to Tables and Elementwise ADAFs to Tables, the full content of the specified container
in the ADAF/ADAFs is exported. At selection of the timeseries container all raster are exported and each raster will
generate an outgoing Table.
While for the other two nodes, ADAF to Table and ADAFs to Tables, the full content of the container is only exported
if the metadata or the results container is selected. For the time-resolved data one has to select a specific raster that is
going to be exported.
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The exported timebases will, in the Tables, be given the name of their corrspondning rasters. It is important to know
that if the name of the timebases already exists among the names of the timeseries signals, the timebases will not be
exported to the Table.
class node_adaf2table.ADAFs2TablesList
Exportation of specified data from ADAFs to Tables. The data can be the full content of either the metadata, the
results or the timeseries containers.
Inputs
port1 [ADAFs] ADAFs with data.
Outputs
port1 [Tables] Tables with the full content of the specified container in the incoming ADAFs.
Configuration
Export group Specify container in the incoming ADAF which will be exported.
Opposite node
Ref. nodes ADAFs to Tables
F(x) ADAF
Please see F(x) Table for the basics on f(x) nodes.
The main base class for adaf f(x) nodes is called ADAFWrapper. It gives access to the variables self.in_adaf
and self.out_adaf which are of the type adaf.File so you will need to use the ADAF API.
class node_adaf_function_selector.FunctionSelectorADAF
Apply functions to an ADAF.
Inputs
port1 [Datasource] Path to Python file with scripted functions.
port2 [ADAF] ADAF with data to apply functions to.
Outputs
port3 [ADAF] ADAF with the results from the applied functions.
Configuration
Clean output If disabled the incoming data will be copied to the output before running the
nodes.
Select functions Choose one or many of the listed functions to run.
Enable pass-through If disabled only selected functions are run. Enable this to override the
functions selection and run all functions in the python file.
Ref. nodes F(x) Table F(x) ADAFs
F(x) ADAFs
Please see F(x) Table for the basics on f(x) nodes.
The main base class for adaf f(x) nodes is called ADAFWrapper. It gives access to the variables self.in_adaf
and self.out_adaf which are of the type adaf.File so you will need to use the ADAF API.
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class node_adaf_function_selector.FunctionSelectorADAFs
Apply functions to a list of ADAFs.
Can be used with either the main base class or with the base class ADAFsWrapper which gives access
to the entire list of ADAFs at once. When using this base class you should access the input and output
data with self.in_adaf_list and self.out_adaf_list respectively. They are both of the type
adaf.FileList.
See also F(x) Table for a brief discussion of when to use the “plural” base classes.
Inputs
port1 [Datasource] Path to Python file with scripted functions.
port2 [ADAFs] ADAFs with data to apply functions to.
Outputs
port3 [ADAFs] ADAFs with the results from the applied functions.
Configuration
Clean output If disabled the incoming data will be copied to the output before running the
nodes.
Put results in common outputs [checkbox] Use this checkbox if you want to gather all the
results generated from an incoming Table into a common output. This requires that the
results will all have the same length. An exception will be raised if the lengths of the
outgoing results differ. It is used only when clean output is active. Otherwise it will be
disabled and can be considered as checked.
Select functions Choose one or many of the listed functions to run.
Enable pass-through If disabled only selected functions are run. Enable this to override the
functions selection and run all functions in the python file.
Ref. nodes F(x) ADAF
F(x) ADAFs to Tables
Please see F(x) Table for the basics on f(x) nodes.
The main base class for adaf f(x) nodes is called ADAFWrapper. It gives access to the variables self.in_adaf
and self.out_adaf which are of the type adaf.File so you will need to use the ADAF API.
class node_adaf_function_selector.FunctionSelectorADAFsToTables
Apply functions to a list of ADAFs outputting a list of Tables.
With this node you should use one of the base classes ADAFToTableWrapper or
ADAFsToTablesWrapper. ADAFToTableWrapper gives access to the input adafs one at a time
as self.in_adaf and the output tables one at a time as self.out_table. ADAFsToTablesWrapper
gives access to the input adafs all at once as self.in_adaf_list and the output tables all at once as
self.out_table_list.
See F(x) Table for a brief discussion of when to use the “plural” base classes.
Inputs
port1 [Datasource] Path to Python file with scripted functions.
port2 [ADAFs] ADAFs with data to apply functions to.
Outputs
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port3 [Tables] Tables with the results from the applied functions.
Configuration
Clean output If disabled the incoming data will be copied to the output before running the
nodes.
Put results in common outputs [checkbox] Use this checkbox if you want to gather all the
results generated from an incoming Table into a common output. This requires that the
results will all have the same length. An exception will be raised if the lengths of the
outgoing results differ. It is used only when clean output is active. Otherwise it will be
disabled and can be considered as checked.
Select functions Choose one or many of the listed functions to run.
Enable pass-through If disabled only selected functions are run. Enable this to override the
functions selection and run all functions in the python file.
Ref. nodes F(x) ADAFs
F(x) ADAFs With Extra Input
Please see F(x) Table for the basics on f(x) nodes.
The main base class for adaf f(x) nodes is called ADAFWrapper. It gives access to the variables self.in_adaf
and self.out_adaf which are of the type adaf.File so you will need to use the ADAF API.
class node_adaf_function_selector.FunctionSelectorADAFsWithExtra
Apply functions to a list of ADAFs. Also passes an extra auxiliary Table to the functions.
Inputs
port1 [Datasource] Path to Python file with scripted functions.
extra [Table] Extra Table with eg. specification data.
port2 [Tables] Tables with data to apply functions to.
Outputs
port3 [Tables] Tables with the results from the applied functions
Configuration
Clean output If disabled the incoming data will be copied to the output before running the
nodes.
Put results in common outputs [checkbox] Use this checkbox if you want to gather all the
results generated from an incoming Table into a common output. This requires that the
results will all have the same length. An exception will be raised if the lengths of the
outgoing results differ. It is used only when clean output is active. Otherwise it will be
disabled and can be considered as checked.
Select functions Choose one or many of the listed functions to run.
Enable pass-through If disabled only selected functions are run. Enable this to override the
functions selection and run all functions in the python file.
Ref. nodes F(x) Table
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F(x) ADAFs With Extras Input
Please see F(x) Table for the basics on f(x) nodes.
The main base class for adaf f(x) nodes is called ADAFWrapper. It gives access to the variables self.in_adaf
and self.out_adaf which are of the type adaf.File so you will need to use the ADAF API.
class node_adaf_function_selector.FunctionSelectorADAFsWithExtras
Apply functions to a list of ADAFs. Also passes an extra auxiliary list of Tables to the functions.
Inputs
port1 [Datasource] Path to Python file with scripted functions.
extra [Tables] Extra Tables with eg. specification data.
port2 [Tables] Tables with data to apply functions to.
Outputs
port3 [Tables] Tables with the results from the applied functions
Configuration
Clean output If disabled the incoming data will be copied to the output before running the
nodes.
Put results in common outputs [checkbox] Use this checkbox if you want to gather all the
results generated from an incoming Table into a common output. This requires that the
results will all have the same length. An exception will be raised if the lengths of the
outgoing results differ. It is used only when clean output is active. Otherwise it will be
disabled and can be considered as checked.
Select functions Choose one or many of the listed functions to run.
Enable pass-through If disabled only selected functions are run. Enable this to override the
functions selection and run all functions in the python file.
Ref. nodes F(x) Table
Detrend ADAF
To identify and remove trends in data is an important tool in the work of data analysis. For example, large background
values can be reduced in order to obtain a better view of variations in the data.
In the considered node, trends of polynomial nature are identified and removed from the data arrays in the timeseries
container of ADAF objects. The method used to identify the trend is an ordinary least square polynomial fit, where an
upper limit with polynomial of 4th order is introduced. The detrended result is achieved by subtracting the identified
polynomial from the considered timeseries.
For the node several timeseries belonging to a selected timebasis can be selected for detrending. Keep in mind that the
same order of the detrend polynomials will be used even when several timeseries have been selected.
The selected timeseries arrays are overwritten by the detrended result in the outgoing file.
class node_detrend.DetrendADAFNode
Detrend timeseries in an ADAF.
Inputs
port1 [ADAF] ADAF with data.
Outputs
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port1 [ADAF] ADAF with detrended data.
Configuration
Detrend function Choose order of detrend polynomial.
Time basis column Choose a raster to select time series columns from.
Time series columns Choose one or many time series columns to detrend.
Ref. nodes Detrend ADAFs
Detrend ADAFs
To identify and remove trends in data is an important tool in the work of data analysis. For example, large background
values can be reduced in order to obtain a better view of variations in the data.
In the considered node, trends of polynomial nature are identified and removed from the data arrays in the timeseries
container of ADAF objects. The method used to identify the trend is an ordinary least square polynomial fit, where an
upper limit with polynomial of 4th order is introduced. The detrended result is achieved by subtracting the identified
polynomial from the considered timeseries.
For the node several timeseries belonging to a selected timebasis can be selected for detrending. Keep in mind that the
same order of the detrend polynomials will be used even when several timeseries have been selected.
The selected timeseries arrays are overwritten by the detrended result in the outgoing file.
class node_detrend.DetrendADAFsNode
Elementwise detrend timeseries in ADAFs.
Inputs
port1 [ADAFs] ADAFs with data.
Outputs
port1 [ADAFs] ADAFs with detrended data.
Configuration
Detrend function Choose order of detrend polynomial.
Time basis column Choose a raster to select time series columns from.
Time series columns Choose one or many time series columns to detrend.
Opposite node
Ref. nodes Detrend ADAF
Filter ADAFs (deprecated)

class node_filter_adafs.FilterADAFs
Filter ADAFs with a specified filter. Both IIR filters and FIR filters can be selected. The filter can be a forward
or forward-backward filter. The filter coefficients can either be specified by the user or predefined filters can
be selected to calculate these coefficients. For the predefined filters, lowpass, highpass, bandpass and bandstop
filters can be defined.
The FIR filter windows that can be used are:
• Bartlett-Hann
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• Bartlett
• Blackman
• Blackman-Harris
• Bohman
• Boxcar
• Dolph-Chebyshev
• Flat top
• Gaussian
• Generalized Gaussian
• Hamming
• Hann
• Kaiser
• Nuttall
• Parzen
• Slepian
• Triangular
The IIR filter functions supported are:
• Butterworth
• Chebyshev 1
• Chebyshev 2
• Elliptic
Inputs ADAFs
Outputs ADAFs
Configuration Choose FIR or IIR filter and specify filter coefficients or the function/window to
calculate them.
Opposite node
Ref. nodes
Filter ADAFs

class node_filter_adafs.FilterADAFsWithPlot
Filter ADAFs with a specified filter.
Both IIR filters and FIR filters can be selected. The filter can be a forward or forward-backward filter. The
resulting filter design and an example of filtered data can be inspected in real-time within the node’s GUI.
The FIR filter windows that can be used are:
• Bartlett-Hann
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• Bartlett
• Blackman
• Blackman-Harris
• Bohman
• Boxcar
• Dolph-Chebyshev
• Flat top
• Gaussian
• Generalized Gaussian
• Hamming
• Hann
• Kaiser
• Nuttall
• Parzen
• Slepian
• Triangular
The IIR filter functions supported are:
• Butterworth
• Chebyshev 1
• Chebyshev 2
• Elliptic
Inputs ADAFs
Outputs ADAFs
Configuration Choose FIR or IIR filter and specify filter coefficients or the function/window to
calculate them.
Opposite node
Ref. nodes
HJoin ADAF
The horisontal join, or the HJoin, of ADAF objects has the purpose to merge data that has been simultaneously collected
by different measurement systems and been imported into different ADAFs. The output of the operation is a new
ADAF, where each data container is the result of a horisontal join between the two corresponding data containers of
the incoming ADAFs.
The content of the metadata and the result containers are tables and the horisontal join of these containers follows the
procedure described in HJoin Table.
The timeseries container has the structure of a dictionary, where the keys at the first instance/level are the names of
the systems from which the time resolved data is collected from. The result of a horisontal join operation upon two
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timeseries containers will become a new container to which the content of the initial containers have been added. In
this process it is important to remember that a system in the outgoing container will be overwritten if one adds a new
system with the same name.
In other terms, HJoining an ADAF with another will horisontally join the Meta and Result sections in the same way
as HJoin Table, and add the systems to the list of system. The systems themselves will not be horisontally joined. The
column names in Meta and Res must have different names, or else the latest instance will overwrite the previous. The
same holds true for the systems.
class node_hjoin_adaf.HJoinADAF
Horistonal join, or HJoin, of two ADAFs into an ADAF.
Inputs
port1 [adaf] ADAF 1
port2 [adaf] ADAF 2
Outputs
port1 [adaf] Joined ADAF
HJoin ADAFs pairwise
The horisontal join, or the HJoin, of ADAF objects has the purpose to merge data that has been simultaneously collected
by different measurement systems and been imported into different ADAFs. The output of the operation is a new
ADAF, where each data container is the result of a horisontal join between the two corresponding data containers of
the incoming ADAFs.
The content of the metadata and the result containers are tables and the horisontal join of these containers follows the
procedure described in HJoin Table.
The timeseries container has the structure of a dictionary, where the keys at the first instance/level are the names of
the systems from which the time resolved data is collected from. The result of a horisontal join operation upon two
timeseries containers will become a new container to which the content of the initial containers have been added. In
this process it is important to remember that a system in the outgoing container will be overwritten if one adds a new
system with the same name.
In other terms, HJoining an ADAF with another will horisontally join the Meta and Result sections in the same way
as HJoin Table, and add the systems to the list of system. The systems themselves will not be horisontally joined. The
column names in Meta and Res must have different names, or else the latest instance will overwrite the previous. The
same holds true for the systems.
class node_hjoin_adaf.HJoinADAFs
Pairwise horisontal join, or HJoin, of the two list of ADAFs into a list of ADAFs.
Inputs
port1 [[adaf]] ADAFs 1
port2 [[adaf]] ADAFs 2
Outputs
port1 [[adaf]] Joined ADAFs
HJoin ADAFs
The horisontal join, or the HJoin, of ADAF objects has the purpose to merge data that has been simultaneously collected
by different measurement systems and been imported into different ADAFs. The output of the operation is a new
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ADAF, where each data container is the result of a horisontal join between the two corresponding data containers of
the incoming ADAFs.
The content of the metadata and the result containers are tables and the horisontal join of these containers follows the
procedure described in HJoin Table.
The timeseries container has the structure of a dictionary, where the keys at the first instance/level are the names of
the systems from which the time resolved data is collected from. The result of a horisontal join operation upon two
timeseries containers will become a new container to which the content of the initial containers have been added. In
this process it is important to remember that a system in the outgoing container will be overwritten if one adds a new
system with the same name.
In other terms, HJoining an ADAF with another will horisontally join the Meta and Result sections in the same way
as HJoin Table, and add the systems to the list of system. The systems themselves will not be horisontally joined. The
column names in Meta and Res must have different names, or else the latest instance will overwrite the previous. The
same holds true for the systems.
class node_hjoin_adaf.HJoinADAFsList
Horizontal join of a list of ADAFs into one ADAF. This means that all systems in each ADAF is are congregated
into one ADAF with many systems. Using the option ‘Use index as prefix’ will result in columns and systems
results in systems’ names getting the list index of the ADAF as a prefix to keep systems with the same names.
Meta data and results will be joined horizontally with the same prefixing. Unchecking the option results in the
same behaviour as Hjoin ADAFs where all but the latest instance are discarded.
Inputs
port1 [[adaf]] ADAFs list
Outputs
port1 [adaf] Joined ADAFs
Configuration
Use index as prefix Use the list index as a prefix to all columns and systems, to preserve containers with the same name
ADAF
ADAF is an internal data type in Sympathy for Data. In the ADAF different kind of data, metadata (data about data),
results (aggregated/calculated data) and timeseries (accumulated time-resolved data), connected to a simultaneous
event can be stored together with defined connections to each other.
The different kinds of data are separated into containers. For the metadata and the results, the containers consist of a
set of signals stored as a Table.
For the time-resolved data, the container has a more advanced structure. The time-resolved data from a measurement
can have been collected from different measurement system and the data can, because of different reason, not be stored
together. For example, the two systems do not using the same sample rate or do not have a common absolute zero
time. The timeseries container in the ADAF can therefore include one or many system containers. Even within a
measurement system, data can have been measured with different sample rates, therefore the system container can
consist of one or many rasters. Each raster consists of a time base and a set of corresponding signals, which all are
stored as the internal Table type.
The importation into ADAFs are based on plugins, where each supported file format has its own plugin. The plugins have their own configurations which are reached by choosing among the tabs in the configuration GUI. The
documentation for each plugin is obtained by clicking at listed file formats below.
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The node has an auto configuration which uses a validity check in the plugins to detect and choose the proper plugin
for the considered datasource. When the node is executed in the auto mode the default settings for the plugins will be
used.
Existing file formats plugins:
• ADAF
• ATF
• DIVA
• LAA
• MDF
class node_import_adaf.ImportADAF
Import datasource as ADAF.
Inputs
Inport [DataSource] Path to datasource.
Outputs
Outport [ADAF] ADAF with imported data.
Configuration See description for specific plugin
Opposite node
Ref. nodes ADAFs
ADAFs
ADAF is an internal data type in Sympathy for Data. In the ADAF different kind of data, metadata (data about data),
results (aggregated/calculated data) and timeseries (accumulated time-resolved data), connected to a simultaneous
event can be stored together with defined connections to each other.
The different kinds of data are separated into containers. For the metadata and the results, the containers consist of a
set of signals stored as a Table.
For the time-resolved data, the container has a more advanced structure. The time-resolved data from a measurement
can have been collected from different measurement system and the data can, because of different reason, not be stored
together. For example, the two systems do not using the same sample rate or do not have a common absolute zero
time. The timeseries container in the ADAF can therefore include one or many system containers. Even within a
measurement system, data can have been measured with different sample rates, therefore the system container can
consist of one or many rasters. Each raster consists of a time base and a set of corresponding signals, which all are
stored as the internal Table type.
The importation into ADAFs are based on plugins, where each supported file format has its own plugin. The plugins have their own configurations which are reached by choosing among the tabs in the configuration GUI. The
documentation for each plugin is obtained by clicking at listed file formats below.
The node has an auto configuration which uses a validity check in the plugins to detect and choose the proper plugin
for the considered datasource. When the node is executed in the auto mode the default settings for the plugins will be
used.
Existing file formats plugins:
• ADAF
• ATF
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• DIVA
• LAA
• MDF
class node_import_adaf.ImportADAFs
Import file(s) into the platform as ADAF(s).
Inputs
Inport [DataSources] Paths to datasources.
Outputs
Outport [ADAFs] ADAFs with imported data.
Configuration See description for specific plugin
Opposite node Export ADAFs
Ref. nodes ADAF
Interpolate ADAF
Interpolate timeseries timeseries to a single timebasis. The new timebasis can either be an existing timebasis in the
adaf-file or a timebasis with a timestep defined by the user. The timeseries that will be interpolated are selected in a
list. The output file will contain a single system and raster with all the chosen timeseries.
class node_interpolation.InterpolationNode
Interpolation of timeseries in an ADAF.
Inputs
port1 [ADAF] ADAF with data.
Outputs
port1 [ADAF] ADAF with interpolated data.
Configuration
Use custom timestep Create a new time basis by specifying a time step.
Time step Choose time step of new basis. If time basis has type datetime, this parameter will
be assumed to be in seconds, otherwise it is assumed to be in the same unit as the time basis.
Only available if Use custom timestep is selected.
Interpolate using existing timebasis Select existing basis as target basis for selected columns.
Time basis column Select raster to choose target time series columns from. Only available if
Interpolate using exisisting timebasis is selected.
Interpolation methods Select interpolation method for different groups if data types.
Time series columns Select one or many time series columns to interpolate to the new basis.
Resample all signals Always resample all available time series instead of only the ones selected
in Time series columns.
Ref. nodes Interpolate ADAFs
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Interpolate ADAFs
Interpolate timeseries timeseries to a single timebasis. The new timebasis can either be an existing timebasis in the
adaf-file or a timebasis with a timestep defined by the user. The timeseries that will be interpolated are selected in a
list. The output file will contain a single system and raster with all the chosen timeseries.
class node_interpolation.InterpolationNodeADAFs
Interpolation of timeseries in ADAFs.
Inputs
port1 [ADAF] ADAF with data.
Outputs
port1 [ADAF] ADAF with interpolated data.
Configuration
Use custom timestep Create a new time basis by specifying a time step.
Time step Choose time step of new basis. If time basis has type datetime, this parameter will
be assumed to be in seconds, otherwise it is assumed to be in the same unit as the time basis.
Only available if Use custom timestep is selected.
Interpolate using existing timebasis Select existing basis as target basis for selected columns.
Time basis column Select raster to choose target time series columns from. Only available if
Interpolate using exisisting timebasis is selected.
Interpolation methods Select interpolation method for different groups if data types.
Time series columns Select one or many time series columns to interpolate to the new basis.
Resample all signals Always resample all available time series instead of only the ones selected
in Time series columns.
Ref. nodes Interpolate ADAF
Interpolate ADAFs with Table
Interpolate timeseries timeseries to a single timebasis. The new timebasis can either be an existing timebasis in the
adaf-file or a timebasis with a timestep defined by the user. The timeseries that will be interpolated are selected in a
list. The output file will contain a single system and raster with all the chosen timeseries.
class node_interpolation.InterpolationNodeADAFsFromTable
Interpolation of timeseries in ADAFs using a specification table. The specification table should have two to
three columns. It must have a column with the names of the signals that should be interpolated. Furthermore
it should have either a column with resampling rate for each signal or a column with the names of the signals
to whose time basis it should interpolate each signal. It can also have both columns and if both of them have
values for the same row it will use the resample rate.
Inputs
port1 [ADAF] ADAF with data.
Outputs
port1 [ADAF] ADAF with interpolated data.
Configuration
Use custom timestep Create a new time basis by specifying a time step.
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Time step Choose time step of new basis. If time basis has type datetime, this parameter will
be assumed to be in seconds, otherwise it is assumed to be in the same unit as the time basis.
Only available if Use custom timestep is selected.
Interpolate using existing timebasis Select existing basis as target basis for selected columns.
Time basis column Select raster to choose target time series columns from. Only available if
Interpolate using exisisting timebasis is selected.
Interpolation methods Select interpolation method for different groups if data types.
Time series columns Select one or many time series columns to interpolate to the new basis.
Resample all signals Always resample all available time series instead of only the ones selected
in Time series columns.
Ref. nodes Interpolate ADAF
Interpolate ADAFs (deprecated)
Deprecated since version 1.2.5: Use Interpolate ADAF or Interpolate ADAFs instead.
Interpolate timeseries by the chosen interpolation method and calculate the new timeseries based on a new timebasis.
The new timebasis can either be an existing timebasis in the adaf-file or a timebasis with a timestep defined by the user.
The timeseries that will be interpolated are selected in a list. The output file will contain the unmodified timeseries,
and the modfied ones. The modified timeseries will be moved to a new timebasis if a timestep is used and to the
existing timebasis if that alternative is chosen.
class node_interpolation_old.InterpolationNodeADAFsOld
Deprecated since version 1.2.5: Use Interpolate ADAFs instead.
Interpolation of timeseries in ADAFs.
Inputs
port1 [ADAF] ADAF with data.
Outputs
port1 [ADAF] ADAF with interpolated data.
Configuration
Use custom timestep Specify the custom step length for basis in a new raster.
Interpolate using existing timebasis Select basis in another raster as new basis for selected
columns.
Interpolation method Select interpolation method.
Time basis column Select raster to choose time series columns from.
Time series columns Select one or many time series columns to interpolate to the new basis.
Ref. nodes Interpolate ADAFs
Interpolate ADAF (deprecated)
Deprecated since version 1.2.5: Use Interpolate ADAF or Interpolate ADAFs instead.
Interpolate timeseries by the chosen interpolation method and calculate the new timeseries based on a new timebasis.
The new timebasis can either be an existing timebasis in the adaf-file or a timebasis with a timestep defined by the user.
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The timeseries that will be interpolated are selected in a list. The output file will contain the unmodified timeseries,
and the modfied ones. The modified timeseries will be moved to a new timebasis if a timestep is used and to the
existing timebasis if that alternative is chosen.
class node_interpolation_old.InterpolationNodeOld
Deprecated since version 1.2.5: Use Interpolate ADAF instead.
Interpolation of timeseries in an ADAF.
Inputs
port1 [ADAF] ADAF with data.
Outputs
port1 [ADAF] ADAF with interpolated data.
Configuration
Use custom timestep Specify the custom step length for basis in a new raster.
Interpolate using existing timebasis Select basis in another raster as new basis for selected
columns.
Interpolation method Select interpolation method.
Time basis column Select raster to choose time series columns from.
Time series columns Select one or many time series columns to interpolate to the new basis.
Ref. nodes Interpolate ADAF
Select columns in ADAFs with Table
If you’re only interested in some of the data in an ADAF (maybe for performance reasons) you can use e.g. Select
columns in ADAF with Table.
The Table/Tables argument shall have four columns, which must be named Type, System, Raster, and Parameter.
These columns hold the names of the corresponding fields in the ADAF/ADAFs.
class node_select_adaf_columns.SelectColumnsADAFsWithTable
Inputs
selection [table] ADAF structure selection
data [[adaf]] ADAFs data matched with selection
Outputs
data [[adaf]] ADAFs data after selection
Configuration
Remove selected columns When enabled, the selected columns will be removed. When disabled, the non-selected columns will be removed.
Select columns in ADAFs with Tables
If you’re only interested in some of the data in an ADAF (maybe for performance reasons) you can use e.g. Select
columns in ADAF with Table.
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The Table/Tables argument shall have four columns, which must be named Type, System, Raster, and Parameter.
These columns hold the names of the corresponding fields in the ADAF/ADAFs.
class node_select_adaf_columns.SelectColumnsADAFsWithTables
Inputs
selection [[table]] ADAF structure selection
data [[adaf]] ADAFs data matched with selection
Outputs
data [[adaf]] ADAFs data after selection
Configuration
Remove selected columns When enabled, the selected columns will be removed. When disabled, the non-selected columns will be removed.
Select columns in ADAF with Table
If you’re only interested in some of the data in an ADAF (maybe for performance reasons) you can use e.g. Select
columns in ADAF with Table.
The Table/Tables argument shall have four columns, which must be named Type, System, Raster, and Parameter.
These columns hold the names of the corresponding fields in the ADAF/ADAFs.
class node_select_adaf_columns.SelectColumnsADAFWithTable
Inputs
selection [table] ADAF structure selection
data [adaf] ADAF data matched with selection
Outputs
data [adaf] ADAF data after selection
Configuration
Remove selected columns When enabled, the selected columns will be removed. When disabled, the non-selected columns will be removed.
Sort ADAFs (deprecated)
The considered node sorts the order of the ADAFs in the incoming list according to a compare function. The outgoing
ADAFs are in the new order.
The compare function can be defined as a lamda function or an ordinary function starting with def. The function
should compare two elements and return -1, 0 or 1. If element1 < element2, then return -1, if they are equal return 0
and otherwise return 1.
A preview is available if one wants to preview the sorting. Then the indices of the sorted list is shown in a table
together with the indices of the original unsorted list.
class node_sort_adafs.SortADAFsNode
Deprecated since version 1.3.0: Use Sort List instead.
Sort ADAF list by using a compare function.
Inputs
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port1 [ADAFs] ADAFs with data.
Outputs
port1 [ADAFs] Sorted ADAFs.
Configuration
Compare function for sorting Write the sort function.
ADAFs structure to Tables
These two nodes takes the structure of an ADAF or ADAFs (Type, System, Raster, and Parameter) and outputs it to
a Table or Tables.
class node_structure_adaf.ADAFsStructureTables
Creates Tables from the structure of the ADAFs.
Inputs
port1 [[adaf]] Input ADAFs
Outputs
port1 [[table]] ADAFs structure as Tables
ADAF structure to Table
These two nodes takes the structure of an ADAF or ADAFs (Type, System, Raster, and Parameter) and outputs it to
a Table or Tables.
class node_structure_adaf.ADAFStructureTable
Creates Table from the structure of the ADAF.
Inputs
port1 [adaf] Input ADAF
Outputs
port1 [table] ADAF structure as Table
TimeSync ADAF
With the ADAF format it is possible to store data from an experiment that has been simultaneously measured by
different measurement systems. This possibility raises the oppportunity to perform cross analysis between quantities
gathered by the different systems. Common sitaution, and problem, is that there may not exist a mutual absolute zero
time between the systems. A time synchronization may therefore be a necessity in order to have correlated timebases
which is required for cross analysis.
The synchronization process requires that two systems are specified, where one of them is defined to be the reference
system. An offset between the systems will be calculated by using one of the following methods:
• OptimizationLSF
• Interpolate
• Shared event (positive)
• Shared event (negative)
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• Sync parts
This offset is then used to shift the timebases in the non-reference (“syncee”) system. To obtain the offset it is important
that there is a synchronization signal in both of the systems. The signals should be of the same quantity and have the
same unit.
Shared event When using any of the shared event strategies a specified threshold in the synchronization signal determines the shared event that is used to calculate the offset with the above mentioned methods. Positive or
negative in the name of the strategy refers to what value the derivative of the signal should have. Positive means
that the signal should rise above the threshold to qualify as a shared event, whereas negative means that the
signal should drop below the threshold.
OptimizationLSF This strategy starts off with a shared event (positive) strategy for finding a starting guess. After
that it chooses 500 randomly distributed points and does a least square fit of the two signals evaluated in those
randomly distributed points. This means that minor random variations can occur when using this strategy.
Interpolate This strategy also starts with a shared event strategy, but then interpolates both signals linearly to find a
subsample timing.
Sync parts If you want to do many-to-one syncronization you should use Sync parts. The system with one long
meassurement should be chosen as reference system. The other system can have many shorter parts which
should be vjoined beforehand (VJoin ADAFs). Choose the Vjoin index signal in the VJoin signal drop down. As
a first step this strategy tries to find a good place to put the first part. This is done by finding all the places where
the mean value of the first parts is passed in the reference signal. All these places are tried in order and the best
match (in a least squares sense) is chosen as the starting point for the first part. All other parts are then moved
the same distance so that they keep their offsets between each other. As a last step all parts are individually
optimized using the same least square optimization as in the OptimizationLSF strategy.
class node_time_sync.TimeSyncADAF
Sympathy node for time synchronization of timebases located in different systems in the incoming ADAF. An
offset is calculated and used to shift the timebases in one of the considered systems in the outgoing ADAF.
Configuration
Reference system Select reference system for synchronization procedure.
Reference signal Select signal in selected reference system as reference signal.
Syncee system Select system to synchronize against reference system.
Syncee signal Select signal in syncee system for comparison against the reference signal.
Threshold Specify a threshold limit for the synchronization signals.
Sync strategy Select synchronization procedure.
Ref. nodes TimeSync ADAFs
TimeSync ADAFs
With the ADAF format it is possible to store data from an experiment that has been simultaneously measured by
different measurement systems. This possibility raises the oppportunity to perform cross analysis between quantities
gathered by the different systems. Common sitaution, and problem, is that there may not exist a mutual absolute zero
time between the systems. A time synchronization may therefore be a necessity in order to have correlated timebases
which is required for cross analysis.
The synchronization process requires that two systems are specified, where one of them is defined to be the reference
system. An offset between the systems will be calculated by using one of the following methods:
• OptimizationLSF
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• Interpolate
• Shared event (positive)
• Shared event (negative)
• Sync parts
This offset is then used to shift the timebases in the non-reference (“syncee”) system. To obtain the offset it is important
that there is a synchronization signal in both of the systems. The signals should be of the same quantity and have the
same unit.
Shared event When using any of the shared event strategies a specified threshold in the synchronization signal determines the shared event that is used to calculate the offset with the above mentioned methods. Positive or
negative in the name of the strategy refers to what value the derivative of the signal should have. Positive means
that the signal should rise above the threshold to qualify as a shared event, whereas negative means that the
signal should drop below the threshold.
OptimizationLSF This strategy starts off with a shared event (positive) strategy for finding a starting guess. After
that it chooses 500 randomly distributed points and does a least square fit of the two signals evaluated in those
randomly distributed points. This means that minor random variations can occur when using this strategy.
Interpolate This strategy also starts with a shared event strategy, but then interpolates both signals linearly to find a
subsample timing.
Sync parts If you want to do many-to-one syncronization you should use Sync parts. The system with one long
meassurement should be chosen as reference system. The other system can have many shorter parts which
should be vjoined beforehand (VJoin ADAFs). Choose the Vjoin index signal in the VJoin signal drop down. As
a first step this strategy tries to find a good place to put the first part. This is done by finding all the places where
the mean value of the first parts is passed in the reference signal. All these places are tried in order and the best
match (in a least squares sense) is chosen as the starting point for the first part. All other parts are then moved
the same distance so that they keep their offsets between each other. As a last step all parts are individually
optimized using the same least square optimization as in the OptimizationLSF strategy.
class node_time_sync.TimeSyncADAFs
Sympathy node for elementwise time synchronization of timebases located in different systems in the ADAFs
in the incoming list. An offset is calculated and used to shift the timebases in one of the considered systems in
the ADAFs in the outgoing list.
Configuration
Reference system Select reference system for synchronization procedure.
Reference signal Select signal in selected reference system as reference signal.
Syncee system Select system to synchronize against reference system.
Syncee signal Select signal in syncee system for comparison against the reference signal.
Threshold Specify a threshold limit for the synchronization signals.
Sync strategy Select synchronization procedure.
Ref. nodes TimeSync ADAF
VJoin ADAF
The vertical join, or the VJoin, of ADAF objects has the purpose to merge data from tests performed at different occasions, where the data from the occasions have been imported into different ADAFs. This opens up for the possibility
to perform analysis of tests/events over the course of time.
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The output of the operation is a new ADAF, where each data container is the result of a vertical join performed between
the corresponding data containers of the incoming ADAFs. At the moment the output will only include the result the
vertical join of the metadata and the result containers. The timeseries container will be empty in the outgoing ADAF.
The content of the metadata and the result containers are tables and the vertical join of these containers follows the
procedure described in VJoin Table.
class node_vjoin_adaf.VJoinADAF
Sympathy node for vertical join of two ADAF files. The output of node is a new ADAF.
Opposite node VSplit ADAF
Ref. nodes VJoin ADAFs, VJoin Table
Inputs
port1 [adaf] ADAF 1
port2 [adaf] ADAF 2
Outputs
port1 [adaf] Joined ADAF
Configuration
Complement missing columns Select if columns that are not represented in all Tables to be
complemented
Complement strategy When “Complement with nan or empty string” is selected missing
columns will be replaced by columns of nan or empty strings. When “Mask missing values”
is selected missing columns will be result in masked values
Increment in index column Specify the increment in the outgoing index column at the existence of tables with the number of rows equal to zero.
Output index Specify name for output index column. Can be left empty.
Include rasters in the result Include rasters in the result.
Use raster reference time Use raster reference time.
VJoin ADAFs pairwise
The vertical join, or the VJoin, of ADAF objects has the purpose to merge data from tests performed at different occasions, where the data from the occasions have been imported into different ADAFs. This opens up for the possibility
to perform analysis of tests/events over the course of time.
The output of the operation is a new ADAF, where each data container is the result of a vertical join performed between
the corresponding data containers of the incoming ADAFs. At the moment the output will only include the result the
vertical join of the metadata and the result containers. The timeseries container will be empty in the outgoing ADAF.
The content of the metadata and the result containers are tables and the vertical join of these containers follows the
procedure described in VJoin Table.
class node_vjoin_adaf.VJoinADAFLists
Sympathy node for pairwise vertical join of two lists of ADAFs. The output is a new list of ADAFs.
Opposite node
Ref. nodes VJoin ADAFs, VJoin Tables pairwise
Inputs
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port1 [[adaf]] ADAFs 1
port2 [[adaf]] ADAFs 2
Outputs
port1 [[adaf]] Joined ADAFs
Configuration
Complement missing columns Select if columns that are not represented in all Tables to be
complemented
Complement strategy When “Complement with nan or empty string” is selected missing
columns will be replaced by columns of nan or empty strings. When “Mask missing values”
is selected missing columns will be result in masked values
Increment in index column Specify the increment in the outgoing index column at the existence of tables with the number of rows equal to zero.
Output index Specify name for output index column. Can be left empty.
Include rasters in the result Include rasters in the result.
Use raster reference time Use raster reference time.
VJoin ADAFs
The vertical join, or the VJoin, of ADAF objects has the purpose to merge data from tests performed at different occasions, where the data from the occasions have been imported into different ADAFs. This opens up for the possibility
to perform analysis of tests/events over the course of time.
The output of the operation is a new ADAF, where each data container is the result of a vertical join performed between
the corresponding data containers of the incoming ADAFs. At the moment the output will only include the result the
vertical join of the metadata and the result containers. The timeseries container will be empty in the outgoing ADAF.
The content of the metadata and the result containers are tables and the vertical join of these containers follows the
procedure described in VJoin Table.
class node_vjoin_adaf.VJoinADAFs
Sympathy node for vertical join of the ADAFs in the incoming list. The output of node is a new ADAF.
VJoin multiple ADAF files.
Opposite node VSplit ADAF
Ref. nodes VJoin ADAF, VJoin Tables
Inputs
port0 [[adaf]] Input ADAFs
Outputs
port0 [adaf] Joined ADAFs
Configuration
Complement missing columns Select if columns that are not represented in all Tables to be
complemented
Complement strategy When “Complement with nan or empty string” is selected missing
columns will be replaced by columns of nan or empty strings. When “Mask missing values”
is selected missing columns will be result in masked values
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Increment in index column Specify the increment in the outgoing index column at the existence of tables with the number of rows equal to zero.
Output index Specify name for output index column. Can be left empty.
Include rasters in the result Include rasters in the result.
Use raster reference time Use raster reference time.
VSplit ADAF
The node performs a vertical, rowwise, split of ADAF. The vertical split, or VSplit, is the inverse operation compared
to the vertical join, see VJoin ADAF.
The vertical split operation is only applied on the content of the metadata and result containers. The timeseries
container is not included, since the inverse operation, VJoin, is not defined for this container. The content of the
metadata and the result containers are tables and the vertical split of these containers follows the procedure described
in VSplit Table. For the split to be well defined, the Input Index column is required in metadata and result containers.
class node_vsplit_adafs.VSplitADAFNode
Vertical split of ADAF into ADAFs.
Inputs
port1 [ADAF] Incoming ADAF with data.
Outputs
port1 [ADAFs] ADAFs with splitted data.
Configuration
Remove fill Turn on or off if split columns that contain only NaNs or empty strings are going
to be removed or not.
Input index Specify the name of the incoming index column, can be left empty. Needs to be
grouped by index.
Opposite node VJoin ADAF
Ref. nodes
Generic
F(x)
The F(x) nodes all have a similar role as the Calculator Tables node. But where the Calculator Tables node shines
when the calculations are simple, the f(x) nodes are better suited for more advanced calculations since the code is kept
in a separate python file. You can place this python file anywhere, but it might be a good idea to keep it in the same
folder as your workflow or in a subfolder to that folder.
The script file
When writing a “function” (it is actually a python class) you need to inherit from FxWrapper. The FxWrapper
provides access to the input and output with self.arg and self.res respectively. These variables are of the same
type as the input on port2 consult the API for that type to figure out relevant operations.
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The field arg_types is a list containing string representations of types (as shown in port tooltips) that you intend
your script to support and determines the types for which the function is available.
For example:
from sympathy.api import fx_wrapper
class MyCalculation(fx_wrapper.FxWrapper):
arg_types = ['table']
def execute(self):
spam = self.arg.get_column_to_array('spam')
# My super advanced calculation that totally couldn't be
# done in the :ref:`Calculator Tables` node:
more_spam = spam + 1
self.res.set_column_from_array('more spam', more_spam)

The same script file can be used with both F(x) and F(x) List nodes.
Debugging your script
F(x) scripts can be debugged in spyder by following these simple steps:
1. Open the script file in spyder and place a breakpoint somewhere in the execute method that you want to debug.
2. Go back to Sympathy and right-click and choose Debug on the f(x) node with that function selected.
3. Make sure that the file node_fx_selector.py is the active file in spyder and press Debug file (Ctrl+F5).
4. A third python file will open as the debugging starts. Press Continue (Ctrl+F12) to arrive at the breakpoint in
your f(x) script. From here you can step through your code however you want to.
Configuration
When Copy input is disabled (the default) the output table will be empty when the functions are run.
When the Copy input setting is enabled the entire input table will get copied to the output before running the functions
in the file. This is useful when your functions should only add a few columns to a data table, but in this case you must
make sure that the output has the same number of rows as the input.
By default (pass-through disabled) only the functions that you have manually selected in the configuration will be run
when you execute the node, but with the pass-through setting enabled the node will run all the functions in the selected
file. This can be convenient in some situations when new functions are added often.
class node_fx_selector.Fx
Apply functions to an item.
Functions based on FxWrapper will be invoked once on the item. The functions available are the ones where
arg_types of the function matches the type of the item port (port2).
Ref. nodes F(x) List
Inputs
port1 [datasource] Path to Python file with scripted functions.
port2 [<a>] Item with data to apply functions on
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Outputs
port3 [<a>] Item with the results from the applied functions
Configuration
Copy input If enabled the incoming data will be copied to the output before running the nodes.
Select functions Choose one or many of the listed functions to apply to the content of the
incoming item.
F(x) List
The F(x) nodes all have a similar role as the Calculator Tables node. But where the Calculator Tables node shines
when the calculations are simple, the f(x) nodes are better suited for more advanced calculations since the code is kept
in a separate python file. You can place this python file anywhere, but it might be a good idea to keep it in the same
folder as your workflow or in a subfolder to that folder.
The script file
When writing a “function” (it is actually a python class) you need to inherit from FxWrapper. The FxWrapper
provides access to the input and output with self.arg and self.res respectively. These variables are of the same
type as the input on port2 consult the API for that type to figure out relevant operations.
The field arg_types is a list containing string representations of types (as shown in port tooltips) that you intend
your script to support and determines the types for which the function is available.
For example:
from sympathy.api import fx_wrapper
class MyCalculation(fx_wrapper.FxWrapper):
arg_types = ['table']
def execute(self):
spam = self.arg.get_column_to_array('spam')
# My super advanced calculation that totally couldn't be
# done in the :ref:`Calculator Tables` node:
more_spam = spam + 1
self.res.set_column_from_array('more spam', more_spam)

The same script file can be used with both F(x) and F(x) List nodes.
Debugging your script
F(x) scripts can be debugged in spyder by following these simple steps:
1. Open the script file in spyder and place a breakpoint somewhere in the execute method that you want to debug.
2. Go back to Sympathy and right-click and choose Debug on the f(x) node with that function selected.
3. Make sure that the file node_fx_selector.py is the active file in spyder and press Debug file (Ctrl+F5).
4. A third python file will open as the debugging starts. Press Continue (Ctrl+F12) to arrive at the breakpoint in
your f(x) script. From here you can step through your code however you want to.
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Configuration
When Copy input is disabled (the default) the output table will be empty when the functions are run.
When the Copy input setting is enabled the entire input table will get copied to the output before running the functions
in the file. This is useful when your functions should only add a few columns to a data table, but in this case you must
make sure that the output has the same number of rows as the input.
By default (pass-through disabled) only the functions that you have manually selected in the configuration will be run
when you execute the node, but with the pass-through setting enabled the node will run all the functions in the selected
file. This can be convenient in some situations when new functions are added often.
class node_fx_selector.FxList
Apply functions to a list of items.
Functions based on FxWrapper will be invoked once for each item in the list with each item as argument. The
functions available are the ones where arg_types of the function matches the type of the individual items
from the list port (port2).
Ref. nodes F(x)
Inputs
port1 [datasource] Path to Python file with scripted functions.
port2 [[<a>]] List with data to apply functions on
Outputs
port3 [[<a>]] List with function(s) applied
Configuration
Copy input If enabled the incoming data will be copied to the output before running the nodes.
Select functions Choose one or many of the listed functions to apply to the content of the
incoming item.
Table
Assert Equal Table
class node_assertequaltable.AssertEqualTable
Compare two incoming tables and raise an error if they differ.
Inputs
table1 [table] Table A
table2 [table] Table B
Outputs
out [table] Output Table
Configuration
Compare column order (no description)
Compare column attributes (no description)
Compare table names (no description)
Compare table attributes (no description)
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Approximate comparison of floats If any arithemtics is invovled floats should probably be
compared approximately.
Relative tolerance Floats are considered unequal if the relative difference between them is
larger than this value.
Absolute tolerance Floats are considered unequal if the absolute difference between them is
larger than this value.
Get column attributes in Table
The Table data type includes an additional container, besides the data container, for storing attributes. An attribute is
stored as a scalar value together with a header.
The standard library contains two nodes for setting and getting Table attributes.
class node_attributes_tables.GetColumnAttributesTable
Inputs
data [table] Input Data
Outputs
attributes [table] Attributes
Get column attributes in Tables
The Table data type includes an additional container, besides the data container, for storing attributes. An attribute is
stored as a scalar value together with a header.
The standard library contains two nodes for setting and getting Table attributes.
class node_attributes_tables.GetColumnAttributesTables
Inputs
data [[table]] Input Data
Outputs
attributes [[table]] Attributes
Get Table attributes
The Table data type includes an additional container, besides the data container, for storing attributes. An attribute is
stored as a scalar value together with a header.
The standard library contains two nodes for setting and getting Table attributes.
class node_attributes_tables.GetTableAttributes
Inputs
in_data [table] Table with data.
Outputs
attributes [table] Table with a single row where the columns are representing the exported
attributes
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Get Tables attributes
The Table data type includes an additional container, besides the data container, for storing attributes. An attribute is
stored as a scalar value together with a header.
The standard library contains two nodes for setting and getting Table attributes.
class node_attributes_tables.GetTablesAttributes
Inputs
in_data [[table]] Table with data
Outputs
attributes [[table]] Table with a single row where the columns are representing the exported
attributes
Set column attributes in Table
The Table data type includes an additional container, besides the data container, for storing attributes. An attribute is
stored as a scalar value together with a header.
The standard library contains two nodes for setting and getting Table attributes.
class node_attributes_tables.SetColumnAttributesTable
:Ref. nodes Set column attributes in Tables
Inputs
attributes [table] Table with, at least, three column, one for column names, another for attribute
names and a third for attribute values
in_data [table] Table with data columns
Outputs
out_data [table] Table with updated columns attributes
Configuration
Column names Select column with column names
Attribute names Select column with attributes
Attribute values Select column with values
Set column attributes in Tables
The Table data type includes an additional container, besides the data container, for storing attributes. An attribute is
stored as a scalar value together with a header.
The standard library contains two nodes for setting and getting Table attributes.
class node_attributes_tables.SetColumnAttributesTables
:Ref. nodes Set column attributes in Table
Inputs
attributes [[table]] Table with, at least, three column, one for column names, another for attribute names and a third for attribute values
in_data [[table]] List of Tables with data columns
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Outputs
out_data [[table]] List of Tables with updated columns attributes
Configuration
Column names Select column with column names
Attribute names Select column with attributes
Attribute values Select column with values
Set Table attributes
The Table data type includes an additional container, besides the data container, for storing attributes. An attribute is
stored as a scalar value together with a header.
The standard library contains two nodes for setting and getting Table attributes.
class node_attributes_tables.SetTableAttributes
Set the attributes in Table with the headers and values in another Table, only the values on the first row.
Inputs
attributes [table] A Table with attributes along the columns. Only the first row of the Table will
be imported as attributes, due to that an attribute is defined to be a scalar value
in_data [table] Table with data
Outputs
out_data [table] Table with updated attribute container
Set Tables attributes
The Table data type includes an additional container, besides the data container, for storing attributes. An attribute is
stored as a scalar value together with a header.
The standard library contains two nodes for setting and getting Table attributes.
class node_attributes_tables.SetTablesAttributes
Set the attributes in Tables with the headers and values in attribute Tables, only the values on the first row.
Inputs
attributes [[table]] Table with attributes along the columns. Only the first row of the Table will
be imported as attributes, due to that an attribute is defined to be a scalar value
in_data [[table]] Table with data
Outputs
out_data [[table]] Table with updated attribute container
Calculator Tables
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Calculator Table

Matlab Calculator

Conditional error/warning
class node_conditional_error.ConditionalError
Raise an error if a predicate is True.
Inputs
in [<a>] Input
Outputs
out [<a>] Output
Configuration
Predicate function: Error message is printed if this function returns True.
Error message: Error message to display to the user.
Severity: The level “Error” stops flow execution.
Convert columns in Table
With the considered node it is possible to convert the data types of a number of selected columns in the incoming
Table. In general, the columns in the internal Table type can have the same data types that exist for numpy arrays,
except for numpy object type. For this node the list of available data types to convert to is restricted.
The following data types are available for conversion:
• bool
• float
• int
• str
• unicode
• datetime
Converting strings to datetimes
Converting a str/unicode column to datetime might require some extra thought if the strings include time-zone information. The datetimes stored by Sympathy have no time zone information (due to limitations in the underlying data
libraries), but Sympathy is able to use the time-zone information when creating the datetime columns. This can be
done in two different ways, which we call “UTC” and “naive”.
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datetime (UTC)
The option datetime (UTC) will calculate the UTC-time corresponding to each datetime in the input column. This is
especially useful when your data contains datetimes from different time zones (a common reason for this is daylight
savings time), but when looking in the viewer, exports etc. the datetimes will not be the same as in the input.
For example the string '2016-01-01T12:00:00+0100' will be stored as 2016-01-01T11:00:00 which is
the corresponding UTC time.
There is currently no standard way of converting these UTC datetimes back to the localized datetime strings with
time-zone information.
datetime (naive)
The option datetime (naive) simply discards any time-zone information. This corresponds pretty well to how we
“naively” think of time when looking at a clock on the wall.
For example the string '2016-01-01T12:00:00+0100' will be stored as 2016-01-01T12:00:00.
class node_convert_table_columns.ConvertTableColumns
Convert selected columns in Table to new specified data types.
Inputs
port1 [Table] Table with data.
Outputs
port2 [Table] Table with converted columns.
Configuration
Select columns : Select column to convert.
Select type : Select type to convert selected column to.
Add [button] Add selected combination of type and columns to the Conversions window.
Remove [button] Remove selected item in Conversions window.
Preview [button] Test listed conversions in the Conversions window.
Conversions : Visualise definded conversions to perform when node is executed.
Convert columns in Tables
With the considered node it is possible to convert the data types of a number of selected columns in the incoming
Table. In general, the columns in the internal Table type can have the same data types that exist for numpy arrays,
except for numpy object type. For this node the list of available data types to convert to is restricted.
The following data types are available for conversion:
• bool
• float
• int
• str
• unicode
• datetime
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Converting strings to datetimes
Converting a str/unicode column to datetime might require some extra thought if the strings include time-zone information. The datetimes stored by Sympathy have no time zone information (due to limitations in the underlying data
libraries), but Sympathy is able to use the time-zone information when creating the datetime columns. This can be
done in two different ways, which we call “UTC” and “naive”.
datetime (UTC)
The option datetime (UTC) will calculate the UTC-time corresponding to each datetime in the input column. This is
especially useful when your data contains datetimes from different time zones (a common reason for this is daylight
savings time), but when looking in the viewer, exports etc. the datetimes will not be the same as in the input.
For example the string '2016-01-01T12:00:00+0100' will be stored as 2016-01-01T11:00:00 which is
the corresponding UTC time.
There is currently no standard way of converting these UTC datetimes back to the localized datetime strings with
time-zone information.
datetime (naive)
The option datetime (naive) simply discards any time-zone information. This corresponds pretty well to how we
“naively” think of time when looking at a clock on the wall.
For example the string '2016-01-01T12:00:00+0100' will be stored as 2016-01-01T12:00:00.
class node_convert_table_columns.ConvertTablesColumns
Inputs
port1 [[table]] Input Table
Outputs
port2 [[table]] Tables with converted columns
Configuration
Select columns Select the columns to use
Select type Select the type to use
Convert columns Selected columns to convert
Convert types Selected types to use
Create ADAFs Index From Indices (deprecated)
Create and HJoin a column containing a group index given an index column.For example, with an input table with 15
rows and an index column with values [4, 7, 11] a group index column with values [0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3,
3, 3] is created and added to the output table.
class node_create_index_column.CreateADAFsIndex
Inputs
indices [[table]] Indices
input [[adaf]] Input ADAFs
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Outputs
None [[adaf]] Output ADAFs
Configuration
System System
Raster Raster
Input Index Column Column that contains indices
Output Index Choose a name for the created index column
Create Table Index From Indices (deprecated)
Create and HJoin a column containing a group index given an index column.For example, with an input table with 15
rows and an index column with values [4, 7, 11] a group index column with values [0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3,
3, 3] is created and added to the output table.
class node_create_index_column.CreateTableIndex
EXPERIMENTAL Create Table Index from Indices
Inputs
indices [table] Indices
input [table] Input Table
Outputs
None [table] Output Table
Configuration
Input Index Column Column that contains indices
Output Index Choose a name for the created index column
Create Tables Index From Indices (deprecated)
Create and HJoin a column containing a group index given an index column.For example, with an input table with 15
rows and an index column with values [4, 7, 11] a group index column with values [0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3,
3, 3] is created and added to the output table.
class node_create_index_column.CreateTablesIndex
EXPERIMENTAL Create Table Index from Indices Tables are handled pairwise.
Inputs
indices [[table]] Indices
input [[table]] Input Tables
Outputs
None [[table]] Output Tables
Configuration
Input Index Column Column that contains indices
Output Index Choose a name for the created index column
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Datasources to Table
In the standard library there exist two nodes which exports data from Datasource to Table. The outgoing Table
will consist of a single column with filepaths. The length of the column will be equal to the incoming number of
datasources.
In the configuration GUI it is possible to select if one wants to convert the paths in the Datasources to absolute filepaths.
class node_datasource_to_table.DsrcsToTable
Exportation of data from Datasources to Tables.
Ref. nodes Datasource to Table
Inputs
in [[datasource]] Datasources with filepaths
Outputs
out [table] Table with a single column with a filepath
Configuration
Force relative paths If ticked, an attempt will be made to convert all the paths in the Datasources to relative paths( relative to the current (sub)flow).
Datasource to Table
In the standard library there exist two nodes which exports data from Datasource to Table. The outgoing Table
will consist of a single column with filepaths. The length of the column will be equal to the incoming number of
datasources.
In the configuration GUI it is possible to select if one wants to convert the paths in the Datasources to absolute filepaths.
class node_datasource_to_table.DsrcToTable
Exportation of data from Datasource to Table.
Ref. nodes Datasources to Table
Inputs
in [datasource] Datasource with filepaths
Outputs
out [table] Tables with a single column with a filepath
Configuration
Force relative paths If ticked, an attempt will be made to convert all the paths in the Datasources to relative paths( relative to the current (sub)flow).
Ensure columns in Tables
Ensure the existence of one or several signals in Tables by either getting an exception or adding a dummy signal to the
dataset.
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class node_ensure_columns.EnsureColumnsOperation
Ensure the existence of columns in Tables by using an additional Table with the name of the columns that must
exist. Select to get the result of the check as the form of an exception or as an added dummy signal. The type of
the dummy signal is by default float with all elements set to NaN.
Inputs
Outputs
Configuration
Opposite node
Ref. nodes Rename columns in Tables
Heatmap calculation

class node_heatmap_calculation.HeatmapCalculation
This node calculates a 2D histogram or other heatmap of a given signal.
The output consists of bin edges and bin values and can for instance be used in a heatmap plot in the node Figure
from Table.
Inputs
in [table] Input data
Outputs
out [table] Heatmap data
Configuration
X data column: (no description)
Y data column: (no description)
Z data column: The data points of the z data are placed in bins according to the cooresponding
values of x and y. They are then reduced to a single bin value using the selected reduction
function. For “Count (histogram)” no z data column is needed.
Reduction function: A function used on all the z data points in a bin. For “Count (histogram)”
no z data column is needed.
X Bins: Number of bins on the x axis.
Y Bins: Number of bins on the y axis.
Auto range When checked, use data range as histogram range.
X min: (no description)
X max: (no description)
Y min: (no description)
Y max: (no description)
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Histogram calculation

class node_histogram_calculation.HistogramCalculation
This node takes a table and calculates a histogram from one of its columns.
The output consists of bin edges and bin values and can for instance be used in a histogram plot in the node
Figure from Table.
Inputs
in [table] Input data
Outputs
out [table] Histogram data
Configuration
Data column: Column to create histogram for.
Weights column: If you choose a weights column, each value in the data column only contributes its associated weight towards the bin count, instead of 1.
Bins: Number of bins.
Auto range When checked, use data range as histogram range.
X min: Minimum x value.
X max: Maximum x value.
Density When checked, the result is the value of the probability density function at each bin,
normalized such that the integral of the histogram is 1.
HJoin Table
The operation of horizontal join, or HJoin, stacks the columns in the incoming Tables horizontally beside each other.
The outgoing Table will have all the columns from all the incoming Tables. Note that all Tables that should be hjoined
must have the same number of rows.
If a column name exists in both inputs the latter Table (or lower port) will take precedence and the corresponding
column from the former Table (or upper port) will be lost.
The node always tries to give the output table a name, so if the chosen port has a table without name, the other port
will be used. This is to preserve backwards compatibility.
class node_hjoin_tables.HJoinTable
Horizontal join of two Tables into a single Table.
Opposite node HSplit Table
Inputs
port1 [table] Input Table 1
port2 [table] Input Table 2
Outputs
port1 [table] Table with horizontally joined data
Configuration
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Input port name for joined table Select which port decides the output table(s) names
HJoin Tables pairwise
The operation of horizontal join, or HJoin, stacks the columns in the incoming Tables horizontally beside each other.
The outgoing Table will have all the columns from all the incoming Tables. Note that all Tables that should be hjoined
must have the same number of rows.
If a column name exists in both inputs the latter Table (or lower port) will take precedence and the corresponding
column from the former Table (or upper port) will be lost.
The node always tries to give the output table a name, so if the chosen port has a table without name, the other port
will be used. This is to preserve backwards compatibility.
class node_hjoin_tables.HJoinTables
Pairwise horizontal join of two lists of Tables into a single list of Tables. I.e. The first Table on the upper port is
hjoined with the first Table on the lower port and so on.
Opposite node HSplit Tables
Inputs
port1 [[table]] Input Tables 1
port2 [[table]] Input Tables 2
Outputs
port1 [[table]] List of Tables with pairwise horizontally joined data from the incoming lists of
Tables.
Configuration
Input port name for joined table Select which port decides the output table(s) names
HJoin Tables
The operation of horizontal join, or HJoin, stacks the columns in the incoming Tables horizontally beside each other.
The outgoing Table will have all the columns from all the incoming Tables. Note that all Tables that should be hjoined
must have the same number of rows.
If a column name exists in both inputs the latter Table (or lower port) will take precedence and the corresponding
column from the former Table (or upper port) will be lost.
The node always tries to give the output table a name, so if the chosen port has a table without name, the other port
will be used. This is to preserve backwards compatibility.
class node_hjoin_tables.HJoinTablesSingle
Horizontal join of all incoming Tables into a single outgoing Table. Columns from Tables later in the list will
take precedence in the case when a certain column name exists in two or more Tables.
Opposite node HSplit Table
Inputs
port1 [[table]] Input Tables
Outputs
port1 [table] Table with horizontally joined data from the incoming list of Tables.
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Hold value Table
class node_holdvaluetable.HoldValueTable
Replace occurences of nan in cells by the last non-nan value from the same column.
Inputs
None [table] Input Table
Outputs
None [table] Output Table with NaN replaced
Hold value Tables
class node_holdvaluetable.HoldValueTables
Replace occurences of nan in cells by the last non-nan value from the same column.
Inputs
None [[table]] Input Tables
Outputs
None [[table]] Outputs Table with NaN replaced
HSplit Table
The horisontal split, or HSplit, nodes split the incoming Tables into new Tables by columns. Compared to the VSplit
Table nodes where the split procedure can be regulated by a selected index column, these nodes will place every
column in the incoming Tables into separate Tables in an outgoing list.
class node_hsplit_tables.HSplitTableNode
Horisontal split of a Table. The output is a list of Tables, where the columns in the incoming Table are placed in
separate Tables in the output.
Inputs
port1 [Table] Table with data.
Outputs
port1 [Tables] List of Tables, where the columns in the incoming Table are placed in separate
Tables in the output.
Configuration No configuration
Opposite node HJoin Tables
Ref. nodes HSplit Tables
HSplit Tables
The horisontal split, or HSplit, nodes split the incoming Tables into new Tables by columns. Compared to the VSplit
Table nodes where the split procedure can be regulated by a selected index column, these nodes will place every
column in the incoming Tables into separate Tables in an outgoing list.
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class node_hsplit_tables.HSplitTablesNode
Horisontal split of Tables. The output is a list of Tables, where the columns in the incoming Tables are placed
in separate Tables in the output.
Inputs
port1 [Tables] List of Tables with data.
Outputs
port1 [Tables] List of Tables, where the columns in the incoming Tables are placed in separate
Tables in the output.
Configuration No configuration
Ref. nodes HSplit Table
RAW Tables
Table is the internal data type in Sympathy for Data representing a two-dimensional data set. A Table consists of
an arbitrary number of columns, where all columns have the equal number of elements. Each column has an unique
header and a defined data type - all elements in a column are of the same data type. In a Table, the columns are not
bound to have same data type, columns with different data types can be mixed in a Table. The supported data types
for the columns are the same as for numpy arrays, with exception for the object type, np.object. Optional, an column
can also be given additional attributes, like unit or description.
The importation into Tables are based on plugins, where each supported file format has its own plugin. The plugins
have their own configurations which are reached by choosing among the tabs in the configuration GUI. The documentation for each plugin is obtained by clicking at the listed file formats below.
The node has an auto configuration which uses a validy check in the plugins to detect and choose the proper plugin
for the considered datasource. When the node is executed in the auto mode the default settings for the plugins will be
used.
Existing file formats plugins:
• CSV
• HDF5
• SQL
• Table
• XLS
• MAT
Matlab exporter exports data to a .mat file on the format: cols = [ array0, array1, array2] names = [name0,
name1, name2]
Matlab file must contain a struct with the fields ‘names’ and ‘col’.
class node_import_table.ImportRAWTables
Import Tables from a single HDF5-file.
Inputs
port1 [DataSource] Datasource with a filepath to a HDF5-file.
Outputs
port1 [Tables] Tables with data from HDF5-file.
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Configuration No configuration.
Opposite node
Ref. nodes ADAFs
Table
Table is the internal data type in Sympathy for Data representing a two-dimensional data set. A Table consists of
an arbitrary number of columns, where all columns have the equal number of elements. Each column has an unique
header and a defined data type - all elements in a column are of the same data type. In a Table, the columns are not
bound to have same data type, columns with different data types can be mixed in a Table. The supported data types
for the columns are the same as for numpy arrays, with exception for the object type, np.object. Optional, an column
can also be given additional attributes, like unit or description.
The importation into Tables are based on plugins, where each supported file format has its own plugin. The plugins
have their own configurations which are reached by choosing among the tabs in the configuration GUI. The documentation for each plugin is obtained by clicking at the listed file formats below.
The node has an auto configuration which uses a validy check in the plugins to detect and choose the proper plugin
for the considered datasource. When the node is executed in the auto mode the default settings for the plugins will be
used.
Existing file formats plugins:
• CSV
• HDF5
• SQL
• Table
• XLS
• MAT
Matlab exporter exports data to a .mat file on the format: cols = [ array0, array1, array2] names = [name0,
name1, name2]
Matlab file must contain a struct with the fields ‘names’ and ‘col’.
class node_import_table.ImportTable
Import Datasource as Table.
Inputs
port1 [Datasource] Path to datasource.
Outputs
port1 [Table] Table with imported data.
Configuration See description for specific plugin
Opposite node Export Tables
Ref. nodes Table
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Tables
Table is the internal data type in Sympathy for Data representing a two-dimensional data set. A Table consists of
an arbitrary number of columns, where all columns have the equal number of elements. Each column has an unique
header and a defined data type - all elements in a column are of the same data type. In a Table, the columns are not
bound to have same data type, columns with different data types can be mixed in a Table. The supported data types
for the columns are the same as for numpy arrays, with exception for the object type, np.object. Optional, an column
can also be given additional attributes, like unit or description.
The importation into Tables are based on plugins, where each supported file format has its own plugin. The plugins
have their own configurations which are reached by choosing among the tabs in the configuration GUI. The documentation for each plugin is obtained by clicking at the listed file formats below.
The node has an auto configuration which uses a validy check in the plugins to detect and choose the proper plugin
for the considered datasource. When the node is executed in the auto mode the default settings for the plugins will be
used.
Existing file formats plugins:
• CSV
• HDF5
• SQL
• Table
• XLS
• MAT
Matlab exporter exports data to a .mat file on the format: cols = [ array0, array1, array2] names = [name0,
name1, name2]
Matlab file must contain a struct with the fields ‘names’ and ‘col’.
class node_import_table.ImportTables
Import Datasources as Tables.
Inputs
port1 [Datasources] Paths to datasources.
Outputs
port1 [Tables] Tables with imported data.
Configuration See description for specific plugin
Opposite node Export Tables
Ref. nodes Table
Lookup Table
To collect tabulated values in a lookup table with help of keywords, or keyvalues, is a commonly known database
operation. The considered node adds this functionality to Sympathy for Data.
Into the node a lookup table and a control table are distributed through the upper and the lower input ports, respectively.
The control table must include a number of columns with keyswords/keyvalues for the lookup operation. Each of these
control columns has to be paired with a corresponding column in the lookup table. The definition of pairs is controlled
from in the configuration GUI of the node.
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During execution of the node, the routine steps through the rows of the selected subset of control columns and try to
find a match among the all rows in the corresponding subset in the lookup table. If there is a match, the current row
in the lookup table, all columns included, is copied to the matching row in the control table. If no match is found
an exception will be raised and the execution of the node is stoped, i.e. all rows in the control table subset must be
matched.
In the configuration GUI one can choose to treat a defined column pair as event columns. The event columns will
typically consist of date or time data when something happend. But in theory can include any other sortable data.
When an event column pair has been defined, each row of in this control table column will be matched with the latest
preceding event in the lookup table column. For all other columns the lookup is performed as described above.
class node_lookup_table.LookupTableNode
Collect datavalues in a lookup table with help of a control table. The output includes the collected data togther
with content of the control table.
Inputs
loookup [Table] Table with data stored as a lookup table.
lookupee [Table] Table with a number of columns with keywords, or keyvalues.
Outputs
out [Table] Table with the collected data from the lookup table together with content of the
lookupee table.
Configuration
Lookup columns A list with all the columns in the lookup table. Select a column from the
lookup table that should be pair with a column from the lookupee column.
Lookupee columns A list with all the columns in the control table. Select a column from the
lookupee table that should be paired with a column from the lookup table.
Add lookup Press add lookup to register a pair of the two selected columns among the lookup
columns and the lookupee columns.
Remove lookup Remove the selected pair in the locked columns table.
Locked columns table Lists all the registered lookup pairs. Use the checkboxes under event
column to define a pair as event columns.
Opposite node None
Ref. nodes None
Lookup Tables
To collect tabulated values in a lookup table with help of keywords, or keyvalues, is a commonly known database
operation. The considered node adds this functionality to Sympathy for Data.
Into the node a lookup table and a control table are distributed through the upper and the lower input ports, respectively.
The control table must include a number of columns with keyswords/keyvalues for the lookup operation. Each of these
control columns has to be paired with a corresponding column in the lookup table. The definition of pairs is controlled
from in the configuration GUI of the node.
During execution of the node, the routine steps through the rows of the selected subset of control columns and try to
find a match among the all rows in the corresponding subset in the lookup table. If there is a match, the current row
in the lookup table, all columns included, is copied to the matching row in the control table. If no match is found
an exception will be raised and the execution of the node is stoped, i.e. all rows in the control table subset must be
matched.
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In the configuration GUI one can choose to treat a defined column pair as event columns. The event columns will
typically consist of date or time data when something happend. But in theory can include any other sortable data.
When an event column pair has been defined, each row of in this control table column will be matched with the latest
preceding event in the lookup table column. For all other columns the lookup is performed as described above.
class node_lookup_table.LookupTablesNode
Collect datavalues in a lookup table with help of a control table. The output includes the collected data togther
with content of the control table.
Inputs
loookup [Table] Table with data stored as a lookup table.
lookupee [Table] Table with a number of columns with keywords, or keyvalues.
Outputs
out [Table] Table with the collected data from the lookup table together with content of the
lookupee table.
Configuration
Lookup columns A list with all the columns in the lookup table. Select a column from the
lookup table that should be pair with a column from the lookupee column.
Lookupee columns A list with all the columns in the control table. Select a column from the
lookupee table that should be paired with a column from the lookup table.
Add lookup Press add lookup to register a pair of the two selected columns among the lookup
columns and the lookupee columns.
Remove lookup Remove the selected pair in the locked columns table.
Locked columns table Lists all the registered lookup pairs. Use the checkboxes under event
column to define a pair as event columns.
Opposite node None
Ref. nodes None
Match Table lengths
To compare the number of rows in two Tables and resize one of them, in order to have two Tables with equal numbers
of rows, is the functionality of the nodes in the considered category. For example, this may be helpful if one would
like to horisontal join two Tables with different number of rows, which is not possible according to the definition of a
Table, see Tables and HJoin Table.
In the procedure of the node, the Table connected to the upper of the two inputs is used as reference while the Table
coming in through the lower port is the one that is going to be modified. The modification can either be a contraction
or an extension of the Table depending if it is longer or shorter than the reference Table, respectively.
The extension will be preformed according to one of the following strategies:
• Use last value
• Fill with zeroes (or empty strings/dates or similar)
• Fill with NaNs (or None or similar)
class node_match_tables.MatchTwoTables
Match column lengths in Table with column lengths of reference Table.
Inputs
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Guide [Table] Table to match with
Input [Table] Table to cut or extend
Outputs
Output [Table] Updated Table
Configuration
Extend values : Specify the values to use if the input has to be extended.
Match Tables lengths
To compare the number of rows in two Tables and resize one of them, in order to have two Tables with equal numbers
of rows, is the functionality of the nodes in the considered category. For example, this may be helpful if one would
like to horisontal join two Tables with different number of rows, which is not possible according to the definition of a
Table, see Tables and HJoin Table.
In the procedure of the node, the Table connected to the upper of the two inputs is used as reference while the Table
coming in through the lower port is the one that is going to be modified. The modification can either be a contraction
or an extension of the Table depending if it is longer or shorter than the reference Table, respectively.
The extension will be preformed according to one of the following strategies:
• Use last value
• Fill with zeroes (or empty strings/dates or similar)
• Fill with NaNs (or None or similar)
class node_match_tables.MatchTwoTablesMultiple
Pairwise match of column lengths in Tables with column lengths of reference Tables.
Inputs
Guide [Tables] List of Tables to match with
Input [Tables] List of Tables to cut or extend
Outputs
Output [Tables] List of updated Tables
Configuration
Extend values : Specify the values to use if the input has to be extended.
Matlab Table

Matlab Tables
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Merge Table
Merge two tables or two lists of tables using these nodes:
• Merge Table
• Merge Tables
class node_merge_tables.MergeTable
Inputs
Input A [table] Input A
Input B [table] Input B
Outputs
Output [table] Output
Configuration
Index column Column with indices to match
Join operation Column with y values.
Merge Tables
Merge two tables or two lists of tables using these nodes:
• Merge Table
• Merge Tables
class node_merge_tables.MergeTables
Inputs
Input A [[table]] Input A
Input B [[table]] Input B
Outputs
Output [[table]] Output
Configuration
Index column Column with indices to match
Join operation Column with y values.
Pivot Table

class node_pivot_table.PivotTable
Pivot a Table, spreadsheet-style.
Inputs
Input [table] Input
Outputs
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Output [table] Output
Configuration
Index column Column that contains a unique identifier for each new row
Column names column Column that contains the new column names
Value column Column that contains the new values
Pivot Tables

class node_pivot_table.PivotTables
Pivot a Table, spreadsheet-style.
Inputs
Input [[table]] Input
Outputs
Output [[table]] Output
Configuration
Index column Column that contains a unique identifier for each new row
Column names column Column that contains the new column names
Value column Column that contains the new values
Transpose Table (deprecated)

class node_pivot_table.TransposeTableDeprecated
EXPERIMENTAL Simple table transpose.
Given a table with two columns, A and B, create a new table with A as column names and B as values.
Inputs
Input [Table] Table with column and value information.
Outputs
Output [Table] Transposed table
Transpose Table

class node_pivot_table.TransposeTableNew
This node performs a standard transpose of tables. Bear in mind, since a column can only contain one type,
if the rows contain different types the transposed columns will be converted to the closest matching type. The
worst case is therefore strings.
An exception to this behaviour is when the first column contains strings. Using the option ‘Use selected column
as column names’ the selected column will replace the column names in the new table. The rest of the input
table will be transposed, discarding the name column.
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The other option is ‘Column names as first column’ which will take the table’s column names and put them in
the first column in the output table. This is convenient if you simply want to extract column names from a table.
Inputs
input [table] The Table to transpose
Outputs
output [table] The transposed Table
Configuration
Column names as first column Set column names from the input table as the first column in
the transposed table
Use selected column as column names Use the selected column from input table as column
names in the transposed table, and discarding the selected column from the transpose.
Column names column Column that contains the new column names
Transpose Tables (deprecated)

class node_pivot_table.TransposeTablesDeprecated
EXPERIMENTAL Simple table transpose.
Given a table with two columns, A and B, create a new table with A as column names and B as values.
Inputs
Input [Table] Table with column and value information.
Outputs
Output [Table] Transposed table
Transpose Tables

class node_pivot_table.TransposeTablesNew
This node performs a standard transpose of tables. Bear in mind, since a column can only contain one type,
if the rows contain different types the transposed columns will be converted to the closest matching type. The
worst case is therefore strings.
An exception to this behaviour is when the first column contains strings. Using the option ‘Use selected column
as column names’ the selected column will replace the column names in the new table. The rest of the input
table will be transposed, discarding the name column.
The other option is ‘Column names as first column’ which will take the table’s column names and put them in
the first column in the output table. This is convenient if you simply want to extract column names from a table.
Inputs
input [[table]] The Tables to transpose
Outputs
output [[table]] The transposed Tables
Configuration
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Column names as first column Set column names from the input table as the first column in
the transposed table
Use selected column as column names Use the selected column from input table as column
names in the transposed table, and discarding the selected column from the transpose.
Column names column Column that contains the new column names
Rename columns in Table
The columns in Tables are renamed by the nodes in this category. The renamed columns, together with not modified
ones, are then located in the outgoing Tables.
The two nodes in the category provide different approaches to specify the input to the renaming process. One of the
nodes uses an additional incoming Table as a dictionary while the other provides the possibility to specify regular
expressions for search and replace. For more detailed information about the configuration of the nodes can be found
in the documentation of the specific node.
class node_rename_columns.RenameSingleTableColumns
Rename columns in Table(s) using a regular expression.
Group references may be used in the replacement expression.
If several columns match the search expression resulting in the same column name, the last of the matching
columns will be copied to the output and the other columns will be removed. Note that renamed columns (i.e.
any columns that match the search expression) always take precedence over non-renamed ones.
Ref. nodes Rename columns in Tables with Table
Inputs
Input [table] Input
Outputs
Output [table] Output
Configuration
Search expression Specify the regular expression which will be replaced
Replacement expression Specify the regular expression for replacement
Rename columns in Tables
The columns in Tables are renamed by the nodes in this category. The renamed columns, together with not modified
ones, are then located in the outgoing Tables.
The two nodes in the category provide different approaches to specify the input to the renaming process. One of the
nodes uses an additional incoming Table as a dictionary while the other provides the possibility to specify regular
expressions for search and replace. For more detailed information about the configuration of the nodes can be found
in the documentation of the specific node.
class node_rename_columns.RenameTableColumns
Rename columns in Table(s) using a regular expression.
Group references may be used in the replacement expression.
If several columns match the search expression resulting in the same column name, the last of the matching
columns will be copied to the output and the other columns will be removed. Note that renamed columns (i.e.
any columns that match the search expression) always take precedence over non-renamed ones.
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Ref. nodes Rename columns in Tables with Table
Inputs
Input [[table]] Input
Outputs
Output [[table]] Output
Configuration
Search expression Specify the regular expression which will be replaced
Replacement expression Specify the regular expression for replacement
Rename columns in Tables with Table
The columns in Tables are renamed by the nodes in this category. The renamed columns, together with not modified
ones, are then located in the outgoing Tables.
The two nodes in the category provide different approaches to specify the input to the renaming process. One of the
nodes uses an additional incoming Table as a dictionary while the other provides the possibility to specify regular
expressions for search and replace. For more detailed information about the configuration of the nodes can be found
in the documentation of the specific node.
class node_rename_columns.RenameTableColumnsTables
Rename columns in Tables by using an additional Table as a dictionary.
The dictionary Table must include one column with keywords and another column with replacements. When
the node is executed all column names in the input Tables are checked against keyword column in the ditionary
Table. If a match is found the corresponding name in the replacement column will replace the original column
name. For the case with no match the column names are left unchanged.
If a name appears more than once in the keywords column of the dictionary Table, that column will be renamed
to each of the replacement names. Esentially copying the single input column to several columns in the output.
If a name appears more than once in the replacements column the last one that is also present in the data table
will be used. Also note that renamed columns always take precedence over non-renamed ones.
Inputs
Dictionary [Table] Table used as a dictionary in the rename procedure.
Input [Tables] Tables with columns to rename.
Outputs
Input [Tables] Tables with renamed columns.
Configuration
Keyword column: Select the column with keywords, the names to replace.
Replacement column: Select the column with the replacements.
Opposite node
Ref. nodes Rename columns in Tables
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Restore List from truth Table (deprecated)
Nodes with operations on truth tables, i.e. tables with a boolean column named filter.
class node_restore_filters.RestoreListFromTruthTable
Given the the output of Filter Tables Predicate this node creates a list of Tables as long as the Output Index Table
with empty tables where it has False values.
Inputs
None [table] Index Table
None [[table]] Input
Outputs
None [[table]] Output
Restore List from truth Table with Default Table (deprecated)
Nodes with operations on truth tables, i.e. tables with a boolean column named filter.
class node_restore_filters.RestoreListFromTruthTableDefault
Given the the output of Filter Tables Predicate this node creates a list of Tables as long as the Output Index Table
with a default Table where it has False values.
Inputs
None [table] Index Table
None [table] Default
None [[table]] Input
Outputs
None [[table]] Output
Restore Truth Table (deprecated)
Nodes with operations on truth tables, i.e. tables with a boolean column named filter.
class node_restore_filters.RestoreTruthTable
Given Two Truth Table (with columns called ‘filter’), calculate a new filter table as First[First[’filter’] == True]
= Second[’filter’]. Note the largest Table is the First.
Inputs
None [table] Second
None [table] First
Outputs
None [table] Output
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Select columns in Table
There are many situations where you may want to throw away some of the columns of a table. Perhaps the amount
of data is large and you want to trim it to increase performance, or perhaps some column was just needed as an
intermediary step in some analysis.
Whatever the reason, if you want to remove some of the columns of a Table the standard libray offers two types of
nodes which provide this functionality. The nodes Select columns in Table and Select columns in Tables will let you
select what columns to keep (if complement is disabled) or which columns to throw away (if complement is enabled)
in their GUI. The nodes Select columns in Table with Table and Select columns in Tables with Table instead take a
second input table with a filter column containing the names of all the columns that should be kept (if complement is
disabled) or all the columns that should be thrown away (if complement is enabled). The configuration for the latter
nodes also allows you to choose the column that should be used as a filter.
class node_select_table_columns.SelectTableColumns
Inputs
TableInput [Table] Table with many column.
Outputs
TableOutput [Table] Table with fewer columns.
Configuration
Remove selected columns When enabled, the selected columns will be removed. When disabled, the non-selected columns will be removed.
Select columns : Select the columns which will proceed.
All [button] Select all listed columns.
Clear [button] Deselect all listed columns.
Invert [button] Invert the selection of columns.
Ref. nodes Select columns in Table with Table
Select columns in Table with Table
There are many situations where you may want to throw away some of the columns of a table. Perhaps the amount
of data is large and you want to trim it to increase performance, or perhaps some column was just needed as an
intermediary step in some analysis.
Whatever the reason, if you want to remove some of the columns of a Table the standard libray offers two types of
nodes which provide this functionality. The nodes Select columns in Table and Select columns in Tables will let you
select what columns to keep (if complement is disabled) or which columns to throw away (if complement is enabled)
in their GUI. The nodes Select columns in Table with Table and Select columns in Tables with Table instead take a
second input table with a filter column containing the names of all the columns that should be kept (if complement is
disabled) or all the columns that should be thrown away (if complement is enabled). The configuration for the latter
nodes also allows you to choose the column that should be used as a filter.
class node_select_table_columns.SelectTableColumnsFromTable
Inputs
Selection [Table] Table with filter column.
TableInput [Table] Table with columns to select.
Outputs
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TableOutput [Table] Table with selected columns.
Configuration
Remove selected columns When enabled, the selected columns will be removed. When disabled, the non-selected columns will be removed.
Column with column names : Specify column in the selection Table, upper port, to use as a
filter to select columns in the TableInput, lower port.
Ref. nodes Select columns in Table
Select columns in Tables with Table
There are many situations where you may want to throw away some of the columns of a table. Perhaps the amount
of data is large and you want to trim it to increase performance, or perhaps some column was just needed as an
intermediary step in some analysis.
Whatever the reason, if you want to remove some of the columns of a Table the standard libray offers two types of
nodes which provide this functionality. The nodes Select columns in Table and Select columns in Tables will let you
select what columns to keep (if complement is disabled) or which columns to throw away (if complement is enabled)
in their GUI. The nodes Select columns in Table with Table and Select columns in Tables with Table instead take a
second input table with a filter column containing the names of all the columns that should be kept (if complement is
disabled) or all the columns that should be thrown away (if complement is enabled). The configuration for the latter
nodes also allows you to choose the column that should be used as a filter.
class node_select_table_columns.SelectTableColumnsFromTables
Inputs
Selection [Table] Table with filter column.
TableInput [Tables] Table with columns to select.
Outputs
TableOutput [Tables] Tables with selected columns.
Configuration
Remove selected columns When enabled, the selected columns will be removed. When disabled, the non-selected columns will be removed.
Column with column names : Specify column in the selection Table, upper port, to use as a
filter to select columns in the TableInput, lower port.
Ref. nodes Select columns in Table
Select columns in Table with Regex
There are many situations where you may want to throw away some of the columns of a table. Perhaps the amount
of data is large and you want to trim it to increase performance, or perhaps some column was just needed as an
intermediary step in some analysis.
Whatever the reason, if you want to remove some of the columns of a Table the standard libray offers two types of
nodes which provide this functionality. The nodes Select columns in Table and Select columns in Tables will let you
select what columns to keep (if complement is disabled) or which columns to throw away (if complement is enabled)
in their GUI. The nodes Select columns in Table with Table and Select columns in Tables with Table instead take a
second input table with a filter column containing the names of all the columns that should be kept (if complement is
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disabled) or all the columns that should be thrown away (if complement is enabled). The configuration for the latter
nodes also allows you to choose the column that should be used as a filter.
class node_select_table_columns.SelectTableColumnsRegex
Select all columns whose names match a regex.
Inputs
port1 [table] Input Table
Outputs
port2 [table] Table with a subset of the incoming columns
Configuration
Remove matching columns When enabled, matching columns will be removed. When disabled, non-matching columns will be removed.
Regex: Regex for matching column names.
Select columns in Tables
There are many situations where you may want to throw away some of the columns of a table. Perhaps the amount
of data is large and you want to trim it to increase performance, or perhaps some column was just needed as an
intermediary step in some analysis.
Whatever the reason, if you want to remove some of the columns of a Table the standard libray offers two types of
nodes which provide this functionality. The nodes Select columns in Table and Select columns in Tables will let you
select what columns to keep (if complement is disabled) or which columns to throw away (if complement is enabled)
in their GUI. The nodes Select columns in Table with Table and Select columns in Tables with Table instead take a
second input table with a filter column containing the names of all the columns that should be kept (if complement is
disabled) or all the columns that should be thrown away (if complement is enabled). The configuration for the latter
nodes also allows you to choose the column that should be used as a filter.
class node_select_table_columns.SelectTablesColumns
Inputs
TablesInput [Tables] Table with column to select.
Outputs
TablesOutput [Tables] Table with selected columns.
Configuration
Remove selected columns When enabled, the selected columns will be removed. When disabled, the non-selected columns will be removed.
Select columns : Select the columns which will proceed.
All [button] Select all listed columns.
Clear [button] Deselect all listed columns.
Invert [button] Invert the selection of columns.
Ref. nodes Select columns in Table with Table
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Select rows in ADAFs
In the standard library there exist three nodes where rows in one or several Tables can be selected with help of defind
constraint relations. The Tables in the outputs will have lesser or equal number of rows as the incoming Tables.
The rows to select are determined by constraint relations that are applied to one or many selected columns in the Table.
The intersection of the results from the applied relations is used to filter the rows of the whole incoming Table.
The following operators are recognised by the node:
• equal (==)
• less than (<)
• less than or equal (<=)
• greater than (>)
• greater than or equal (>=)
• not equal (!=).
For two of the nodes, Select rows in Table and Select rows in Tables, the configuration GUI is used to set up a single
constraint relation that can be applied to one or many columns of the incoming Table.
In the third node, Select rows in Table with Table, the constraint relations are predefined in an additional incoming
Table. Three columns in this Table includes column names, comparison operators and constraint values, respectively.
The comparison operators that can be used are listed above and remember to use the string expressions, as an example
use equal instead of ==.
class node_select_table_rows.SelectADAFsRows
Select rows in Tables by applying a comparison relation to a number columns in the incoming Tables.
Inputs
TableInput [Tables] Tables with data.
Outputs
TableOutput [Tables] Tables with the result from the selection of rows. There will be lesser
or equal number of rows compared to the incoming Tables. The number of columns is the
same.
Configuration
Columns for comparison relations : Select columns for comparison relation.
Comparison operator: Select comparison operator for relation.
Filter constraint : Specify constraint value for comparison relation.
Use custom filter : Select if one would like to use custom filter.
Custom filter : Write a custom filter as a Python lambda function.
Preview [button] When pressed the effects of the defined comparison relation is calculated and
visualised in preview window.
Preview window : Visualisation of the effects of the defined comparison relation.
Ref. nodes Select rows in Table and Select rows in Table with Table
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Select rows in Table
In the standard library there exist three nodes where rows in one or several Tables can be selected with help of defind
constraint relations. The Tables in the outputs will have lesser or equal number of rows as the incoming Tables.
The rows to select are determined by constraint relations that are applied to one or many selected columns in the Table.
The intersection of the results from the applied relations is used to filter the rows of the whole incoming Table.
The following operators are recognised by the node:
• equal (==)
• less than (<)
• less than or equal (<=)
• greater than (>)
• greater than or equal (>=)
• not equal (!=).
For two of the nodes, Select rows in Table and Select rows in Tables, the configuration GUI is used to set up a single
constraint relation that can be applied to one or many columns of the incoming Table.
In the third node, Select rows in Table with Table, the constraint relations are predefined in an additional incoming
Table. Three columns in this Table includes column names, comparison operators and constraint values, respectively.
The comparison operators that can be used are listed above and remember to use the string expressions, as an example
use equal instead of ==.
class node_select_table_rows.SelectTableRows
Select rows in Tables by applying a comparison relation to a number columns in the incoming Tables.
Inputs
TableInput [Tables] Tables with data.
Outputs
TableOutput [Tables] Tables with the result from the selection of rows. There will be lesser
or equal number of rows compared to the incoming Tables. The number of columns is the
same.
Configuration
Columns for comparison relations : Select columns for comparison relation.
Comparison operator: Select comparison operator for relation.
Filter constraint : Specify constraint value for comparison relation.
Use custom filter : Select if one would like to use custom filter.
Custom filter : Write a custom filter as a Python lambda function.
Preview [button] When pressed the effects of the defined comparison relation is calculated and
visualised in preview window.
Preview window : Visualisation of the effects of the defined comparison relation.
Ref. nodes Select rows in Table and Select rows in Table with Table
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Select rows in Table with Table
In the standard library there exist three nodes where rows in one or several Tables can be selected with help of defind
constraint relations. The Tables in the outputs will have lesser or equal number of rows as the incoming Tables.
The rows to select are determined by constraint relations that are applied to one or many selected columns in the Table.
The intersection of the results from the applied relations is used to filter the rows of the whole incoming Table.
The following operators are recognised by the node:
• equal (==)
• less than (<)
• less than or equal (<=)
• greater than (>)
• greater than or equal (>=)
• not equal (!=).
For two of the nodes, Select rows in Table and Select rows in Tables, the configuration GUI is used to set up a single
constraint relation that can be applied to one or many columns of the incoming Table.
In the third node, Select rows in Table with Table, the constraint relations are predefined in an additional incoming
Table. Three columns in this Table includes column names, comparison operators and constraint values, respectively.
The comparison operators that can be used are listed above and remember to use the string expressions, as an example
use equal instead of ==.
class node_select_table_rows.SelectTableRowsFromTable
Select rows in Table by using an additional Table with predefined comparison relations.
Inputs
Selection [Table] Table with three columns that defines a set of comparison relations. Each row
in the set will set up a comparison relation with a column name, a comparison operator and
a constraint value.
TableInput [Table] Table with the data.
Outputs
TableOutput [Table] Table with the result from the selection of rows. There will be lesser or
equal number of rows compared to the TableInput. The number of columns is the same.
Configuration
Column with columns names Select column in the Selection Table that includes listed column
names.
Column with comparison operators Select column in the Selection Table that includes listed
comparison operators.
Column with constraint values Select column in the Selection Table that includes listed constraint values.
Ref. nodes Select rows in Table and Select rows in Tables
Select rows in Tables
In the standard library there exist three nodes where rows in one or several Tables can be selected with help of defind
constraint relations. The Tables in the outputs will have lesser or equal number of rows as the incoming Tables.
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The rows to select are determined by constraint relations that are applied to one or many selected columns in the Table.
The intersection of the results from the applied relations is used to filter the rows of the whole incoming Table.
The following operators are recognised by the node:
• equal (==)
• less than (<)
• less than or equal (<=)
• greater than (>)
• greater than or equal (>=)
• not equal (!=).
For two of the nodes, Select rows in Table and Select rows in Tables, the configuration GUI is used to set up a single
constraint relation that can be applied to one or many columns of the incoming Table.
In the third node, Select rows in Table with Table, the constraint relations are predefined in an additional incoming
Table. Three columns in this Table includes column names, comparison operators and constraint values, respectively.
The comparison operators that can be used are listed above and remember to use the string expressions, as an example
use equal instead of ==.
class node_select_table_rows.SelectTablesRows
Select rows in Tables by applying a comparison relation to a number columns in the incoming Tables.
Inputs
TableInput [Tables] Tables with data.
Outputs
TableOutput [Tables] Tables with the result from the selection of rows. There will be lesser
or equal number of rows compared to the incoming Tables. The number of columns is the
same.
Configuration
Columns for comparison relations : Select columns for comparison relation.
Comparison operator: Select comparison operator for relation.
Filter constraint : Specify constraint value for comparison relation.
Use custom filter : Select if one would like to use custom filter.
Custom filter : Write a custom filter as a Python lambda function.
Preview [button] When pressed the effects of the defined comparison relation is calculated and
visualised in preview window.
Preview window : Visualisation of the effects of the defined comparison relation.
Ref. nodes Select rows in Table and Select rows in Table with Table
Select rows in Tables with Table
In the standard library there exist three nodes where rows in one or several Tables can be selected with help of defind
constraint relations. The Tables in the outputs will have lesser or equal number of rows as the incoming Tables.
The rows to select are determined by constraint relations that are applied to one or many selected columns in the Table.
The intersection of the results from the applied relations is used to filter the rows of the whole incoming Table.
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The following operators are recognised by the node:
• equal (==)
• less than (<)
• less than or equal (<=)
• greater than (>)
• greater than or equal (>=)
• not equal (!=).
For two of the nodes, Select rows in Table and Select rows in Tables, the configuration GUI is used to set up a single
constraint relation that can be applied to one or many columns of the incoming Table.
In the third node, Select rows in Table with Table, the constraint relations are predefined in an additional incoming
Table. Three columns in this Table includes column names, comparison operators and constraint values, respectively.
The comparison operators that can be used are listed above and remember to use the string expressions, as an example
use equal instead of ==.
class node_select_table_rows.SelectTablesRowsFromTable
Select rows in Table by using an additional Table with predefined comparison relations.
Ref. nodes Select rows in Table with Table
Inputs
port1 [table] Selection
port2 [[table]] Input Tables
Outputs
port1 [[table]] Tables with rows in Selection
Configuration
Column with column names Select column in the selection Table that includes listed column
names.
Column with comparison operators Select column in the selection Table that includes listed
comparison operators.
Column with constraint values Select column in the selection Table that includes listed constraint values.
Reduction: If there are multiple selection criteria, do ALL of them need to be fulfilled for a
data row to be selected, or is it enough that ANY single criterion is fulfilled?
Set Table Name
Rename a table with the use of either a string or another table with a column of names.
class node_set_table_attributes.SetTableName
Set the name of a Table
Inputs
Input [Table] Any Table, content is not relevant.
Outputs
Output [Table] Table with the name attribute changed according to node configuation.
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Set Tables Name
Rename a table with the use of either a string or another table with a column of names.
class node_set_table_attributes.SetTablesName
Set the same name of a list of Tables
Inputs
Input [Tables] A list of Tables, contents is not relevant.
Outputs
Output [Tables] The list of Tables with the name attribute changed according to node configuation. All Tables will get the same name.
Set Tables Name with Table
Rename a table with the use of either a string or another table with a column of names.
class node_set_table_attributes.SetTablesNameTable
Set name of a list of tables using another table with names.
Inputs
Input [Tables] A list of Tables, contents is not relevant.
Names [Table] A Table containing a column with names.
Outputs
Output [Tables] The list of Tables with the name attribute changed according to node configuation. All Tables will get the same name.
Sort columns in Table

class node_sort_columns.SortColumnsInTable
Sort the columns in incoming table alphabetically. Output table will have the same columns with the same data
but ordered differently.
Inputs
input [table] Table with columns in unsorted order
Outputs
output [table] Table with columns in sorted order
Table to ADAF
In the standard libray there exist two nodes which exports the data from the Table format to the ADAF format.
Together with the existing nodes in the reversed transiton, ADAF to Table, there exists a wide spectrum of nodes which
gives the possibility to, in different ways, change between the two internal data types.
A container in the ADAF is specified in the configuration GUI as a target for the exportation. If the time series
container is choosen it is necessary to specify the column in the Table which will be the time basis signal in the
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ADAF. There do also exist an opportunity to specify both the name of the system and raster containers, see ADAF for
explanations of containers.
class node_table2adaf.Table2ADAF
Export the full content of a Table to a specified container in an ADAF.
Inputs
port1 [Table] Table to export.
Outputs
port1 [ADAF] ADAF with the exported Table data
Configuration
Export to Group Choose a container in the ADAF as target for the exportation.
Time basis column : Select a column in the Table which will be the time basis signal in the
ADAF.
Time series system name [optional] Specify name of the created system in ADAF.
Time series raster name [optional] Specify name of the created raster in ADAF.
Opposite node ADAF to Table
Ref. nodes Tables to ADAFs
Tables to ADAFs
In the standard libray there exist two nodes which exports the data from the Table format to the ADAF format.
Together with the existing nodes in the reversed transiton, ADAF to Table, there exists a wide spectrum of nodes which
gives the possibility to, in different ways, change between the two internal data types.
A container in the ADAF is specified in the configuration GUI as a target for the exportation. If the time series
container is choosen it is necessary to specify the column in the Table which will be the time basis signal in the
ADAF. There do also exist an opportunity to specify both the name of the system and raster containers, see ADAF for
explanations of containers.
class node_table2adaf.Tables2ADAFs
Export the full content of Tables to specified container in ADAFs.
Inputs
port1 [Tables] Tables to export
Outputs
port1 [ADAFs] ADAFs with the exported Table data
Configuration
Export to Group Choose a container in the ADAF as target for the exportation.
Time basis column Select a column in the Table which will be the time basis signal in the
ADAF.
Time series system name [optional] Specify name of the created system in ADAF.
Time series raster name [optional] Specify name of the created raster in ADAF.
Opposite node ADAFs to Tables
Ref. nodes Table to ADAF
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Update ADAFs with Tables
In the standard libray there exist two nodes which exports the data from the Table format to the ADAF format.
Together with the existing nodes in the reversed transiton, ADAF to Table, there exists a wide spectrum of nodes which
gives the possibility to, in different ways, change between the two internal data types.
A container in the ADAF is specified in the configuration GUI as a target for the exportation. If the time series
container is choosen it is necessary to specify the column in the Table which will be the time basis signal in the
ADAF. There do also exist an opportunity to specify both the name of the system and raster containers, see ADAF for
explanations of containers.
class node_table2adaf.UpdateADAFsWithTables
Update ADAFS with the full content of Tables to specified container in ADAFs. Existing container will be
replaced completely.
Inputs
port1 [Tables] Tables to update with
port2 [ADAFs] ADAFs to be updated
Outputs
port1 [ADAFs] ADAFs with the exported Table data
Configuration
Export to Group Choose a container in the ADAF as target for the exportation.
Time basis column Select a column in the Table which will be the time basis signal in the
ADAF.
Time series system name [optional] Specify name of the created system in ADAF.
Time series raster name [optional] Specify name of the created raster in ADAF.
Opposite node ADAFs to Tables
Ref. nodes Table to ADAF
Update ADAF with Table
In the standard libray there exist two nodes which exports the data from the Table format to the ADAF format.
Together with the existing nodes in the reversed transiton, ADAF to Table, there exists a wide spectrum of nodes which
gives the possibility to, in different ways, change between the two internal data types.
A container in the ADAF is specified in the configuration GUI as a target for the exportation. If the time series
container is choosen it is necessary to specify the column in the Table which will be the time basis signal in the
ADAF. There do also exist an opportunity to specify both the name of the system and raster containers, see ADAF for
explanations of containers.
class node_table2adaf.UpdateADAFWithTable
Update ADAF with the full content of a Table to a specified container in the ADAF. Existing container will be
replaced completely.
Inputs
port1 [Table] Table to update with.
port2 [ADAF] ADAF to be updated.
Outputs
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port1 [ADAF] ADAF with the exported Table data
Configuration
Export to Group Choose a container in the ADAF as target for the exportation.
Time basis column : Select a column in the Table which will be the time basis signal in the
ADAF.
Time series system name [optional] Specify name of the created system in ADAF.
Time series raster name [optional] Specify name of the created raster in ADAF.
Opposite node ADAF to Table
Ref. nodes Tables to ADAFs
Table to Tables
The internal dataformat Table can either be represented with a single Table or with a list of Tables. Most of the nodes
that operates upon Tables can handle both representations, but there exist nodes which only can handle one of the two.
With the considered node it is possible to make a transition from a single Table into a list of Tables. There do also
exist a node for the opposite transition, Get Item Table. These two simple operations widen the spectrum of available
Table operations in the standard library.
class node_table2tables.Table2Tables
Convert Table into Tables. The incoming Table will be the only element in the output.
Inputs
port0 [Table] Table with data
Outputs
port1 [Tables] Tables with the incoming Table as its only element.
Configuration No configuration
Opposite node Get Item Table
Ref. nodes
Drop NaN Table
Remove rows or columns with NaN (not a number) in them.
• Drop NaN Table
• Drop NaN Tables
class node_table_dropna.DropNaNTable
Inputs
Input [table] Input
Outputs
Output [table] Output
Configuration
Drop Select along which axis to drop values
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Drop NaN Tables
Remove rows or columns with NaN (not a number) in them.
• Drop NaN Table
• Drop NaN Tables
class node_table_dropna.DropNaNTables
Inputs
Input [[table]] Input
Outputs
Output [[table]] Output
Configuration
Drop Select along which axis to drop values
F(x) Table
The plethora of f(x) nodes all have a similar role as the Calculator Tables node. But where the Calculator Tables
node shines when the calculations are simple, the f(x) nodes are better suited for more advanced calculations since the
code is kept in a separate python file. You can place this python file anywhere, but it might be a good idea to keep it in
the same folder as your workflow or in a subfolder to that folder.
The script file
When writing a “function” (it is actually a python class) you need to inherit from one of the two classes
TableWrapper or TablesWrapper. The first one is easier and should be your default choice.
The TableWrapper provides access to the input and output table with self.in_table and self.out_table
respectively. These variables are of type table.File, so use the Table API to read/write the data. For example:
from sympathy.api import table_wrapper
class MyCalculation(table_wrapper.TableWrapper):
def execute(self):
spam = self.in_table.get_column_to_array('spam')
# My super advanced calculation that totally couldn't be
# done in the :ref:`Calculator Tables` node:
more_spam = spam + 1
self.out_table.set_column_from_array('more spam', more_spam)

When working with a list of tables you can use the same base class as above and your
code will conveniently be executed once for each table.
Alternatively you can use the class
sympathy.api.table_wrapper.TablesWrapper (note the s). This class will give access to the entire list all at once. This is useful for when you need your code to be aware of several different tables from the list at
once, or if you need to output a list with a different number of tables than the input. If you don’t need any of these
features you’re better off using the TableWrapper base class.
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When using the TablesWrapper base class you should access the input and output data with
self.in_table_list and self.out_table_list respectively (which are of the type table.FileList).
An example function:
from sympathy.api import table_wrapper
class MyCalculation(table_wrapper.TablesWrapper):
def execute(self):
for in_table in self.in_table_list:
# Only input tables with a column named 'spam' will yield an
# output table.
if 'spam' not in in_table.column_names():
continue
spam = in_table.get_column_to_array('spam')
# My super advanced calculation that totally couldn't be
# done in the :ref:`Calculator Tables` node:
more_spam = spam + 1
out_table = self.out_table_list.create()
out_table.set_column_from_array('more spam', more_spam)
self.out_table_list.append(out_table)

Three of the f(x) nodes (F(x) Table With Extra Input, F(x) Tables With Extra Input, F(x) Tables With Extras Input)
have an extra table input port. You can access the extra table(s) as self.extra_table.
Testing your script
When writing an f(x) script it can be convenient to be able to run the script from inside Spyder without switching to
Sympathy. To do this you should first export all the data that the f(x) node receives on its input port as a sydata file.
Then add a code block like this to the end of your script file:
if __name__ == "__main__":
from sympathy.api import table
input_filename = r"/path/to/input_file.sydata"
with table.File(filename=input_filename, mode='r') as input_file:
output_file = table.File()
MyCalculation(input_file, output_file).execute()

You can now step through the code, set up break points and inspect variables as you run the script. Note that this will
only work if the script is meant to be run with the Clean output option selected.
Configuration
When Clean output is enabled (the default) the output table will be empty when the functions are run.
When the Clean output setting is disabled the entire input table will get copied to the output before running the
functions in the file. This is useful when your functions should only add a few columns to a data table, but in this case
you must make sure that the output has the same number of rows as the input.
By default (pass-through disabled) only the functions that you have manually selected in the configuration will be run
when you execute the node, but with the pass-through setting enabled the node will run all the functions in the selected
file. This can be convenient in some situations when new functions are added often.
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class node_table_function_selector.FunctionSelectorTable
Apply functions to a Table.
Inputs
port1 [Datasource] Path to Python file with scripted functions.
port2 [Tables] Table with data to apply functions to.
Outputs
port3 [Table] Table with the results from the applied functions
Configuration
Clean output If disabled the incoming data will be copied to the output before running the
nodes.
Select functions Choose one or many of the listed functions to apply to the content of the
incoming Table.
Enable pass-through If disabled only selected functions are run. Enable this to override the
functions selection and run all functions in the python file.
Ref. nodes F(x) Tables
F(x) Tables
The plethora of f(x) nodes all have a similar role as the Calculator Tables node. But where the Calculator Tables
node shines when the calculations are simple, the f(x) nodes are better suited for more advanced calculations since the
code is kept in a separate python file. You can place this python file anywhere, but it might be a good idea to keep it in
the same folder as your workflow or in a subfolder to that folder.
The script file
When writing a “function” (it is actually a python class) you need to inherit from one of the two classes
TableWrapper or TablesWrapper. The first one is easier and should be your default choice.
The TableWrapper provides access to the input and output table with self.in_table and self.out_table
respectively. These variables are of type table.File, so use the Table API to read/write the data. For example:
from sympathy.api import table_wrapper
class MyCalculation(table_wrapper.TableWrapper):
def execute(self):
spam = self.in_table.get_column_to_array('spam')
# My super advanced calculation that totally couldn't be
# done in the :ref:`Calculator Tables` node:
more_spam = spam + 1
self.out_table.set_column_from_array('more spam', more_spam)

When working with a list of tables you can use the same base class as above and your
code will conveniently be executed once for each table.
Alternatively you can use the class
sympathy.api.table_wrapper.TablesWrapper (note the s). This class will give access to the entire list all at once. This is useful for when you need your code to be aware of several different tables from the list at
once, or if you need to output a list with a different number of tables than the input. If you don’t need any of these
features you’re better off using the TableWrapper base class.
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When using the TablesWrapper base class you should access the input and output data with
self.in_table_list and self.out_table_list respectively (which are of the type table.FileList).
An example function:
from sympathy.api import table_wrapper
class MyCalculation(table_wrapper.TablesWrapper):
def execute(self):
for in_table in self.in_table_list:
# Only input tables with a column named 'spam' will yield an
# output table.
if 'spam' not in in_table.column_names():
continue
spam = in_table.get_column_to_array('spam')
# My super advanced calculation that totally couldn't be
# done in the :ref:`Calculator Tables` node:
more_spam = spam + 1
out_table = self.out_table_list.create()
out_table.set_column_from_array('more spam', more_spam)
self.out_table_list.append(out_table)

Three of the f(x) nodes (F(x) Table With Extra Input, F(x) Tables With Extra Input, F(x) Tables With Extras Input)
have an extra table input port. You can access the extra table(s) as self.extra_table.
Testing your script
When writing an f(x) script it can be convenient to be able to run the script from inside Spyder without switching to
Sympathy. To do this you should first export all the data that the f(x) node receives on its input port as a sydata file.
Then add a code block like this to the end of your script file:
if __name__ == "__main__":
from sympathy.api import table
input_filename = r"/path/to/input_file.sydata"
with table.File(filename=input_filename, mode='r') as input_file:
output_file = table.File()
MyCalculation(input_file, output_file).execute()

You can now step through the code, set up break points and inspect variables as you run the script. Note that this will
only work if the script is meant to be run with the Clean output option selected.
Configuration
When Clean output is enabled (the default) the output table will be empty when the functions are run.
When the Clean output setting is disabled the entire input table will get copied to the output before running the
functions in the file. This is useful when your functions should only add a few columns to a data table, but in this case
you must make sure that the output has the same number of rows as the input.
By default (pass-through disabled) only the functions that you have manually selected in the configuration will be run
when you execute the node, but with the pass-through setting enabled the node will run all the functions in the selected
file. This can be convenient in some situations when new functions are added often.
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class node_table_function_selector.FunctionSelectorTables
Apply functions to a list of Tables.
Inputs
port1 [Datasource] Path to Python file with scripted functions.
port2 [Tables] Tables with data to apply functions to.
Outputs
port3 [Tables] Tables with the results from the applied functions
Configuration
Clean output If disabled the incoming data will be copied to the output before running the
nodes.
Put results in common outputs [checkbox] Use this checkbox if you want to gather all the
results generated from an incoming Table into a common output. This requires that the
results will all have the same length. An exception will be raised if the lengths of the
outgoing results differ. It is used only when clean output is active. Otherwise it will be
disabled and can be considered as checked.
Select functions Choose one or many of the listed functions to apply to the content of the
incoming Table.
Enable pass-through If disabled only selected functions are run. Enable this to override the
functions selection and run all functions in the python file.
Ref. nodes F(x) Table
F(x) Tables With Extra Input
The plethora of f(x) nodes all have a similar role as the Calculator Tables node. But where the Calculator Tables
node shines when the calculations are simple, the f(x) nodes are better suited for more advanced calculations since the
code is kept in a separate python file. You can place this python file anywhere, but it might be a good idea to keep it in
the same folder as your workflow or in a subfolder to that folder.
The script file
When writing a “function” (it is actually a python class) you need to inherit from one of the two classes
TableWrapper or TablesWrapper. The first one is easier and should be your default choice.
The TableWrapper provides access to the input and output table with self.in_table and self.out_table
respectively. These variables are of type table.File, so use the Table API to read/write the data. For example:
from sympathy.api import table_wrapper
class MyCalculation(table_wrapper.TableWrapper):
def execute(self):
spam = self.in_table.get_column_to_array('spam')
# My super advanced calculation that totally couldn't be
# done in the :ref:`Calculator Tables` node:
more_spam = spam + 1
self.out_table.set_column_from_array('more spam', more_spam)
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When working with a list of tables you can use the same base class as above and your
code will conveniently be executed once for each table.
Alternatively you can use the class
sympathy.api.table_wrapper.TablesWrapper (note the s). This class will give access to the entire list all at once. This is useful for when you need your code to be aware of several different tables from the list at
once, or if you need to output a list with a different number of tables than the input. If you don’t need any of these
features you’re better off using the TableWrapper base class.
When using the TablesWrapper base class you should access the input and output data with
self.in_table_list and self.out_table_list respectively (which are of the type table.FileList).
An example function:
from sympathy.api import table_wrapper
class MyCalculation(table_wrapper.TablesWrapper):
def execute(self):
for in_table in self.in_table_list:
# Only input tables with a column named 'spam' will yield an
# output table.
if 'spam' not in in_table.column_names():
continue
spam = in_table.get_column_to_array('spam')
# My super advanced calculation that totally couldn't be
# done in the :ref:`Calculator Tables` node:
more_spam = spam + 1
out_table = self.out_table_list.create()
out_table.set_column_from_array('more spam', more_spam)
self.out_table_list.append(out_table)

Three of the f(x) nodes (F(x) Table With Extra Input, F(x) Tables With Extra Input, F(x) Tables With Extras Input)
have an extra table input port. You can access the extra table(s) as self.extra_table.
Testing your script
When writing an f(x) script it can be convenient to be able to run the script from inside Spyder without switching to
Sympathy. To do this you should first export all the data that the f(x) node receives on its input port as a sydata file.
Then add a code block like this to the end of your script file:
if __name__ == "__main__":
from sympathy.api import table
input_filename = r"/path/to/input_file.sydata"
with table.File(filename=input_filename, mode='r') as input_file:
output_file = table.File()
MyCalculation(input_file, output_file).execute()

You can now step through the code, set up break points and inspect variables as you run the script. Note that this will
only work if the script is meant to be run with the Clean output option selected.
Configuration
When Clean output is enabled (the default) the output table will be empty when the functions are run.
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When the Clean output setting is disabled the entire input table will get copied to the output before running the
functions in the file. This is useful when your functions should only add a few columns to a data table, but in this case
you must make sure that the output has the same number of rows as the input.
By default (pass-through disabled) only the functions that you have manually selected in the configuration will be run
when you execute the node, but with the pass-through setting enabled the node will run all the functions in the selected
file. This can be convenient in some situations when new functions are added often.
class node_table_function_selector.FunctionSelectorTablesWithExtra
Apply functions to a list of Tables. Also passes an extra auxiliary Table to the functions.
Inputs
port1 [Datasource] Path to Python file with scripted functions.
extra [Table] Extra Table with eg. specification data.
port2 [Tables] Tables with data to apply functions to.
Outputs
port3 [Tables] Tables with the results from the applied functions
Configuration
Clean output If disabled the incoming data will be copied to the output before running the
nodes.
Put results in common outputs [checkbox] Use this checkbox if you want to gather all the
results generated from an incoming Table into a common output. This requires that the
results will all have the same length. An exception will be raised if the lengths of the
outgoing results differ. It is used only when clean output is active. Otherwise it will be
disabled and can be considered as checked.
Select functions Choose one or many of the listed functions to apply to the content of the
incoming Table.
Enable pass-through If disabled only selected functions are run. Enable this to override the
functions selection and run all functions in the python file.
Ref. nodes F(x) Table
F(x) Tables With Extras Input
The plethora of f(x) nodes all have a similar role as the Calculator Tables node. But where the Calculator Tables
node shines when the calculations are simple, the f(x) nodes are better suited for more advanced calculations since the
code is kept in a separate python file. You can place this python file anywhere, but it might be a good idea to keep it in
the same folder as your workflow or in a subfolder to that folder.
The script file
When writing a “function” (it is actually a python class) you need to inherit from one of the two classes
TableWrapper or TablesWrapper. The first one is easier and should be your default choice.
The TableWrapper provides access to the input and output table with self.in_table and self.out_table
respectively. These variables are of type table.File, so use the Table API to read/write the data. For example:
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from sympathy.api import table_wrapper
class MyCalculation(table_wrapper.TableWrapper):
def execute(self):
spam = self.in_table.get_column_to_array('spam')
# My super advanced calculation that totally couldn't be
# done in the :ref:`Calculator Tables` node:
more_spam = spam + 1
self.out_table.set_column_from_array('more spam', more_spam)

When working with a list of tables you can use the same base class as above and your
code will conveniently be executed once for each table.
Alternatively you can use the class
sympathy.api.table_wrapper.TablesWrapper (note the s). This class will give access to the entire list all at once. This is useful for when you need your code to be aware of several different tables from the list at
once, or if you need to output a list with a different number of tables than the input. If you don’t need any of these
features you’re better off using the TableWrapper base class.
When using the TablesWrapper base class you should access the input and output data with
self.in_table_list and self.out_table_list respectively (which are of the type table.FileList).
An example function:
from sympathy.api import table_wrapper
class MyCalculation(table_wrapper.TablesWrapper):
def execute(self):
for in_table in self.in_table_list:
# Only input tables with a column named 'spam' will yield an
# output table.
if 'spam' not in in_table.column_names():
continue
spam = in_table.get_column_to_array('spam')
# My super advanced calculation that totally couldn't be
# done in the :ref:`Calculator Tables` node:
more_spam = spam + 1
out_table = self.out_table_list.create()
out_table.set_column_from_array('more spam', more_spam)
self.out_table_list.append(out_table)

Three of the f(x) nodes (F(x) Table With Extra Input, F(x) Tables With Extra Input, F(x) Tables With Extras Input)
have an extra table input port. You can access the extra table(s) as self.extra_table.
Testing your script
When writing an f(x) script it can be convenient to be able to run the script from inside Spyder without switching to
Sympathy. To do this you should first export all the data that the f(x) node receives on its input port as a sydata file.
Then add a code block like this to the end of your script file:
if __name__ == "__main__":
from sympathy.api import table
input_filename = r"/path/to/input_file.sydata"
with table.File(filename=input_filename, mode='r') as input_file:
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output_file = table.File()
MyCalculation(input_file, output_file).execute()

You can now step through the code, set up break points and inspect variables as you run the script. Note that this will
only work if the script is meant to be run with the Clean output option selected.
Configuration
When Clean output is enabled (the default) the output table will be empty when the functions are run.
When the Clean output setting is disabled the entire input table will get copied to the output before running the
functions in the file. This is useful when your functions should only add a few columns to a data table, but in this case
you must make sure that the output has the same number of rows as the input.
By default (pass-through disabled) only the functions that you have manually selected in the configuration will be run
when you execute the node, but with the pass-through setting enabled the node will run all the functions in the selected
file. This can be convenient in some situations when new functions are added often.
class node_table_function_selector.FunctionSelectorTablesWithExtras
Apply functions to a list of Tables. Also passes an extra auxiliary list of Tables to the functions.
Inputs
port1 [Datasource] Path to Python file with scripted functions.
extra [Tables] Extra Tables with eg. specification data.
port2 [Tables] Tables with data to apply functions to.
Outputs
port3 [Tables] Tables with the results from the applied functions
Configuration
Clean output If disabled the incoming data will be copied to the output before running the
nodes.
Put results in common outputs [checkbox] Use this checkbox if you want to gather all the
results generated from an incoming Table into a common output. This requires that the
results will all have the same length. An exception will be raised if the lengths of the
outgoing results differ. It is used only when clean output is active. Otherwise it will be
disabled and can be considered as checked.
Select functions Choose one or many of the listed functions to apply to the content of the
incoming Table.
Enable pass-through If disabled only selected functions are run. Enable this to override the
functions selection and run all functions in the python file.
Ref. nodes F(x) Table
F(x) Table With Extra Input
The plethora of f(x) nodes all have a similar role as the Calculator Tables node. But where the Calculator Tables
node shines when the calculations are simple, the f(x) nodes are better suited for more advanced calculations since the
code is kept in a separate python file. You can place this python file anywhere, but it might be a good idea to keep it in
the same folder as your workflow or in a subfolder to that folder.
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The script file
When writing a “function” (it is actually a python class) you need to inherit from one of the two classes
TableWrapper or TablesWrapper. The first one is easier and should be your default choice.
The TableWrapper provides access to the input and output table with self.in_table and self.out_table
respectively. These variables are of type table.File, so use the Table API to read/write the data. For example:
from sympathy.api import table_wrapper
class MyCalculation(table_wrapper.TableWrapper):
def execute(self):
spam = self.in_table.get_column_to_array('spam')
# My super advanced calculation that totally couldn't be
# done in the :ref:`Calculator Tables` node:
more_spam = spam + 1
self.out_table.set_column_from_array('more spam', more_spam)

When working with a list of tables you can use the same base class as above and your
code will conveniently be executed once for each table.
Alternatively you can use the class
sympathy.api.table_wrapper.TablesWrapper (note the s). This class will give access to the entire list all at once. This is useful for when you need your code to be aware of several different tables from the list at
once, or if you need to output a list with a different number of tables than the input. If you don’t need any of these
features you’re better off using the TableWrapper base class.
When using the TablesWrapper base class you should access the input and output data with
self.in_table_list and self.out_table_list respectively (which are of the type table.FileList).
An example function:
from sympathy.api import table_wrapper
class MyCalculation(table_wrapper.TablesWrapper):
def execute(self):
for in_table in self.in_table_list:
# Only input tables with a column named 'spam' will yield an
# output table.
if 'spam' not in in_table.column_names():
continue
spam = in_table.get_column_to_array('spam')
# My super advanced calculation that totally couldn't be
# done in the :ref:`Calculator Tables` node:
more_spam = spam + 1
out_table = self.out_table_list.create()
out_table.set_column_from_array('more spam', more_spam)
self.out_table_list.append(out_table)

Three of the f(x) nodes (F(x) Table With Extra Input, F(x) Tables With Extra Input, F(x) Tables With Extras Input)
have an extra table input port. You can access the extra table(s) as self.extra_table.
Testing your script
When writing an f(x) script it can be convenient to be able to run the script from inside Spyder without switching to
Sympathy. To do this you should first export all the data that the f(x) node receives on its input port as a sydata file.
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Then add a code block like this to the end of your script file:
if __name__ == "__main__":
from sympathy.api import table
input_filename = r"/path/to/input_file.sydata"
with table.File(filename=input_filename, mode='r') as input_file:
output_file = table.File()
MyCalculation(input_file, output_file).execute()

You can now step through the code, set up break points and inspect variables as you run the script. Note that this will
only work if the script is meant to be run with the Clean output option selected.
Configuration
When Clean output is enabled (the default) the output table will be empty when the functions are run.
When the Clean output setting is disabled the entire input table will get copied to the output before running the
functions in the file. This is useful when your functions should only add a few columns to a data table, but in this case
you must make sure that the output has the same number of rows as the input.
By default (pass-through disabled) only the functions that you have manually selected in the configuration will be run
when you execute the node, but with the pass-through setting enabled the node will run all the functions in the selected
file. This can be convenient in some situations when new functions are added often.
class node_table_function_selector.FunctionSelectorTableWithExtra
Apply functions to a Table. Also passes an extra auxiliary Table to the functions.
Inputs
port1 [Datasource] Path to Python file with scripted functions.
port2 [Tables] Table with data to apply functions to.
Outputs
port3 [Table] Table with the results from the applied functions
Configuration
Clean output If disabled the incoming data will be copied to the output before running the
nodes.
Select functions Choose one or many of the listed functions to apply to the content of the
incoming Table.
Enable pass-through If disabled only selected functions are run. Enable this to override the
functions selection and run all functions in the python file.
Ref. nodes F(x) Tables
Sort rows in Table
In various programs, like file managers or spreadsheet programs, there do often exist a functionality, where the data
is sorted according to some specified order of a specific part of the data. This functionality do also exist in the standard
library of Sympathy for Data and is represented by the two nodes in this category.
The rows in the Tables are sorted according to the ascending/descending order of a specified sort column. Both the
sort column and the sort order have to be specified in configuration GUI.
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class node_table_sort.SortTable
Sort table rows according to ascending/descending order of a sort column.
Inputs
Input [table] Input
Outputs
Output [table] Output
Configuration
Sort column Column to sort
Sort order Sort order
Sort rows in Tables
In various programs, like file managers or spreadsheet programs, there do often exist a functionality, where the data
is sorted according to some specified order of a specific part of the data. This functionality do also exist in the standard
library of Sympathy for Data and is represented by the two nodes in this category.
The rows in the Tables are sorted according to the ascending/descending order of a specified sort column. Both the
sort column and the sort order have to be specified in configuration GUI.
class node_table_sort.SortTables
Sort table rows according to ascending/descending order of a sort column.
Inputs
Input [[table]] Input
Outputs
Output [[table]] Output
Configuration
Sort column Column to sort
Sort order Sort order
Tables to Datasources
Convert a table with file paths to a list of data sources. The list will contain one element for each row of the incoming
table.
In the configuration GUI it is possible to select the column that contains the file paths.
class node_table_to_datasources.TablesToDsrc
Exportation of data from Table to Datasources.
Ref. nodes Datasources to Table
Inputs
None [[table]] Tables containing a column of filepaths.
Outputs
None [[datasource]] Datasources
Configuration
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File names Column containing the filenames
Table to Datasources
Convert a table with file paths to a list of data sources. The list will contain one element for each row of the incoming
table.
In the configuration GUI it is possible to select the column that contains the file paths.
class node_table_to_datasources.TableToDsrc
Exportation of data from Table to Datasources.
Ref. nodes Datasources to Table
Inputs
None [table] Table containing a column of filepaths.
Outputs
None [[datasource]] Datasources
Configuration
File names Column containing the filenames
Unique Table
This category of nodes filter out the rows in Tables for which a specified column has repeated values. The Tables in
the output will have lesser or equal number of rows as the incoming Tables.
In the configuration GUI the column to filter by is selected.
class node_table_unique.UniqueTable
Filter out rows in Tables for which a selected column has repeated values.
Inputs
Input [table] Input
Outputs
Output [table] Output
Configuration
Column to filter by Column to use as uniqueness filter
Unique Tables
This category of nodes filter out the rows in Tables for which a specified column has repeated values. The Tables in
the output will have lesser or equal number of rows as the incoming Tables.
In the configuration GUI the column to filter by is selected.
class node_table_unique.UniqueTables
Filter out rows in Tables for which a selected column has repeated values.
Inputs
Input [[table]] Input
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Outputs
Output [[table]] Output
Configuration
Column to filter by Column to use as uniqueness filter
Table Search and Replace
In the standard library there exist two nodes which perform a search and replace of values among the elements in
Tables. Of the two nodes, one operates on single Table while the other operates on multiple Tables.
In the configuration of the nodes one has to specify the columns in the Tables which will be regarded during the
execution of the node. At the moment the node is restricted to string and unicode columns.
For string and unicode columns the search and replace expressions may be regular expressions. Here, it is possible to
use ()-grouping in the search expression to reuse the match of the expression within the parentheses in the replacement
expression. In the regular expression for the replacement use \1 (or higher numbers) to insert matches.
As an example let’s say that you have an input table with a column containing the strings x, y, and z. If you enter the
search expression (.*) and the replacement expression \1_new the output will be the strings x_new, y_new, and
z_new.
class node_table_value_search_replace.TableSearchReplaceFromTable
Inputs Two tables
Outputs (List of ?) table with result calculations
Configuration
Replace values in Table
In the standard library there exist two nodes which perform a search and replace of values among the elements in
Tables. Of the two nodes, one operates on single Table while the other operates on multiple Tables.
In the configuration of the nodes one has to specify the columns in the Tables which will be regarded during the
execution of the node. At the moment the node is restricted to string and unicode columns.
For string and unicode columns the search and replace expressions may be regular expressions. Here, it is possible to
use ()-grouping in the search expression to reuse the match of the expression within the parentheses in the replacement
expression. In the regular expression for the replacement use \1 (or higher numbers) to insert matches.
As an example let’s say that you have an input table with a column containing the strings x, y, and z. If you enter the
search expression (.*) and the replacement expression \1_new the output will be the strings x_new, y_new, and
z_new.
class node_table_value_search_replace.TableValueSearchReplace
Search and replace string and unicode values in Table.
Inputs
tables [Tables] Tables with values to replace
Outputs
tables [Tables] Tables with replaced values
Configuration
Select columns Select the columns which to apply the search and replace routine to.
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Search expression Specify search expression If selected columns are of string type, regex can
be used.
Replacement expression Specify replacement expression. If selected columns are of string
type, regex can be used.
Ref. nodes Replace values in Tables
Replace values in Tables
In the standard library there exist two nodes which perform a search and replace of values among the elements in
Tables. Of the two nodes, one operates on single Table while the other operates on multiple Tables.
In the configuration of the nodes one has to specify the columns in the Tables which will be regarded during the
execution of the node. At the moment the node is restricted to string and unicode columns.
For string and unicode columns the search and replace expressions may be regular expressions. Here, it is possible to
use ()-grouping in the search expression to reuse the match of the expression within the parentheses in the replacement
expression. In the regular expression for the replacement use \1 (or higher numbers) to insert matches.
As an example let’s say that you have an input table with a column containing the strings x, y, and z. If you enter the
search expression (.*) and the replacement expression \1_new the output will be the strings x_new, y_new, and
z_new.
class node_table_value_search_replace.TableValueSearchReplaceMultiple
Search and replace string and unicode values in Tables.
Inputs
tables [Tables] Tables with values to replace
Outputs
tables [Tables] Tables with replaced values
Configuration
Select columns Select the columns which to apply the search and replace routine to.
Search expression Specify search expression If selected columns are of string type, regex can
be used.
Replacement expression Specify replacement expression. If selected columns are of string
type, regex can be used.
Ref. nodes Replace values in Table
VJoin Tables pairwise
The operation of vertical join, or VJoin, stacks the columns from the incoming Tables that have the same name
vertically upon each other, under the condition that they exist in all Tables. If the condition is fulfilled the number of
rows in the outgoing Table will be equal to the sum of the number of rows in the incoming Tables. If there exist no
overlap over all Tables the output will be an empty Table.
In the GUI it is possible to override the overlap requirement and let the node work in a state where the output will
include all columns that exist the incoming Tables. The columns that do not exist in all Tables are, where they are
missing, represented by dummy columns with the same length as the other columns in the considered Table. The
dummy for a column with numerical values is filled with NaNs while for a column with strings the elements in the
dummy consist of empty strings. This state is regulated by the “Complement missing columns”-checkbox.
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An index column will be created in the outgoing Table if a name is specified for the column in the GUI, by default the
index column has the name “VJoin-index”. In the index column, elements in the joined output that originate from the
same incoming Table will be given the same index number. If one wants to do the reversed operation, VSplit Table,
the index column is important. No index column will be created if the specified name is an empty string.
In the GUI it is also possible to specify the name of an incoming index column, a column with information about
previous VJoin operations. If the specified index column exists in the incoming Tables the information of the previous
join operations will be regarded when the new index column is constructed. The new index column will replace the
old ones in the output of the node.
An increment will be applied to the outgoing index column if there exist incoming Tables with the number of rows
equal to zero. The size of this increment can be specified in the GUI of the node, where default value is 0. The vertical
join, or VJoin, is one of two operations that merge the content of a number of Tables into a new Table. The other
operation in this category is the horizontal join, see HJoin Table to obtain more information.
class node_vjoin_tables.VJoinTableMultipleNode
Pairwise vertical join of two list of Tables.
Opposite node VSplit Tables
Ref. nodes VJoin Table, VJoin Tables
Inputs
port1 [[table]] Input Tables 1
port2 [[table]] Input Tables 2
Outputs
port1 [[table]] Joined Tables
Configuration
Complement missing columns Select if columns that are not represented in all Tables to be
complemented
Complement strategy When “Complement with nan or empty string” is selected missing
columns will be replaced by columns of nan or empty strings. When “Mask missing values”
is selected missing columns will be result in masked values
Increment in index column Specify the increment in the outgoing index column at the existence of tables with the number of rows equal to zero.
Output index Specify name for output index column. Can be left empty.
VJoin Table
The operation of vertical join, or VJoin, stacks the columns from the incoming Tables that have the same name
vertically upon each other, under the condition that they exist in all Tables. If the condition is fulfilled the number of
rows in the outgoing Table will be equal to the sum of the number of rows in the incoming Tables. If there exist no
overlap over all Tables the output will be an empty Table.
In the GUI it is possible to override the overlap requirement and let the node work in a state where the output will
include all columns that exist the incoming Tables. The columns that do not exist in all Tables are, where they are
missing, represented by dummy columns with the same length as the other columns in the considered Table. The
dummy for a column with numerical values is filled with NaNs while for a column with strings the elements in the
dummy consist of empty strings. This state is regulated by the “Complement missing columns”-checkbox.
An index column will be created in the outgoing Table if a name is specified for the column in the GUI, by default the
index column has the name “VJoin-index”. In the index column, elements in the joined output that originate from the
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same incoming Table will be given the same index number. If one wants to do the reversed operation, VSplit Table,
the index column is important. No index column will be created if the specified name is an empty string.
In the GUI it is also possible to specify the name of an incoming index column, a column with information about
previous VJoin operations. If the specified index column exists in the incoming Tables the information of the previous
join operations will be regarded when the new index column is constructed. The new index column will replace the
old ones in the output of the node.
An increment will be applied to the outgoing index column if there exist incoming Tables with the number of rows
equal to zero. The size of this increment can be specified in the GUI of the node, where default value is 0. The vertical
join, or VJoin, is one of two operations that merge the content of a number of Tables into a new Table. The other
operation in this category is the horizontal join, see HJoin Table to obtain more information.
class node_vjoin_tables.VJoinTableNode
Vertical join of two Tables.
Opposite node VSplit Table
Ref. nodes VJoin Tables pairwise, VJoin Tables
Inputs
port1 [table] Input Table 1
port2 [table] Input Table 2
Outputs
port1 [table] Joined Table
Configuration
Complement missing columns Select if columns that are not represented in all Tables to be
complemented
Complement strategy When “Complement with nan or empty string” is selected missing
columns will be replaced by columns of nan or empty strings. When “Mask missing values”
is selected missing columns will be result in masked values
Increment in index column Specify the increment in the outgoing index column at the existence of tables with the number of rows equal to zero.
Output index Specify name for output index column. Can be left empty.
VJoin Tables
The operation of vertical join, or VJoin, stacks the columns from the incoming Tables that have the same name
vertically upon each other, under the condition that they exist in all Tables. If the condition is fulfilled the number of
rows in the outgoing Table will be equal to the sum of the number of rows in the incoming Tables. If there exist no
overlap over all Tables the output will be an empty Table.
In the GUI it is possible to override the overlap requirement and let the node work in a state where the output will
include all columns that exist the incoming Tables. The columns that do not exist in all Tables are, where they are
missing, represented by dummy columns with the same length as the other columns in the considered Table. The
dummy for a column with numerical values is filled with NaNs while for a column with strings the elements in the
dummy consist of empty strings. This state is regulated by the “Complement missing columns”-checkbox.
An index column will be created in the outgoing Table if a name is specified for the column in the GUI, by default the
index column has the name “VJoin-index”. In the index column, elements in the joined output that originate from the
same incoming Table will be given the same index number. If one wants to do the reversed operation, VSplit Table,
the index column is important. No index column will be created if the specified name is an empty string.
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In the GUI it is also possible to specify the name of an incoming index column, a column with information about
previous VJoin operations. If the specified index column exists in the incoming Tables the information of the previous
join operations will be regarded when the new index column is constructed. The new index column will replace the
old ones in the output of the node.
An increment will be applied to the outgoing index column if there exist incoming Tables with the number of rows
equal to zero. The size of this increment can be specified in the GUI of the node, where default value is 0. The vertical
join, or VJoin, is one of two operations that merge the content of a number of Tables into a new Table. The other
operation in this category is the horizontal join, see HJoin Table to obtain more information.
class node_vjoin_tables.VJoinTablesNode
Vertical join of Tables.
Opposite node VSplit Table
Ref. nodes VJoin Table, VJoin Tables pairwise
Inputs
port1 [[table]] Input Tables
Outputs
port1 [table] Joined Tables
Configuration
Complement missing columns Select if columns that are not represented in all Tables to be
complemented
Complement strategy When “Complement with nan or empty string” is selected missing
columns will be replaced by columns of nan or empty strings. When “Mask missing values”
is selected missing columns will be result in masked values
Increment in index column Specify the increment in the outgoing index column at the existence of tables with the number of rows equal to zero.
Output index Specify name for output index column. Can be left empty.
VSplit Table
The operation of vertical split, or VSplit, performs a rowwise split of Tables.
If an index column is specified in the configuration GUI the split will be performed according to defined groups in this
column. Otherwise the node will place every row of the incoming Table into separate Tables in the outgoing list.
In the index column the elements of the rows, that belong to the same group, should all have the same value. An
example of an index column is created by the VJoin Table node, where the elements in the joined output that originates
from the same incoming Table will be given the same index number.
By default, if the specified index colum is not found in the input, an error will be raised and the execution fails. This
default can be changed by unchecking the checkbox “Require Input Index”. In this case, if the specified index column
does not exist in the incoming Table the node will treat this as if no index column had been specified, splitting each
row into a separate Table.
Yet another available option in the node is to remove columns that after the split contain only NaNs or empty strings.
This is called “Remove complement columns” in the configuration GUI and is (loosly speaking) the reversal of the
creation of complements for missing columns preformed by the VJoin Table node.
class node_vsplit_tables.VSplitTableNode
Vertical split of Table into Tables.
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Inputs
port1 [Table] Table with data to split.
Outputs
port1 [Tables] Tables with split data.
Configuration
Require input index Turn on or off the requirement of an index column.
Remove fill Turn on or off if split columns that contain only NaNs or empty strings are going
to be removed or not.
Input index Specify the name of the incoming index column, can be left empty. Needs to be
grouped by index.
Opposite node VJoin Table
Ref. nodes VSplit Tables
VSplit Tables
The operation of vertical split, or VSplit, performs a rowwise split of Tables.
If an index column is specified in the configuration GUI the split will be performed according to defined groups in this
column. Otherwise the node will place every row of the incoming Table into separate Tables in the outgoing list.
In the index column the elements of the rows, that belong to the same group, should all have the same value. An
example of an index column is created by the VJoin Table node, where the elements in the joined output that originates
from the same incoming Table will be given the same index number.
By default, if the specified index colum is not found in the input, an error will be raised and the execution fails. This
default can be changed by unchecking the checkbox “Require Input Index”. In this case, if the specified index column
does not exist in the incoming Table the node will treat this as if no index column had been specified, splitting each
row into a separate Table.
Yet another available option in the node is to remove columns that after the split contain only NaNs or empty strings.
This is called “Remove complement columns” in the configuration GUI and is (loosly speaking) the reversal of the
creation of complements for missing columns preformed by the VJoin Table node.
class node_vsplit_tables.VSplitTablesNode
Vertical split of Tables into Tables.
Inputs
port1 [Tables] Table with data to split.
Outputs
port1 [Tables] Tables with split data.
Configuration
Require input index Turn on or off the requirement of an index column.
Remove fill Turn on or off if split columns that contain only NaNs or empty strings are going
to be removed or not.
Input index Specify the name of the incoming index column, can be left empty. Needs to be
grouped by index.
Opposite node VJoin Tables
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Ref. nodes VSplit Table
Text
Text
Import data as a table. Data sources currently supported by this node are CSV and HDF5.
class node_import_text.ImportText
Import data as a texts.
Inputs DataSource
Outputs Text
Configuration
Opposite node
Ref. nodes
Texts
Import data as a table. Data sources currently supported by this node are CSV and HDF5.
class node_import_text.ImportTexts
Import data as a Texts.
Inputs DataSource
Outputs Text
Configuration
Opposite node
Ref. nodes
Text to Table
Convert Text(s) into Table(s). The rows of the incoming Text will be rows in the resulting output Table.
class node_text2table.Text2Table
Inputs
text [Text] Text with data
Outputs
table [Table] Table with data
Configuration
Output name Specify the name of the output column. Must be a legal name.
Opposite node Get Item Text
Ref. nodes
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Texts to Tables
Convert Text(s) into Table(s). The rows of the incoming Text will be rows in the resulting output Table.
class node_text2table.Texts2Tables
Inputs
texts [Texts] Texts with data
Outputs
tables [Tables] Tables with data
Configuration
Output name Specify the name of the output column. Must be a legal name.
Opposite node Get Item Text
Ref. nodes
Text to Texts
The internal dataformat Text can either be represented with a single Text or with a list of Texts. Most of the nodes
that operates upon Texts can handle both representations, but there exist nodes which only can handle one of the two.
With the considered node it is possible to make a transition from a single Text into a list of Texts. There do also exist
a node for the opposite transition, Get Item Text. These two simple operations widen the spectrum of available Text
operations in the standard library.
class node_text2texts.Text2Texts
Convert Text into Texts. The incoming Text will be the only element in the output.
Inputs
port0 [Text] Text with data
Outputs
port1 [Texts] Texts with the incoming Text as its only element.
Configuration No configuration
Opposite node Get Item Text
Ref. nodes
Concatenate texts
class node_text_operations.ConcatenateTexts
Concatenate two texts
Inputs
in1 [text] Text 1
in2 [text] Text 2
Outputs
out [text] Concatenated text
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Jinja2 template
class node_text_operations.Jinja2Template
Create and render a jinja2 template.
Inputs
in [table] Input data
Outputs
out [text] Rendered Template
Configuration
Template: (no description)
Datasources
Datasource
In Sympathy for Data, the action of pointing out where data is located and actual importation of data are separated
into two different categories of nodes. The internal data type Datasource is used to carry the information about the
location of the data to the importation nodes.
There exist two nodes for establishing paths to locations with data, either you are interested in a single source of data,
Datasource, or several sources, Datasources. The single source can either be a data file or a location in a data base.
While for multiple sources only several data files are handled.
class node_file_datasource.FileDatasource
Create Datasource with path to a data source.
Outputs
Datasource [DataSource] Datasource with path to a data source.
Configuration Select location of data, file or database.
• File
Use relative path Turn on/off relative path towards the location where the corresponding
workflow is stored in the dictionary tree.
Filename Specify filename, togther with path, of data source or select by using the button
with the three buttons.
• Database
Database driver Select database driver.
Server name Specify name of server.
Database name Specify name of database.
User Specify name of user.
Password Enter password for specified user.
Connection string Enter a connection string.
Opposite nodes
Ref. nodes Datasources
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Datasources
In Sympathy for Data, the action of pointing out where data is located and actual importation of data are separated
into two different categories of nodes. The internal data type Datasource is used to carry the information about the
location of the data to the importation nodes.
There exist two nodes for establishing paths to locations with data, either you are interested in a single source of data,
Datasource, or several sources, Datasources. The single source can either be a data file or a location in a data base.
While for multiple sources only several data files are handled.
class node_file_datasource.FileDatasourceMultiple
Create Datasources with paths to data sources.
Outputs
Datasource [DataSources] Datasources with paths to data sources.
Configuration
Recursive Turn on/off recursive folder search for filenames satisfying the specified pattern beneath selected directory in the directory tree.
Use relative path Turn on/off relative path towards the location where the corresponding workflow is stored in the dictionary tree.
Directory Specify dictionary in dictionary tree where to search for files with the specified pattern or select by using the button with the three buttons.
Search pattern Specify the wildcard/regexp pattern to match files.
Opposite nodes
Ref. nodes Datasource
Examples
Extras
Antigravity
class node_antigravity.AntigravityNode
Example1
A collection of examples that illustrates a number of details that are important in order to create nodes for Sympathy
of Data. The usage of content in this file should be combined with the Node Writing Tutorial.
class node_old_examples.Example1
This node includes all available configuration options for initialising parameters that can be controlled by the
users through a configuration GUI. The GUI is automatically generated by the platform through defined connections between data types and different GUI widgets.
Another functionality shown by this node is how the platform defined methods verify_parameters and adjust_parameters can be used.
The example demonstrates how to set up an outgoing Table. This Table can be used as input for the Example2
node.
Inputs None
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Outputs
Output [Table] Table file with a dataset named ‘k’. The dataset consists of the values 1-99.
Configuration All types of configuration options
Opposite node None
Ref. nodes Example2, Example3, Error example
Example2
A collection of examples that illustrates a number of details that are important in order to create nodes for Sympathy
of Data. The usage of content in this file should be combined with the Node Writing Tutorial.
class node_old_examples.Example2
The node demonstrates how to create ports for receiving a Table and dispatching an ADAF.
Inputs
Port1 [Table] Table with incoming data. For example from Example1.
Outputs
Port3 [ADAF] ADAF with the data from incoming Table stored in the metadata container.
Configuration
Opposite node None
Ref. nodes Example1, Example3, Example5, Error example
Example3
A collection of examples that illustrates a number of details that are important in order to create nodes for Sympathy
of Data. The usage of content in this file should be combined with the Node Writing Tutorial.
class node_old_examples.Example3
Example3 demonstrates the identity function, the incoming ADAF is passed through the node. Instead of creating a new ADAF for the output a link is created between the input and output with the following line:
out_datafile.source(in_datafile)

Inputs
Input [ADAF] ADAF with incoming data. For example from Example2.
Outputs
Port3 [ADAF] ADAF where the data is linked to the input ADAF.
Ref. nodes Example1, Example2, Example3, Error example
Example4
A collection of examples that illustrates a number of details that are important in order to create nodes for Sympathy
of Data. The usage of content in this file should be combined with the Node Writing Tutorial.
class node_old_examples.Example4
This node performs a test of the paths added to the Python paths.
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Outputs
port3 [adaf] Output ADAF
Example5
A collection of examples that illustrates a number of details that are important in order to create nodes for Sympathy
of Data. The usage of content in this file should be combined with the Node Writing Tutorial.
class node_old_examples.Example5
Example5 demonstrates the configuration for multiple ports on the output side of the node. The configuration
for multiple input ports is analogous to this example.
During execution the node let the incoming Table pass through to the outputs by setting up links.
Inputs
Port0 [Table] Table with incoming data. For example from Example1.
Outputs
Output0 [Table] Table where the data is linked to the input Table.
Output1 [Table] Table where the data is linked to the input Table.
Configuration
Opposite node None
Ref. nodes Example1, Example2, Example3, Error example
All parameters example
A collection of examples that illustrates a number of details that are important in order to create nodes for Sympathy
of Data. The usage of content in this file should be combined with the Node Writing Tutorial.
class node_examples.AllParametersExample
This node includes all available configuration options for initialising parameters. The configuration GUI is
automatically generated by the platform.
Configuration All types of configuration options
Ref. nodes Hello world Example, Output example
Controller example
A collection of examples that illustrates a number of details that are important in order to create nodes for Sympathy
of Data. The usage of content in this file should be combined with the Node Writing Tutorial.
class node_examples.ControllerExample
This example demonstrates how to use controllers to create more advanced configuration guis, while still relying
on the automatic configuration builder. For more information about controllers see the user manual.
Ref. nodes All parameters example, Hello world Example
Configuration
Apples or oranges? Which fruit do you prefer?
Color: What color should the apples have?
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Size: What size should the oranges have?
Drone delivery: When checked, drones will deliver the fruit to you, wherever you are.
Adress: Your full address.
Error example
A collection of examples that illustrates a number of details that are important in order to create nodes for Sympathy
of Data. The usage of content in this file should be combined with the Node Writing Tutorial.
class node_examples.ErrorExample
Demonstrates how to give the user error messages or warnings and how that is shown in the platform.
Ref. nodes Hello world Example, Output example
Configuration
Severity: Choose how severe the error is.
Error message: This error message will be shown when executing the node
Hello world Example
A collection of examples that illustrates a number of details that are important in order to create nodes for Sympathy
of Data. The usage of content in this file should be combined with the Node Writing Tutorial.
class node_examples.HelloWorld
This example prints a customizable greeting. Default greeting is “Hello world!”.
Ref. nodes Output example, Error example
Configuration
Greeting: Your preferred greeting.
Output example
A collection of examples that illustrates a number of details that are important in order to create nodes for Sympathy
of Data. The usage of content in this file should be combined with the Node Writing Tutorial.
class node_examples.OutputExample
This example demonstrates how to write data to an outgoing Table.
Ref. nodes Hello world Example, Error example
Outputs
output [table] Table with a column named ‘Enumeration’ with values 1-99
Progress example
A collection of examples that illustrates a number of details that are important in order to create nodes for Sympathy
of Data. The usage of content in this file should be combined with the Node Writing Tutorial.
class node_examples.ProgressExample
This node runs with a delay and updates its progress during execution to let the user know how far it has gotten.
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Ref. nodes Error example
Configuration
Delay: Delay between tables
Read/write example
A collection of examples that illustrates a number of details that are important in order to create nodes for Sympathy
of Data. The usage of content in this file should be combined with the Node Writing Tutorial.
class node_examples.ReadWriteExample
This example node demonstrates how to read from and write to a list of tables. It forwards tables from the input
to the output using the source method available for tables and other data types. This will forward data from one
file to another, without making needless copies. Instead the data is linked to the source whenever possible.
To run this node you can connect its input port to e.g. a Random Tables node.
Inputs
input [[table]] Input Tables
Outputs
output [[table]] Output Tables
Export
Export ADAFs
The exportation of data is the final step in an analysis workflow. The analysis is performed and the result must to
be exported to an additional file format for presentation or visualisation. Or, Sympathy for Data has been used for
data management, where data from different source has been gathered and merged into a joint structure that can be
exported to different file format.
There exists exportation from the following internal data types:
• Tables, Export Tables
• RAW Tables, Export RAW Tables
• Text, to be implemented,
• ADAFs, Export ADAFs
The exportation nodes can also be used for storing partial results on disk. The stored data can be reimplemented further
ahead in the workflow by connecting the outgoing datasources to an importation node.
The exportation nodes are all based on the use of plugins, the same structure as the importation nodes. Each supported
file format has its own plugin, and may also have a specific GUI settings. The documentation about the supported file
formats and their configuartions can be reached by clicking at listed supported file formats below.
Exportation of ADAFs to the following file formats are supported:
• HDF5
• MDF
For the exportation of ADAF to file there exist a number of strategies that can be used to extract filenames from
information stored in the ADAFs. If no strategy is selected one has to declare the base of the filename.
The following strategies exist:
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• Source identifier as name Use the source identifier in the ADAFs as filenames.
• Column with name Specify a column in the metadata container where the first element is the filename.
class node_export_adafs.ExportADAFs
Export ADAFs to a selected file format.
Inputs
ADAFs [ADAFs] ADAFs with data to export.
Outputs
Datasources [Datasources] Datasources with paths to the created files.
Configuration
Exporter to use Select file format exporter. Each file format has its own exporter with its own
special configuration, see exporter information. The selection of exporter do also suggest
filename extension.
Use filename strategy [checkbox] Turn on/off the use of filename strategy. Turned on it
overides the filename entered by the user.
Select strategy Select filename strategy.
Filename extension Specify a new extension if you are not satisfied with the predefined one for
the exporter.
Output directory Specify/select directory where the created files will be stored.
Filename Specify the common base for the filenames. If there are several incoming ADAFs
the node will add “_${index number of corresponding Table in the incoming list}” after the
base for each file. If nothing is specified the filename will be equal to index number. Do not
specify extension.
Filename(s) preview [button] When pressed a preview of all filenames will be presented under
the considered button.
Opposite nodes ADAFs
Ref. nodes Export Tables
Export Datasources
Datasources Export
The node is currently supporting extraction of zip and gzip files using plugin_zip_exporter.py and plugin_gz_exporter.py
These plugins work somewhat differently compared with other exporter plugins. They do not export the datasource
itself, instead, they extract the compressed archives pointed to by the datasources input and produce the full list of
extracted files in the datasources output.
class node_export_datasource.ExportDatasources
Export datasource to a selected data format.
Inputs
Datasourcess [Datasources] Tables with data to export.
Outputs
Datasources [Datasources] Datasources with paths to the created files.
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Configuration
Exporter to use Select data format exporter. Each data format has its own exporter with its own
special configuration, see exporter information. The selection of exporter do also suggest
filename extension.
Output directory Specify/select directory where the created files will be stored.
Filename(s) preview [button] When pressed a preview of all filenames will be presented under
the considered button.
Opposite node Tables
Ref. nodes Export ADAFs
Export Figures

class node_export_figures.ExportFigures
Export Figures to a selected data format.
Inputs
Figures [[Figure]] List of figures to export.
Outputs
Datasources [[Datasource]] Datasources with path to the created file.
Configuration
Exporter to use Select data format exporter. Each data format has its own exporter with its own
special configuration, see exporter information. The selection of exporter do also suggest
filename extension.
Output directory Specify/select directory where the created files will be stored.
Filename Specify the common base for the filenames. If there are several incoming Figures the
node will add “_${index number of corresponding Figure in the incoming list}” after the
base for each file. Do not specify extension.
Filename extension Specify the extension used to export the figures.
Filename(s) preview [button] When pressed a preview of all filenames will be presented under
the considered button.
Ref. nodes Figures from Tables, Figures from Tables with Table
Export Figures with Datasources

class node_export_figures.ExportFiguresWithDsrcs
Export Figures to a selected data format with a list of datasources for output paths.
Inputs
figures [[figure]] Input figures
dsrcs [[datasource]] Datasources
Outputs
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port0 [[datasource]] Datasources
Configuration
active_exporter (no description)
Export RAW Tables
The exportation of data is the final step in an analysis workflow. The analysis is performed and the result must to
be exported to an additional data format for presentation or visualisation. Or, Sympathy for Data has been used for
data management, where data from different source has been gathered and merged into a joint structure that can be
exported to different data format.
There exists exportation from the following internal data types:
• Export Tables
• Export RAW Tables
• Text, to be implemented,
• Export ADAFs
The exportation nodes are all based on the use of plugins, the same structure as the importation nodes. Each supported
data format has its own plugin, and may also have a specific GUI settings.
At the moment, exportation of Tables are supported to following data formats:
• CSV
• HDF5
• SQL
• SQLite
• XLS
• XLSX
In the separate node, Export RAW Tables, the internal structure of Tables are exported into a single file, where data
format is connected to Sympathy with the extension .sydata.
The exportation nodes can also be used for storing partial results on disk. The stored data can be reimplemented further
ahead in the workflow by connecting the outgoing datasources to an importation node.
If the input Table(s) has a plot attribute (as created by e.g., Plot Tables) it can be exported to a separate file by selecting
one of the extensions in the output section.
class node_export_tables.ExportRAWTables
Export tables to the internal data format .sydata.
Inputs
Tables [Tables] Tables with data to export.
Outputs
Datasources [Datasource] Datasource with paths to the created file.
Configuration
Output directory Specify/select directory where the created files will be stored.
Filename Specify filename.
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Opposite node RAW Tables
Ref. nodes Export Tables
Export Tables
The exportation of data is the final step in an analysis workflow. The analysis is performed and the result must to
be exported to an additional data format for presentation or visualisation. Or, Sympathy for Data has been used for
data management, where data from different source has been gathered and merged into a joint structure that can be
exported to different data format.
There exists exportation from the following internal data types:
• Export Tables
• Export RAW Tables
• Text, to be implemented,
• Export ADAFs
The exportation nodes are all based on the use of plugins, the same structure as the importation nodes. Each supported
data format has its own plugin, and may also have a specific GUI settings.
At the moment, exportation of Tables are supported to following data formats:
• CSV
• HDF5
• SQL
• SQLite
• XLS
• XLSX
In the separate node, Export RAW Tables, the internal structure of Tables are exported into a single file, where data
format is connected to Sympathy with the extension .sydata.
The exportation nodes can also be used for storing partial results on disk. The stored data can be reimplemented further
ahead in the workflow by connecting the outgoing datasources to an importation node.
If the input Table(s) has a plot attribute (as created by e.g., Plot Tables) it can be exported to a separate file by selecting
one of the extensions in the output section.
class node_export_tables.ExportTables
Export tables to a selected data format.
Inputs
Tables [Tables] Tables with data to export.
Outputs
Datasources [Datasources] Datasources with paths to the created files.
Configuration
Exporter to use Select data format exporter. Each data format has its own exporter with its own
special configuration, see exporter information. The selection of exporter do also suggest
filename extension.
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Filename extension Specify a new extension if you are not satisfied with the predefined one for
the exporter.
Output directory Specify/select directory where the created files will be stored.
Filename Specify the common base for the filenames. If there are several incoming Tables the
node will add “_${index number of corresponding Table in the incoming list}” after the
base for each file. If nothing is specified the filename will be equal to index number. Do not
specify extension.
Filename(s) preview [button] When pressed a preview of all filenames will be presented under
the considered button.
Opposite node Tables
Ref. nodes Export ADAFs
Export Texts
The exportation of data is the final step in an analysis workflow. The analysis is performed and the result must to
be exported to an additional data format for presentation or visualisation. Or, Sympathy for Data has been used for
data management, where data from different source has been gathered and merged into a joint structure that can be
exported to different data format.
There exists exportation from the following internal data types:
• Export Tables
• Export RAW Tables
• Export Texts
• Export ADAFs
The exportation nodes are all based on the use of plugins, the same structure as the importation nodes. Each supported
data format has its own plugin, and may also have a specific GUI settings. The documentation about the supported
data formats and their configuartions can be reached by clicking at listed supported data formats below.
At the moment, exportation of Texts are supported to following data formats:
• TEXT
The exportation nodes can also be used for storing partial results on disk. The stored data can be reimplemented further
ahead in the workflow by connecting the outgoing datasources to an importation node.
class node_export_text.ExportTexts
Export texts to a selected data format.
Inputs
Texts [Texts] Texts with data to export.
Outputs
Datasources [Datasources] Datasources with paths to the created files.
Configuration
Exporter to use Select data format exporter. Each data format has its own exporter with its own
special configuration, see exporter information. The selection of exporter do also suggest
filename extension.
Filename extension Specify a new extension if you are not satisfied with the predefined one for
the exporter.
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Output directory Specify/select directory where the created files will be stored.
Filename Specify the common base for the filenames. If there are several incoming Texts the
node will add “_${index number of corresponding Text in the incoming list}” after the base
for each file. If nothing is specified the filename will be equal to index number. Do not
specify extension.
Filename(s) preview [button] When pressed a preview of all filenames will be presented under
the considered button.
Opposite node Texts
Ref. nodes Export ADAFs
Files
Copy file
class node_file_operations.CopyFile
Copy a file to another location. It is possible to name the copy using regular expressions.
Inputs
Datasource [DataSource] Path to the file to copy.
Outputs
Datasource [DataSource] Path to the copied file.
Configuration Configure the name of the new file.
RegEx Turn on/off naming using a regular expression.
RegEx pattern Specify the regular expression that will be used for matching.
Replacement string The string to replace the match found with the RegEx pattern.
Filename Manually enter a filename, if not using a regular expression.
Delete file
class node_file_operations.DeleteFile
Delete a file.
Inputs
Datasource [DataSource] Path to the file to delete.
Filters
Filter rows in Table
Filter the row in a table according to a comparison relation between the elements of two column. One of the column,
C1, is located in the Table that will be filtered while the other, C0, is a column in a reference Table.
The comparison relation can defined as a lambda function in the configuration GUI by the user or one of the predefined
relations can be used.
The predefined relations are the following:
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• Match C1 in C0 keeps the row if the corresponding element in C1 exists in any row in C0.
• Don’t match C1 in C0 keeps the row if corresponding element in C1 do not exist in any row in C0.
class node_table_filter.ColumnFilterNode
Filter rows in Table. The filtration will be performed according to a specified/selected comparison relation
between the elements of a column in the considered Table and the elements of a column in a reference Table.
Inputs
Table1 [Table] Table with column, C0, with reference values.
Table2 [Table] Table with column, C1.
Outputs
FilteredTable [Table] Table with the rows that satisfied the comparison relation between C0
and C1.
Configuration
Select C0 column Select a column in Table1 to use as reference column C0.
Select C1 column Select a column in Table2 to use as object column C1.
Select filter function Select predefined filter function.
Use custom filter function Turn on/off use of custom filter
Filter function Write custom filter, must be a lambda function.
Preview [button] When pressed the results of selected settings are displayed in the preview
window below the button.
Ref. nodes Select rows in Table
Filter rows in Tables
Filter the row in a table according to a comparison relation between the elements of two column. One of the column,
C1, is located in the Table that will be filtered while the other, C0, is a column in a reference Table.
The comparison relation can defined as a lambda function in the configuration GUI by the user or one of the predefined
relations can be used.
The predefined relations are the following:
• Match C1 in C0 keeps the row if the corresponding element in C1 exists in any row in C0.
• Don’t match C1 in C0 keeps the row if corresponding element in C1 do not exist in any row in C0.
class node_table_filter.ColumnFilterTables
Filter rows in Table. The filtration will be performed according to a specified/selected comparison relation
between the elements of a column in the considered Table and the elements of a column in a reference Table.
Inputs
Table1 [Table] Table with column, C0, with reference values.
Table2 [Table] Table with column, C1.
Outputs
FilteredTable [Table] Table with the rows that satisfied the comparison relation between C0
and C1.
Configuration
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Select C0 column Select a column in Table1 to use as reference column C0.
Select C1 column Select a column in Table2 to use as object column C1.
Select filter function Select predefined filter function.
Use custom filter function Turn on/off use of custom filter
Filter function Write custom filter, must be a lambda function.
Preview [button] When pressed the results of selected settings are displayed in the preview
window below the button.
Ref. nodes Select rows in Table
List
Either with Data Predicate

class node_filter_list.EitherWithDataPredicate
Either with Data Predicate predicate takes a configurable predicate function (a function that returns True or
False) from the configuration and uses it to decide which input to return to the output.
The function is applied to the Data element and if it returns True, First is written to the output, otherwise Second
is written to the output.
Inputs
true [<a>] First, returned if predicate held true
false [<a>] Second, returned if predicate did not hold true
data [<b>] Data for the predicate comparison
Outputs
output [<a>] Output, First if the predicate holds true otherwise Second
Configuration
Either predicate function Either predicate function
Filter ADAFs Predicate

class node_filter_list.FilterADAFsPredicate
Filter nodes with predicate takes a configurable predicate function (a function that returns True or False) from
the configuration and uses it to decide which inputs to include in the output.
The function is applied for each input element in the list and for each element where the function returned True
the element is also included in the output.
Examples (with table as the element type):
Remove tables with zero length columns:
lambda table: table.number_of_columns() > 0

Remove empty tables:
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lambda table: not table.is_empty()

Filter a list of ADAFs using a predicate.
Inputs
Input data ADAFs [ADAFs] Incoming list of ADAFs.
Outputs
Output data ADAFs [ADAFs] Outgoing, filtered, list of ADAFs.
Output index Table [Table] Outgoing Table, containing ‘filter’ - a boolean index column.
Filter ADAFs with Table input

class node_filter_list.FilterADAFsTable
Filter nodes with Table input take a table on the upper port and use it to filter the list on the lower port. The
table must contain a single column and should be at least as long as the list on the lower port. Lets call it the
filter-column. Now for each Table or ADAF in the incoming list the corresponding index of the filter-column
is inspected. If it is True (or is considered True in Python, e.g. any non-zero integer or a non-empty string) the
Table or ADAF is included in the filtered list. And vice versa, if the value in the filter-column is False (or is
considered False in Python, e.g. 0 or an empty string) the corresponding Table or ADAF is not included in the
filtered list.
Filter a list of ADAFs using an incoming table.
Inputs
Filter [Table] Table with a single column that will be used filter column.
List of adafs [ADAFs] Incoming list of ADAFs.
Outputs
Filtered list [ADAFs] The filtered list with ADAFs.
Filter List Predicate

class node_filter_list.FilterListPredicate
Filter nodes with predicate takes a configurable predicate function (a function that returns True or False) from
the configuration and uses it to decide which inputs to include in the output.
The function is applied for each input element in the list and for each element where the function returned True
the element is also included in the output.
Examples (with table as the element type):
Remove tables with zero length columns:
lambda table: table.number_of_columns() > 0

Remove empty tables:
lambda table: not table.is_empty()
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Partition a list of ADAFs using a predicate.
Inputs
list [[<a>]] List
Outputs
index [table] Index
list [[<a>]] List
Configuration
Predicate filter function Filter function
Filter List with Table input

class node_filter_list.FilterListTable
Filter nodes with Table input take a table on the upper port and use it to filter the list on the lower port. The
table must contain a single column and should be at least as long as the list on the lower port. Lets call it the
filter-column. Now for each Table or ADAF in the incoming list the corresponding index of the filter-column
is inspected. If it is True (or is considered True in Python, e.g. any non-zero integer or a non-empty string) the
Table or ADAF is included in the filtered list. And vice versa, if the value in the filter-column is False (or is
considered False in Python, e.g. 0 or an empty string) the corresponding Table or ADAF is not included in the
filtered list.
Filter a list using an incoming table.
Inputs
filter [table] Filter
in [[<a>]] List of items
Outputs
out [[<a>]] Filtered list of items
Filter Tables Predicate

class node_filter_list.FilterTablesPredicate
Filter nodes with predicate takes a configurable predicate function (a function that returns True or False) from
the configuration and uses it to decide which inputs to include in the output.
The function is applied for each input element in the list and for each element where the function returned True
the element is also included in the output.
Examples (with table as the element type):
Remove tables with zero length columns:
lambda table: table.number_of_columns() > 0

Remove empty tables:
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lambda table: not table.is_empty()

Filter a list of Tables using a predicate.
Inputs
Input data Tables [Tables] Incoming list of Tables.
Outputs
Output data Tables [Tables] Outgoing, filtered, list of Tables.
Output index Table [Table] Outgoing Table, containing ‘filter’ - a boolean index column.
Filter Tables with Table input

class node_filter_list.FilterTablesTable
Filter nodes with Table input take a table on the upper port and use it to filter the list on the lower port. The
table must contain a single column and should be at least as long as the list on the lower port. Lets call it the
filter-column. Now for each Table or ADAF in the incoming list the corresponding index of the filter-column
is inspected. If it is True (or is considered True in Python, e.g. any non-zero integer or a non-empty string) the
Table or ADAF is included in the filtered list. And vice versa, if the value in the filter-column is False (or is
considered False in Python, e.g. 0 or an empty string) the corresponding Table or ADAF is not included in the
filtered list.
Filter a list of tables using an incoming table.
Inputs
Filter [Table] Table with a column used as the filter column.
List of tables [Tables] Incoming list of Tables.
Outputs
Filtered list [Tables] The filtered list with Tables.
Partition ADAFs Predicate

class node_filter_list.PartitionADAFsPredicate
Partition nodes with predicate takes a configurable predicate function (a function that returns True or False)
from the configuration and uses it to decide how to partition the output.
The function is applied for each input element in the list when it returns True, then the element is written to the
first output, otherwise it is written to the second output.
Examples (with table as the element type):
Remove tables with zero length columns:
lambda table: table.number_of_columns() > 0

Remove empty tables:
lambda table: not table.is_empty()
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Partition a list of ADAFs using a predicate.
Inputs
in [[adaf]] Input data ADAFs
Outputs
true [[adaf]] Output data ADAFs where predicate returns True
false [[adaf]] Output data ADAFs where predicate returns True
Configuration
Predicate partition function Partition function
Partition List Predicate

class node_filter_list.PartitionListPredicate
Partition nodes with predicate takes a configurable predicate function (a function that returns True or False)
from the configuration and uses it to decide how to partition the output.
The function is applied for each input element in the list when it returns True, then the element is written to the
first output, otherwise it is written to the second output.
Examples (with table as the element type):
Remove tables with zero length columns:
lambda table: table.number_of_columns() > 0

Remove empty tables:
lambda table: not table.is_empty()

Partition a list using a predicate.
Inputs
list [[<a>]] List
Outputs
list_true [[<a>]] List of items where predicate returned true
list_false [[<a>]] List of items where predicate returned false
Configuration
Predicate partition function Partition function
Partition Tables Predicate

class node_filter_list.PartitionTablesPredicate
Partition nodes with predicate takes a configurable predicate function (a function that returns True or False)
from the configuration and uses it to decide how to partition the output.
The function is applied for each input element in the list when it returns True, then the element is written to the
first output, otherwise it is written to the second output.
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Examples (with table as the element type):
Remove tables with zero length columns:
lambda table: table.number_of_columns() > 0

Remove empty tables:
lambda table: not table.is_empty()

Partition a list of Tables using a predicate.
Inputs
in [[table]] Input data Tables
Outputs
true [[table]] Output data Tables where predicate returns True
false [[table]] Output data Tables where predicate returns False
Configuration
Predicate partition function Partition function
ADAFs to [ADAF]
class node_list_convert.ADAFs2List
Convert ADAFs to [ADAF].
Inputs
adafs [[adaf]] Input ADAFs
Outputs
list [[adaf]] Input ADAFs converted to List
Datasources to [Datasource]
class node_list_convert.Datasources2List
Convert Datasources to [Datasource].
Inputs
datasources [[datasource]] Input Datasources
Outputs
list [[datasource]] Input Datasources converted to List
[ADAF] to ADAFs
class node_list_convert.List2ADAFs
Convert [ADAF] to ADAFs.
Inputs
list [[adaf]] Input List
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Outputs
adafs [[adaf]] Input List converted to ADAFs
[Datasource] to Datasources
class node_list_convert.List2Datasources
Convert [Datasource] to Datasources.
Inputs
list [[datasource]] Input List
Outputs
datasources [[datasource]] Input List converted to Datasources
[Report] to Reports
class node_list_convert.List2Reports
Convert [Report] to Reports.
Inputs
list [[report]] Input List
Outputs
reports [[report]] Input List converted to Reports
[Table] to Tables
class node_list_convert.List2Tables
Convert [Table] to Tables.
Inputs
list [[table]] Input List
Outputs
tables [[table]] Input List converted to Tables
[Text] to Texts
class node_list_convert.List2Texts
Convert [Text] to Texts.
Inputs
list [[text]] Input List
Outputs
texts [[text]] Input List converted to Texts
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Reports to [Report]
class node_list_convert.Reports2List
Convert Reports to [Report].
Inputs
reports [[report]] Input Reports
Outputs
list [[report]] Input Reports converted to List
Tables to [Table]
class node_list_convert.Tables2List
Convert Tables to [Table].
Inputs
tables [[table]] Input Tables
Outputs
list [[table]] Input Tables converted to List
Texts to [Text]
class node_list_convert.Texts2List
Convert Texts to [Text].
Inputs
texts [[text]] Input Texts
Outputs
list [[text]] Input Texts converted to List
Append ADAF

The considered category of nodes includes a number of common list operations,
• Append
• Extend
• Get item
These list operations exist for list of ADAFs, Tables, and Text.
class node_list_operations.AppendADAF
Append ADAF to a list of ADAFs.
Inputs
First [ADAF] ADAF to be appended to the list on the lower port.
Second [ADAFs] List of ADAFs that the ADAF on the upper port to be appended to.
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Outputs
Output [ADAFs] List of ADAFs that includes all incoming ADAFs. The ADAF on the upper
port is located as the last element of the list.
Opposite node
Ref. nodes Extend ADAF
Append List

The considered category of nodes includes a number of common list operations,
• Append
• Extend
• Get item
These list operations exist for list of ADAFs, Tables, and Text.
class node_list_operations.AppendList
Create a list with the items from list (input) followed by item.
Inputs
list [[<a>]] Appended List
item [<a>] The Item to be appended
Outputs
list [[<a>]] Appended List
Append List Old

The considered category of nodes includes a number of common list operations,
• Append
• Extend
• Get item
These list operations exist for list of ADAFs, Tables, and Text.
class node_list_operations.AppendListOld
Create a list with the items from list (input) followed by item.
Inputs
item [<a>] The Item to be appended
list [[<a>]] Appended List
Outputs
list [[<a>]] Appended List
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Append Table

The considered category of nodes includes a number of common list operations,
• Append
• Extend
• Get item
These list operations exist for list of ADAFs, Tables, and Text.
class node_list_operations.AppendTable
Append Table to a list of Tables.
Inputs
First [Table] Table to be appended to the list on the lower port.
Second [Tables] List of Tables that the Table on the upper port to be appended to.
Outputs
Output [Tables] List of Tables that includes all incoming Tables. The Table on the upper port
is located as the last element of the list.
Opposite node
Ref. nodes Extend Table
Append Text

The considered category of nodes includes a number of common list operations,
• Append
• Extend
• Get item
These list operations exist for list of ADAFs, Tables, and Text.
class node_list_operations.AppendText
Append Text to a list of Texts.
Inputs
First [Text] Text to be appended to the list on the lower port.
Second [Texts] List of Texts that the Text on the upper port to be appended to.
Outputs
Output [Texts] List of Texts that includes all incoming Texts. The Text on the upper port is
located as the last element of the list.
Opposite node
Ref. nodes Extend Text
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Bisect List

The considered category of nodes includes a number of common list operations,
• Append
• Extend
• Get item
These list operations exist for list of ADAFs, Tables, and Text.
class node_list_operations.BisectList
Split a list into two parts.
Inputs
in [[<a>]] Full List
Outputs
first [[<a>]] First part
second [[<a>]] Second part
Extend ADAF

The considered category of nodes includes a number of common list operations,
• Append
• Extend
• Get item
These list operations exist for list of ADAFs, Tables, and Text.
class node_list_operations.ExtendADAF
Extend a list of ADAFs with another list of ADAFs.
Inputs
First [ADAFs] List of ADAFs that the list on the lower port to be extended to.
Second [ADAFs] List of ADAFs to be extended to the list on the upper port.
Outputs
Output [ADAFs] List of ADAFs that includes all incoming ADAFs. The ADAFs in the list on
the lower port will be located after the ADAFs coming in through the upper port.
Opposite node
Ref. nodes Append ADAF
Extend List

The considered category of nodes includes a number of common list operations,
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• Append
• Extend
• Get item
These list operations exist for list of ADAFs, Tables, and Text.
class node_list_operations.ExtendList
Extend a list with another list.
Inputs
list1 [[<a>]] The List that will be added to
list2 [[<a>]] The List that will be added
Outputs
list [[<a>]] The extended List
Extend Table

The considered category of nodes includes a number of common list operations,
• Append
• Extend
• Get item
These list operations exist for list of ADAFs, Tables, and Text.
class node_list_operations.ExtendTable
Extend a list of Tables with another list of Tables.
Inputs
First [Tables] List of Tables that the list on the lower port to be extended to.
Second [Tables] List of ADAFs to be extended to the list on the upper port.
Outputs
Output [Tables] List of Tables that includes all incoming Tables. The Tables in the list on the
lower port will be located after the Tables coming in through the upper port.
Opposite node
Ref. nodes Append Table
Extend Text

The considered category of nodes includes a number of common list operations,
• Append
• Extend
• Get item
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These list operations exist for list of ADAFs, Tables, and Text.
class node_list_operations.ExtendText
Extend a list of Texts with another list of Texts.
Inputs
First [Texts] List of Texts that the list on the lower port to be extended to.
Second [Texts] List of ADAFs to be extended to the list on the upper port.
Outputs
Output [Texts] List of Texts that includes all incoming Texts. The Texts in the list on the lower
port will be located after the Texts coming in through the upper port.
Opposite node
Ref. nodes Append Text
Flatten List

The considered category of nodes includes a number of common list operations,
• Append
• Extend
• Get item
These list operations exist for list of ADAFs, Tables, and Text.
class node_list_operations.FlattenList
Flatten a nested list.
Inputs
in [[[<a>]]] Nested List
Outputs
out [[<a>]] Flattened List
Get Item ADAF

The considered category of nodes includes a number of common list operations,
• Append
• Extend
• Get item
These list operations exist for list of ADAFs, Tables, and Text.
class node_list_operations.GetItemADAF
Get one ADAF in list of ADAFs. The ADAF is selected by index in the list.
Inputs
List [ADAFs] Incoming list of ADAFs.
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Outputs
Item [ADAF] The ADAF at the selected index of the incoming list.
Configuration
Index Select index in the incoming list to extract the outgoing ADAF from.
Opposite node ADAF to ADAFs
Ref. nodes
Get Item List

The considered category of nodes includes a number of common list operations,
• Append
• Extend
• Get item
These list operations exist for list of ADAFs, Tables, and Text.
class node_list_operations.GetItemList
Get one item in list by index.
Inputs
list [[<a>]] Input List
Outputs
item [<a>] Output selcted Item from List
Configuration
Index Choose item index in list.
Get Item Table

The considered category of nodes includes a number of common list operations,
• Append
• Extend
• Get item
These list operations exist for list of ADAFs, Tables, and Text.
class node_list_operations.GetItemTable
Get one Table in list of Tables. The Table is selected by index in the list.
Inputs
List [Tables] Incoming list of Tables.
Outputs
Item [Table] The Table at the selected index of the incoming list.
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Configuration
Index Select index in the incoming list to extract the outgoing Table from.
Opposite node Table to Tables
Ref. nodes
Get Item Text

The considered category of nodes includes a number of common list operations,
• Append
• Extend
• Get item
These list operations exist for list of ADAFs, Tables, and Text.
class node_list_operations.GetItemText
Get one Text in list of Texts. The Text is selected by index in the list.
Inputs
List [Texts] Incoming list of Texts.
Outputs
Item [Text] The Text at the selected index of the incoming list.
Configuration
Index Select index in the incoming list to extract the outgoing Text from.
Opposite node Text to Texts
Ref. nodes
Item to List

The considered category of nodes includes a number of common list operations,
• Append
• Extend
• Get item
These list operations exist for list of ADAFs, Tables, and Text.
class node_list_operations.ItemToList
Create a single item list containing item.
Inputs
item [<a>] Input Item
Outputs
list [[<a>]] Item as List
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Match ADAFs list lengths (deprecated)

The considered category of nodes includes a number of common list operations,
• Append
• Extend
• Get item
These list operations exist for list of ADAFs, Tables, and Text.
class node_list_operations.MatchADAFsList
Match a list of ADAFs lengths.
Inputs
guide [[adaf]] Guide list
input [[adaf]] Input list
Outputs
output [[adaf]] Output list
Configuration
Extend values (no description)
Match Tables list lengths (deprecated)

The considered category of nodes includes a number of common list operations,
• Append
• Extend
• Get item
These list operations exist for list of ADAFs, Tables, and Text.
class node_list_operations.MatchTablesList
Match a list of Tables lengths.
Inputs
guide [[table]] Guide list
input [[table]] Input list
Outputs
output [[table]] Output list
Configuration
Extend values (no description)
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Pad ADAF
The considered category of nodes includes a number of common list operations,
• Append
• Extend
• Get item
These list operations exist for list of ADAFs, Tables, and Text.
class node_list_operations.PadADAF
Pad a list of ADAFs to match another list.
Inputs
Template [ADAF] Template list.
Input [ADAFs] List to be padded.
Outputs
Output [ADAFs] List of ADAFs that includes all incoming ADAFs. The ADAF on the upper
port is located as the last element of the list.
Opposite node
Ref. nodes Extend ADAF
Pad ADAF using Tables
The considered category of nodes includes a number of common list operations,
• Append
• Extend
• Get item
These list operations exist for list of ADAFs, Tables, and Text.
class node_list_operations.PadADAFUsingTable
Pad a list of ADAFs to match another list.
Inputs
Template [ADAF] Template list.
Input [ADAFs] List to be padded.
Outputs
Output [ADAFs] List of ADAFs that includes all incoming ADAFs. The ADAF on the upper
port is located as the last element of the list.
Opposite node
Ref. nodes Extend ADAF
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Pad List

The considered category of nodes includes a number of common list operations,
• Append
• Extend
• Get item
These list operations exist for list of ADAFs, Tables, and Text.
class node_list_operations.PadList
Pad a list to match another list.
Inputs
template [[<a>]] List with deciding length
list [[<b>]] List that will be padded
Outputs
list [[<b>]] Padded List
Configuration
Pad values Specify strategy to use when padding.
Pad List with Item

The considered category of nodes includes a number of common list operations,
• Append
• Extend
• Get item
These list operations exist for list of ADAFs, Tables, and Text.
class node_list_operations.PadListItem
Pad a list with item to match another list.
Inputs
template [[<a>]] List with deciding length
item [<b>] Item to be used as padding
list [[<b>]] List that will be padded
Outputs
list [[<b>]] The padded List
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Pad Table
The considered category of nodes includes a number of common list operations,
• Append
• Extend
• Get item
These list operations exist for list of ADAFs, Tables, and Text.
class node_list_operations.PadTable
Pad a list of Tables to match another list.
Inputs
Template [ADAF] Template list.
Input [ADAFs] List to be padded.
Outputs
Output [ADAFs] List of ADAFs that includes all incoming ADAFs. The ADAF on the upper
port is located as the last element of the list.
Opposite node
Ref. nodes Extend Table
Pad Table Using ADAFs
The considered category of nodes includes a number of common list operations,
• Append
• Extend
• Get item
These list operations exist for list of ADAFs, Tables, and Text.
class node_list_operations.PadTableUsingADAF
Pad a list of Tables to match another list.
Inputs
Template [ADAF] Template list.
Input [ADAFs] List to be padded.
Outputs
Output [ADAFs] List of ADAFs that includes all incoming Tables. The Table on the upper port
is located as the last element of the list.
Opposite node
Ref. nodes Extend Table
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Propagate Input

The considered category of nodes includes a number of common list operations,
• Append
• Extend
• Get item
These list operations exist for list of ADAFs, Tables, and Text.
class node_list_operations.Propagate
Propagate input to output.
This node is mostly useful for testing purposes.
Inputs
item [<a>] Input Item
Outputs
item [<a>] The input Item
Propagate First Input

The considered category of nodes includes a number of common list operations,
• Append
• Extend
• Get item
These list operations exist for list of ADAFs, Tables, and Text.
class node_list_operations.PropagateFirst
Propagate first input to output.
This node is mostly useful for testing purposes. It can also be used to force a specific execution order.
Inputs
item1 [<a>] The Item to be propagated
item2 [<b>] Item that will not be propagated
Outputs
item [<a>] Propagated Item
Propagate First Input (Same Type)

The considered category of nodes includes a number of common list operations,
• Append
• Extend
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• Get item
These list operations exist for list of ADAFs, Tables, and Text.
class node_list_operations.PropagateFirstSame
Propagate first input to output.
This node is mostly useful for testing purposes. It can also be used to force a specific execution order and to
enforce a specific type.
Inputs
item1 [<a>] The Item to be propagated
item2 [<a>] Item that will not be propagated
Outputs
item [<a>] Propagated Item
Repeat Item to List

The considered category of nodes includes a number of common list operations,
• Append
• Extend
• Get item
These list operations exist for list of ADAFs, Tables, and Text.
class node_list_operations.Repeat
Repeat item creating list of item.
Inputs
item [<a>] Input Item
Outputs
list [[<a>]] List containing repeated Items
Configuration
Number of times Choose number of times to repeat item.
Sort List

The considered category of nodes includes a number of common list operations,
• Append
• Extend
• Get item
These list operations exist for list of ADAFs, Tables, and Text.
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class node_list_operations.SortList
Sort List of items using a Python key function that determines order. For details about how to write the key
function see: Key functions.
Inputs
list [[<a>]] List to be sorted
Outputs
list [[<a>]] Sorted List
Configuration
sort_function Python key function that determines order.
Reverse order Use descending (reverse) order.
Matlab
Matlab (deprecated)
Similar to the Table function selector, F(x) Table, one can with this node apply non-general functions/scripts to the
content of Tables. The difference is that the considered node uses Matlab as scripting engine instead of Python.
Another difference is that the Python file coming in to the function selector includes one or many selectable functions,
which is not the case for this node. Here, the Matlab file only consists of a single written script.
In the matlab script one reaches the columns in the Table with the hdfread command, like
name_of_column_in_matlab = hdfread(infilename, '/name_of_column_in_Table');

and return the achieved results with hdfwrite
hdfwrite(outfilename, 'Name_of_result', result_variable);

Do not change infilename and outfilename in the calls to hdfread and hdfwrite, these are the names of variables
transfered to Matlab from Sympathy for Data. If several results are transmitted to the outgoing Table, keep in mind
that the length of the result arrays have the same length.
Here follows an example of a small script that can be applied the data in cardata.csv, located in the Examples folder in
the Sympathy for Data directory,
price = hdf5read(infilename, '/price');
hdf5write(outfilename, 'MAX_PRICE', max(price), 'MIN_PRICE', min(price));

class node_matlab_old.Matlab
Run Matlab code in Sympathy.
Inputs
Table [Table] Table with data that is needed in the Matlab script.
Outputs
TableOutput [Table] Table with the results from Matlab stored in separate columns.
Opposite node
Ref. nodes F(x) Table
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Matlab Tables (deprecated)
Similar to the Table function selector, F(x) Table, one can with this node apply non-general functions/scripts to the
content of Tables. The difference is that the considered node uses Matlab as scripting engine instead of Python.
Another difference is that the Python file coming in to the function selector includes one or many selectable functions,
which is not the case for this node. Here, the Matlab file only consists of a single written script.
In the matlab script one reaches the columns in the Table with the hdfread command, like
name_of_column_in_matlab = hdfread(infilename, '/name_of_column_in_Table');

and return the achieved results with hdfwrite
hdfwrite(outfilename, 'Name_of_result', result_variable);

Do not change infilename and outfilename in the calls to hdfread and hdfwrite, these are the names of variables
transfered to Matlab from Sympathy for Data. If several results are transmitted to the outgoing Table, keep in mind
that the length of the result arrays have the same length.
Here follows an example of a small script that can be applied the data in cardata.csv, located in the Examples folder in
the Sympathy for Data directory,
price = hdf5read(infilename, '/price');
hdf5write(outfilename, 'MAX_PRICE', max(price), 'MIN_PRICE', min(price));

class node_matlab_old.MatlabTables
Run Matlab code in Sympathy.
Inputs
Table [Table] Table with data that is needed in the Matlab script.
Outputs
TableOutput [Table] Table with the results from Matlab stored in separate columns.
Opposite node
Ref. nodes F(x) Table
Random
Manually Create Table
To generate data fast and easy is valuable when you want to test the functionality of nodes or during the development
process of nodes. In Sympathy you can create a simple Table using the node Create Table.
class node_create_table.CreateTable
Manually create a table.
Outputs
port0 [table] Manually created table
Configuration
json_table (no description)
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Empty ADAF
To generate data fast and easy is valuable when you want to test the functionality of nodes or during the development
process of nodes. In Sympathy random data can be generated for both Tables and ADAFs, both a single object or as a
list with several objects. The random data consists of random floats in the half-open interval [0.0, 1.0). The Generate
Signal Nodes allow the generation of sinus, cosines or tangent signals with or without added random noise.
The properties of the outgoing objects are specified in the configuration of the nodes. For example for ADAFs, it is
possible to specify the number of signals in the various containers, how many attributes will be connected to each signal
or the number of elements in the signals. Similar properties can be specified for Tables, where far less alternatives are
given.
class node_generate.EmptyADAF
Generates an empty ADAF.
Outputs
File [ADAF] ADAF with empty data.
Ref. nodes Empty ADAFs
Empty ADAFs
To generate data fast and easy is valuable when you want to test the functionality of nodes or during the development
process of nodes. In Sympathy random data can be generated for both Tables and ADAFs, both a single object or as a
list with several objects. The random data consists of random floats in the half-open interval [0.0, 1.0). The Generate
Signal Nodes allow the generation of sinus, cosines or tangent signals with or without added random noise.
The properties of the outgoing objects are specified in the configuration of the nodes. For example for ADAFs, it is
possible to specify the number of signals in the various containers, how many attributes will be connected to each signal
or the number of elements in the signals. Similar properties can be specified for Tables, where far less alternatives are
given.
class node_generate.EmptyADAFs
Generates an empty ADAFs.
Outputs
File [ADAFs] ADAFs with empty data.
Ref. nodes Empty ADAF
Empty Table
To generate data fast and easy is valuable when you want to test the functionality of nodes or during the development
process of nodes. In Sympathy random data can be generated for both Tables and ADAFs, both a single object or as a
list with several objects. The random data consists of random floats in the half-open interval [0.0, 1.0). The Generate
Signal Nodes allow the generation of sinus, cosines or tangent signals with or without added random noise.
The properties of the outgoing objects are specified in the configuration of the nodes. For example for ADAFs, it is
possible to specify the number of signals in the various containers, how many attributes will be connected to each signal
or the number of elements in the signals. Similar properties can be specified for Tables, where far less alternatives are
given.
class node_generate.EmptyTable
Generates an empty table.
Outputs
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File [Table] Table with empty data.
Ref. nodes Empty Tables
Empty Tables
To generate data fast and easy is valuable when you want to test the functionality of nodes or during the development
process of nodes. In Sympathy random data can be generated for both Tables and ADAFs, both a single object or as a
list with several objects. The random data consists of random floats in the half-open interval [0.0, 1.0). The Generate
Signal Nodes allow the generation of sinus, cosines or tangent signals with or without added random noise.
The properties of the outgoing objects are specified in the configuration of the nodes. For example for ADAFs, it is
possible to specify the number of signals in the various containers, how many attributes will be connected to each signal
or the number of elements in the signals. Similar properties can be specified for Tables, where far less alternatives are
given.
class node_generate.EmptyTables
Generates an empty tables.
Outputs
File [Tables] Tables with empty data.
Ref. nodes Empty Table
Generate Signal Table
To generate data fast and easy is valuable when you want to test the functionality of nodes or during the development
process of nodes. In Sympathy random data can be generated for both Tables and ADAFs, both a single object or as a
list with several objects. The random data consists of random floats in the half-open interval [0.0, 1.0). The Generate
Signal Nodes allow the generation of sinus, cosines or tangent signals with or without added random noise.
The properties of the outgoing objects are specified in the configuration of the nodes. For example for ADAFs, it is
possible to specify the number of signals in the various containers, how many attributes will be connected to each signal
or the number of elements in the signals. Similar properties can be specified for Tables, where far less alternatives are
given.
class node_generate.GenerateSignalTable
Generates a table with signals like sinus, cosinus, etc.
Outputs
File [Table] Table with signal data.
Configuration
Column entries Specify the number of columns in the Table.
Column length Specify the length of the columns in the Table.
Signal type Specify the function type to generate the signal. Currently supported are sinus,
cosinus and tangent.
Amplitude Specify the amplitude of the signal.
Frequency Specify the frequency of the signal.
Period Specify the period of the signal.
Period or Frequency Specify if either the period or the frequency is used to generate the signal.
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Phase offset Specify the phase offset of the signal.
Add random noise Specify if random noise should be added to the signal. See also Amplitude
of noise.
Amplitude of noise Specify the amplitude of random noise added to the signal, when Add random noise is selected.
First column as index Specify if the first column should be an index column.
Ref. nodes Generate Signal Tables
Generate Signal Tables
To generate data fast and easy is valuable when you want to test the functionality of nodes or during the development
process of nodes. In Sympathy random data can be generated for both Tables and ADAFs, both a single object or as a
list with several objects. The random data consists of random floats in the half-open interval [0.0, 1.0). The Generate
Signal Nodes allow the generation of sinus, cosines or tangent signals with or without added random noise.
The properties of the outgoing objects are specified in the configuration of the nodes. For example for ADAFs, it is
possible to specify the number of signals in the various containers, how many attributes will be connected to each signal
or the number of elements in the signals. Similar properties can be specified for Tables, where far less alternatives are
given.
class node_generate.GenerateSignalTables
Generates a list of tables with signals like sinus, cosinus, etc.
Outputs
File [Table] Table with signal data.
Configuration
Table list length Specify the number of Tables in the created list.
Column entries Specify the number of columns in the Table.
Column length Specify the length of the columns in the Table.
Signal type Specify the function type to generate the signal. Currently supported are sinus,
cosinus and tangent.
Amplitude Specify the amplitude of the signal.
Frequency Specify the frequency of the signal.
Period Specify the period of the signal.
Period or Frequency Specify if either the period or the frequency is used to generate the signal.
Phase offset Specify the phase offset of the signal.
Add random noise Specify if random noise should be added to the signal. See also Amplitude
of noise.
Amplitude of noise Specify the amplitude of random noise added to the signal, when Add random noise is selected.
First column as index Specify if the first column should be an index column.
Ref. nodes Generate Signal Table
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Random ADAF
To generate data fast and easy is valuable when you want to test the functionality of nodes or during the development
process of nodes. In Sympathy random data can be generated for both Tables and ADAFs, both a single object or as a
list with several objects. The random data consists of random floats in the half-open interval [0.0, 1.0). The Generate
Signal Nodes allow the generation of sinus, cosines or tangent signals with or without added random noise.
The properties of the outgoing objects are specified in the configuration of the nodes. For example for ADAFs, it is
possible to specify the number of signals in the various containers, how many attributes will be connected to each signal
or the number of elements in the signals. Similar properties can be specified for Tables, where far less alternatives are
given.
class node_generate.RandomADAF
Generates a random ADAF.
Outputs
File [ADAF] ADAF with random numbers. The specifications of the ADAFs are declared in
the configuration.
Configuration
Meta entries Specify the number of signals to be created in the metadata container.
Meta attributes Specify the number of attributes for each signal in the metadata container.
Result entries Specify the number of signals to be created in the results container.
Result attributes Specify the number of attributes for each signal in the results container.
Systems Specify the number of systems to be created in the timeseries container.
Rasters per system Specify the number of rasters for all systems in the timeseries container.
Signals entries per raster Specify the number of signals for all rasters in the timeseries container.
Signal attributes Specify the number of attributes for all signals in the timeseries container.
Signal length Specify the number of elements for all signal in all containers in the ADAF.
Ref. nodes Random ADAFs
Random ADAFs
To generate data fast and easy is valuable when you want to test the functionality of nodes or during the development
process of nodes. In Sympathy random data can be generated for both Tables and ADAFs, both a single object or as a
list with several objects. The random data consists of random floats in the half-open interval [0.0, 1.0). The Generate
Signal Nodes allow the generation of sinus, cosines or tangent signals with or without added random noise.
The properties of the outgoing objects are specified in the configuration of the nodes. For example for ADAFs, it is
possible to specify the number of signals in the various containers, how many attributes will be connected to each signal
or the number of elements in the signals. Similar properties can be specified for Tables, where far less alternatives are
given.
class node_generate.RandomADAFs
Generates a list of random ADAFs.
Outputs
File [ADAF] ADAFs with random numbers. The specifications of the ADAFs are declared in
the configuration.
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Configuration
ADAF list length Specify the number of ADAFs in the created list.
Meta entries Specify the number of signals to be created in the metadata container.
Meta attributes Specify the number of attributes for each signal in the metadata container.
Result entries Specify the number of signals to be created in the results container.
Result attributes Specify the number of attributes for each signal in the results container.
Systems Specify the number of systems to be created in the timeseries container.
Rasters per system Specify the number of rasters for all systems in the timeseries container.
Signals entries per raster Specify the number of signals for all rasters in the timeseries container.
Signal attributes Specify the number of attributes for all signals in the timeseries container.
Signal length Specify the number of elements for all signal in all containers in the ADAFs.
Ref. nodes Random ADAF
Random Table
To generate data fast and easy is valuable when you want to test the functionality of nodes or during the development
process of nodes. In Sympathy random data can be generated for both Tables and ADAFs, both a single object or as a
list with several objects. The random data consists of random floats in the half-open interval [0.0, 1.0). The Generate
Signal Nodes allow the generation of sinus, cosines or tangent signals with or without added random noise.
The properties of the outgoing objects are specified in the configuration of the nodes. For example for ADAFs, it is
possible to specify the number of signals in the various containers, how many attributes will be connected to each signal
or the number of elements in the signals. Similar properties can be specified for Tables, where far less alternatives are
given.
class node_generate.RandomTable
Generates a random table.
Outputs
File [Table] Table with random numbers. The specifications of the Table are declared in the
configuration.
Configuration
Column entries Specify the number of columns in the Table.
Column length Specify the length of the columns in the Table.
Ref. nodes Random Tables
Random Tables
To generate data fast and easy is valuable when you want to test the functionality of nodes or during the development
process of nodes. In Sympathy random data can be generated for both Tables and ADAFs, both a single object or as a
list with several objects. The random data consists of random floats in the half-open interval [0.0, 1.0). The Generate
Signal Nodes allow the generation of sinus, cosines or tangent signals with or without added random noise.
The properties of the outgoing objects are specified in the configuration of the nodes. For example for ADAFs, it is
possible to specify the number of signals in the various containers, how many attributes will be connected to each signal
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or the number of elements in the signals. Similar properties can be specified for Tables, where far less alternatives are
given.
class node_generate.RandomTables
Generates a list of random tables.
Outputs
File [Table] Tables with random numbers. The specifications of the Tables are declared in the
configuration.
Configuration
Table list length Specify the number of Tables in the created list.
Column entries Specify the number of columns in the Table.
Column length Specify the length of the columns in the Table.
Ref. nodes Random Table
Reporting
Building a report template makes it possible to apply different sources of data several times with the same type of
output.
The report templates are using some of the theory of The Grammar of Graphics. Also influenced by the book are
packages such as ggplot2 and D3.js which in turn are sources of inspiration for this report template implementation.
Example usage
The workflow
Start by creating a new flow and import the bundled example data called cardata.csv using Datasource and Table.
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Use Select rows in Table to keep samples below year 2012.
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Convert the resulting table into a list of tables using Table to Tables. Add a Report Template Tables and open its
configuration dialog.
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Creating a scatter plot
Drag a page icon from the items toolbar into the tree view area. Drag a layout item and drop it onto the new page
followed by a graph item onto the layout item. An empty graph area should appear in the preview. Now drag a
scatter plot and drop it on the Layers node inside the Graph. Expand the Layers node and the scatter plot and click on
Dimension 1. Set its data source to cardata.year. For Dimension 2, set the data source to cardata.price.
Now a scatter plot with content should be visible in the preview.

Using scales
Create a new scale by opening the Scales page on the left side of the screen. Add a new scale by clicking the plus
button at the top. Set its id to size, set the type to linear and enable Use data extent as domain. Finally, set the range
to 50,500. This scale will be used to set the size of the circles in the scatter plot meaning that the sizes will range
from 50 to 500.
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Click on Scatter Plot (scatter) in the tree view. In the properies view, enable the checkbox to the right of Size and
choose cardata.price as data source and size as scale. The size of the points should now vary by price.
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Now let’s color the circles by year. Start by creating a scale with id color. Use a linear type and set the domain
to 1990,1995,2000,2010 and the range to #000000,#0000ff,#ff0000,#ffff00. This means that for
input values of 1990 or less we will get a black color. Between 1990 and 1995 the color is linearly interpolated between
black and blue, 1995 to 2000 goes between blue and red and finally 2000 to 2010 makes a transition between red and
yellow. Interpolation is done in the RGB color space.
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Click on Scatter Plot (scatter) in the tree view and enable the checkbox to the right of Face Color. In the dialog, choose
cardata.year as data source and color as scale. The points are now colored by year.
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Creating New Layers
The reporting tool is based on a concept where complicated plots can be constructed from relatively simple specialized
layers. Layers are put on top of each other to produce a total richer content.
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Layers are rendered using a given backend. Currently there is only a backend based on Matplotlib available.
Writing New Layers
Writing new layers can be a difficult process depending on the knowledge of the details of the underlying backend. A
layer is responsible for creating and updating elements which should be added to its parent graph. The reporting tool
has a data binding system which should be utilized to update layer properties properly.
In the standard library of Sympathy for Data below Library/Common/sylib/report/backends there
are two folders, one for layers and one for systems (backends). For each layer there should be an ordinary
__init__.py file, one layer.py containing miscellaneous definitions and renderer_{backend}.py where
renderer_mpl.py is the renderer for the layer for the mpl (Matplotlib) backend.
Any new icons used must be added to the folder report/svg_icons and later added to report/icons.py.
Tour of Scatter Layer
The scatter layer is a common plot type where graphical symbols represent a coordinate pair in a two dimensional
space. Its basic definition is based on layer.py. The definition contains two dictionaries within a class; meta and
property_definitions. The first definition of meta data below defines the visual icon of the layer, its label and
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default property data. The number of items in data specifies the number of dimensions of the layer, in this case two
dimensions. To create your own two dimensional layer it is safe to copy this structure and replace icon, label and type
with your own values.

meta = {
'icon': icons.SvgIcon.scatter,
'label': 'Scatter Plot',
'default-data': {
'type': 'scatter',
'data': [
{
'source': '',
'axis': ''
},
{
'source': '',
'axis': ''
}
]
}
}

# Shown in toolbar
# Can be seen in tree
# Internal identifier
# Appears in tree as dimension 1 and
# dimension 2 below Scatter Plot.

The next block called property_definitions defines all properties which can be modified by the user. The code
which takes care of changes is implemented in the renderer, i.e. renderer_mpl.py for Matplotlib. For the scatter
plot example we have six different properties defined: name, symbol, size, face-color, edge-color and
alpha. Each property is defined by a dictionary whose fields depend on the type of data it contains. All properties
require four fields: type, label, icon and default. The currently allowed values for the type field giving
property editors specialized for each type are:
• string
• integer
• float
• color
• boolean
• list
• datasource
• colorscale
• image
The label is a free text label shown to the left of the editor in the property editor as seen in the picture below.
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The icon field is a special icon for the given property. It is currently not having any effect.
The default value of the property editor is given in default. Any new property editor without any previous value is
given the default value.
For lists an extra field called options must be given which contains a list of available choices. The default field
must contain a value equal to one of the options.
For numeric types like integer and float there is a field called range which defines the behavior of the Qt spin box
in the property editor. The range field is a dictionary with three fields called min (minimum allowed value), max
(maximum allowed value) and step (step size when clicking arrow buttons).
For some numeric and color values it is possible to bind a data source. The binding behavior is not automatic since it
must be implemented in the renderer of the layer. The complexity of implementing a binding differs depending on the
plotting framework used for the backend. To indicate that a property is possible to bind to a data source a field called
scale_bindable should be set to true.
The entire code for a scatter plot definition in layer.py becomes:
from sylib.report import layers
from sylib.report import icons

class Layer(layers.Layer):
"""
ScatterLayer
"""
meta = {
'icon': icons.SvgIcon.scatter,
'label': 'Scatter Plot',
'default-data': {
'type': 'scatter',
'data': [
{
'source': '',
'axis': ''
},
{
'source': '',
'axis': ''
}
]
}
}
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property_definitions = {
'name': {'type': 'string',
'label': 'Name',
'icon': icons.SvgIcon.blank,
'default': 'Scatter Plot'},
'symbol': {'type': 'list',
'label': 'Symbol',
'icon': icons.SvgIcon.blank,
'options': ('point', 'circle', 'square'),
'default': 'circle'},
'size': {'type': 'float',
'label': 'Size',
'icon': icons.SvgIcon.blank,
'scale_bindable': True,
'range': {'min': 10, 'max': 1000, 'step': 25},
'default': 50.0},
'face-color': {'type': 'color',
'label': 'Face Color',
'icon': icons.SvgIcon.blank,
'scale_bindable': True,
'default': '#809dd5'},
'edge-color': {'type': 'color',
'label': 'Edge Color',
'icon': icons.SvgIcon.blank,
'default': '#000000'},
'alpha': {'type': 'float',
'label': 'Alpha',
'range': {'min': 0.0, 'max': 1.0, 'step': 0.1},
'icon': icons.SvgIcon.blank,
'default': 1.0}
}

To implement a Matplotlib renderer for the scatter layer we have to write some code. The file should be called
renderer_mpl.py. First we need some definitions.
import functools
from sylib.report import plugins
from sylib.report import editor_type
mpl_backend = plugins.get_backend('mpl') # get backend for matplotlib

# Mapping between symbol name to symbol used in MPL.
SYMBOL_NAME_TO_SYMBOL = {
'point': '.',
'circle': 'o',
'square': 's'
}
SYMBOL_TO_MARKER_NAME = {v: k for k, v in SYMBOL_NAME_TO_SYMBOL.iteritems()}

def create_layer(binding_context, parameters):
"""
Build layer for MPL and bind properties using binding context.
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:param binding_context: Binding context.
:param parameters: Dictionary containing:
'layer_model': a models.GraphLayer instance,
'axes': the MPL-axes to add layer to,
'canvas': current canvas (Qt-widget) we are rendering to,
'z_order': Z-order of layer.
"""

A common pattern is to bundle parameters which are often used in callback functions to make code shorter.
context = {
'binding_context': binding_context,
'path_collection': None,
'layer_model': parameters['layer_model'],
'axes': parameters['axes'],
'canvas': parameters['canvas'],
'z_order': parameters['z_order'],
'properties': [],
'drawing': False
}

Depending on the plotting framework different strategies needs to be developed to handle any property or data updates
properly. The strategy might have to differ between different plot types within the same framework since plots can
behave very different. Here we are using a single callback for updating data which takes the context as its first argument
and ignoring the value sent.
There are two ways to update an MPL-plot. Either rebuild everything from scratch or only update the specific objects
involved. The latter method generally gives quicker response but might be difficult to get to work properly. For cases
when the plotting framework does not want to do what you expect a good fallback solution is to redraw everything.
How to do this is shown later in this text.
def update_data(context_, _):
properties_ = context_['layer_model'].properties_as_dict()
# Remove old path collection first.
if context_['path_collection'] is not None:
context_['path_collection'].remove()
context_['path_collection'] = None

For convenience there is a method in the layer data model (defined in models.py) which extracts all data and data
properties for you. Matplotlib gives errors when the length of data in x and y does not match so we cannot do anything
until those lengths match and are not zero.
(x_data_, y_data_), _ = \
context_['layer_model'].extract_data_and_properties()
if len(x_data_) != len(y_data_) or len(x_data_) == 0:
return

Next we extract all property values needed to be able to generate the plot. Some of the values need to be scaled and we
are using a function from the backend to help perform those calculations. Such utility functions are specific to each
backend since each plotting framework needs to be treated differently. If no scale is present the scale function only
returns the scalar value. For edge-color we did not activate any data binding so we could have omitted the scale
function, but in this case it does not make any difference. The alternative is to fetch the property value directly as done
for marker.
scale = functools.partial(mpl_backend.calculate_scaled_value,
context_['layer_model'])
size = scale(properties_['size'])
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face_color = scale(properties_['face-color'])
edge_color = scale(properties_['edge-color'])
alpha = scale(properties_['alpha'])
marker = properties_['symbol'].get()

Here we just generate a scatter plot and store the resulting objects such that we can remove them later on. For
Matplotlib we have focused on using existing plotting routines as far as possible. If performance is to be optimized it
is probably more efficient to write each plotting routine from scratch using low level components of Matplotlib.
context_['path_collection'] = context_['axes'].scatter(
x_data_, y_data_, s=size, c=face_color, alpha=alpha,
marker=SYMBOL_NAME_TO_SYMBOL.get(marker, 'o'),
edgecolors=edge_color,
zorder=context_['z_order'])

Using draw_idle postpones rendering until the event loop is free. This gives better responsibility of the GUI.
context_['canvas'].draw_idle()

Back to the code running before the callback is called. First we have to extract data and data source properties and
perform the initial rendering of the plot.
(x_data, y_data), data_source_properties = context[
'layer_model'].extract_data_and_properties()
if len(x_data) != len(y_data) and len(x_data) == 0:
update_data(context, None)

The reporting framework contains a simple data binding system which automatically calls callbacks of bound targets
such that necessary actions can take place on write. Wrapping and binding properties is so common that we implemented a utility function for this in the backend for matplotlib. The following code makes sure that the update_data
callback gets called each time the data source is changed.
if data_source_properties is not None:
mpl_backend.wrap_and_bind(binding_context,
parameters['canvas'],
data_source_properties[0],
data_source_properties[0].get,
functools.partial(update_data, context))
mpl_backend.wrap_and_bind(binding_context,
parameters['canvas'],
data_source_properties[1],
data_source_properties[1].get,
functools.partial(update_data, context))

In order to have the axes updated properly we add a tag to the property editor to force an entire rebuild of the plots.
# This is used to force update of axis range.
data_source_properties[0].editor.tags.add(
editor_type.EditorTags.force_rebuild_after_edit)
data_source_properties[1].editor.tags.add(
editor_type.EditorTags.force_rebuild_after_edit)

And for the rest of the properties we only need to call update_data on any changes.
# Bind stuff.
properties = parameters['layer_model'].properties_as_dict()
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for property_name in ('symbol', 'size', 'face-color', 'edge-color',
'alpha'):
mpl_backend.wrap_and_bind(binding_context,
parameters['canvas'],
properties[property_name],
properties[property_name].get,
functools.partial(update_data, context))

To learn more about how layers can be implemented you are encouraged to study all renderers of layers and the
backend code.
Nodes
Merge Reports

class node_merge_reports.MergeReports
Merge pages of report by appending the second input to the first.
Inputs
FirstReportTemplate: Report First input template.
SecondReportTemplate: Report Second input template.
Outputs
OutputReportTemplate: Report Merged template.
Report Apply ADAFs
Apply new data to an existing report template and export visual elements.
Signal Mapping Map input signal names to template signal names. If the input signal field is empty the template
signal name will be used. Input signals are chosen using a combo box in which the length and the name of the
signal are shown. The signal name is always presented as “table_name.column_name”. There is currently no
check to ensure that the same signal length is used for template signals which require same length (a plot is only
meaningful if e.g. the length of the x-coordinates and the length of the y-coordinates match).
class node_report_apply.ReportApplyADAFs
Applies new data to an existing report template and exports visual elements.
Inputs
ReportTemplate: Report Document template for visualization of data.
ADAFList: ADAFs List of ADAFs to use as data sources for the document template.
Configuration
Signal Mapping See above.
Save Path Path to save images to.
Filename Prefix Prefix of file which becomes <prefix><file#>.<suffix>.
File Format File format used when saving images.
Ref. nodes Report Template ADAFs Report Template Tables
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Report Apply ADAFs with Datasources
Apply new data to an existing report template and export visual elements.
Signal Mapping Map input signal names to template signal names. If the input signal field is empty the template
signal name will be used. Input signals are chosen using a combo box in which the length and the name of the
signal are shown. The signal name is always presented as “table_name.column_name”. There is currently no
check to ensure that the same signal length is used for template signals which require same length (a plot is only
meaningful if e.g. the length of the x-coordinates and the length of the y-coordinates match).
class node_report_apply.ReportApplyADAFsWithDsrc
Applies new data to an existing report template and exports visual elements to the datasources recieved on one
of the input ports.
Ref. nodes Report Template ADAFs Report Template Tables
Inputs
template [report] Report Template
adafs [[adaf]] Input ADAFs
dsrc [[datasource]] Save path
Outputs
dsrc [[datasource]] Output files
Configuration
File Format File format of exported pages.
Signal Mapping Mapping of incoming signal names to template signal names.
Report Apply Tables
Apply new data to an existing report template and export visual elements.
Signal Mapping Map input signal names to template signal names. If the input signal field is empty the template
signal name will be used. Input signals are chosen using a combo box in which the length and the name of the
signal are shown. The signal name is always presented as “table_name.column_name”. There is currently no
check to ensure that the same signal length is used for template signals which require same length (a plot is only
meaningful if e.g. the length of the x-coordinates and the length of the y-coordinates match).
class node_report_apply.ReportApplyTables
Applies new data to an existing report template and exports visual elements.
Inputs
ReportTemplate: Report Document template for visualization of data.
TableList: Tables List of tables to use as data sources for the document template.
Configuration
Signal Mapping See above.
Save Path Path to save images to.
Filename Prefix Prefix of file which becomes <prefix><file#>.<suffix>.
File Format File format used when saving images.
Ref. nodes Report Template Tables
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Report Template ADAFs

Editor for designing a report template
Configuration
The configuration dialog is a large complex editor to design a layout for report templates. On the left side there are
sections for handling scales, pages and properties. In the middle is the area showing the report given the input data. On
the right is a view of the underlying JSON-data model (mostly used for debugging and will be removed in the future).
Scales Scales translates values in a domain (source) to values in a range (output). This is useful to generalize how data
should be interpreted to achieve certain effects when generating a plot. Currently a numeric domain is mapped
to either a numeric range or a range of colors.
A new scale is created by clicking the plus sign above the list of scales. Double clicking the scale opens a
configuration dialog.
• Id: Unique identifier of the scale. This name is used to reference the scale in other parts of the editor.
• Type: Type of scale, i.e. how domain data is mapped to range data.
• Extent: When enabled the total span of the input data to the scale is used as domain. This is useful when
wanting to use a scale for many different data sources, but the same output is desired.
• Domain: The domain contains a list of numbers which must be given in ascending order.
• Range: The range should be either a list of numbers or a list of colors with the same length as the domain
list. Colors are specified according to hex-RGB: #rrggbb, e.g. #3288ed.

Pages The pages view is used to change the appearance of the template. There are two toolbars available with icons
which can be dragged and dropped into the tree area below.

The first toolbar row contains the following icons from left to right:
• Page: A page is only allowed in the root level of the tree and translates into new tabs. When rendered
using Report Apply Tables each page becomes a separate image.
• Layout: A layout can be specified as either horizontal och vertical. It can be a child of either a page or
another layout. It is possible to build complex layouts by nesting different layout elements in each other.
• Text: A free text item.
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• Image: A static image.
• Graph: The graph is a representation for a plot area, i.e. a set of axes. A graph has a set of dimensions
which contain axes. The first dimension contains the x-axes, the second dimension the y-axes, and so forth.
Currently only one axis per dimension is allowed, but the plan is to support several axes per dimension.
The last node is called Layers and contains all plot layers which shows the total plot.
The second toolbar contains the layers which are currently available:
• Bar chart
• 1D histogram
• 2D histogram
• Line chart
• Scatter chart
Properties The property view is used to manipulate parameters of the currently selected item in the page view.
class node_report_template.ReportTemplateADAFs
Editor for designing a report template.
Inputs
ADAFList: ADAFs List of ADAFs to use as source of data when building template.
Outputs
ReportTemplate: Report Template to be used by Report Apply ADAFs to generate output.
Configuration See above.
Ref. nodes Report Apply ADAFs Report Template Tables
Report Template Tables

Editor for designing a report template
Configuration
The configuration dialog is a large complex editor to design a layout for report templates. On the left side there are
sections for handling scales, pages and properties. In the middle is the area showing the report given the input data. On
the right is a view of the underlying JSON-data model (mostly used for debugging and will be removed in the future).
Scales Scales translates values in a domain (source) to values in a range (output). This is useful to generalize how data
should be interpreted to achieve certain effects when generating a plot. Currently a numeric domain is mapped
to either a numeric range or a range of colors.
A new scale is created by clicking the plus sign above the list of scales. Double clicking the scale opens a
configuration dialog.
• Id: Unique identifier of the scale. This name is used to reference the scale in other parts of the editor.
• Type: Type of scale, i.e. how domain data is mapped to range data.
• Extent: When enabled the total span of the input data to the scale is used as domain. This is useful when
wanting to use a scale for many different data sources, but the same output is desired.
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• Domain: The domain contains a list of numbers which must be given in ascending order.
• Range: The range should be either a list of numbers or a list of colors with the same length as the domain
list. Colors are specified according to hex-RGB: #rrggbb, e.g. #3288ed.

Pages The pages view is used to change the appearance of the template. There are two toolbars available with icons
which can be dragged and dropped into the tree area below.

The first toolbar row contains the following icons from left to right:
• Page: A page is only allowed in the root level of the tree and translates into new tabs. When rendered
using Report Apply Tables each page becomes a separate image.
• Layout: A layout can be specified as either horizontal och vertical. It can be a child of either a page or
another layout. It is possible to build complex layouts by nesting different layout elements in each other.
• Text: A free text item.
• Image: A static image.
• Graph: The graph is a representation for a plot area, i.e. a set of axes. A graph has a set of dimensions
which contain axes. The first dimension contains the x-axes, the second dimension the y-axes, and so forth.
Currently only one axis per dimension is allowed, but the plan is to support several axes per dimension.
The last node is called Layers and contains all plot layers which shows the total plot.
The second toolbar contains the layers which are currently available:
• Bar chart
• 1D histogram
• 2D histogram
• Line chart
• Scatter chart
Properties The property view is used to manipulate parameters of the currently selected item in the page view.
class node_report_template.ReportTemplateTables
Editor for designing a report template.
Inputs
TableList: Tables List of tables to use as source of data when building template.
Outputs
ReportTemplate: Report Template to be used by Report Apply Tables to generate output.
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Configuration See above.
Ref. nodes Report Apply Tables Report Template ADAFs
Select Report Pages

class node_select_report_pages.SelectReportPages
Selects a set of pages from an existing report template and exports a new template with only those pages left.
Inputs
InputReportTemplate: Report Input document template.
Outputs
OutputReportTemplate: Report Output document template.
Selectors
Select category in ADAFs
A selector of categories in ADAFs can be used to drop of parts of ADAFs. The main reason to do this is when the
ADAFs contain data that is no longer needed further along a workflow. Dropping the unnecessary data can then be
used as a way to try to optimize the workflow. ADAFs to Tables.
class node_category_selector.CategorySelectorMultiple
Select categories in ADAFs.
Inputs
Port1 [ADAFs] ADAFs with data.
Outputs
Port3 [ADAFs] ADAFs containing only the selected categories.
Ref. nodes
Slice
Slice data Table
Slice the rows in Tables or elements in lists of Tables or ADAFs.
The slice pattern is expressed with standard Python syntax, [start:stop:step]. See example below to get a clear view
how it works for a list.
>>> li = ['elem0',
>>> li[1:3]
['elem1', 'elem2']
>>> li[1:-1]
['elem1', 'elem2',
>>> li[0:3]
['elem0', 'elem1',
>>> li[:3]
['elem0', 'elem1',
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>>> li[3:]
['elem3', 'elem4']
>>> li[:]
['elem0', 'elem1', 'elem2', 'elem3', 'elem4']
>>> li[::2]
['elem0', 'elem2', 'elem4']
>>> li[:4:2]
['elem0', 'elem2']
>>> li[1::2]
['elem1', 'elem3']

class node_slice.SliceDataTable
Slice rows in Table.
Inputs
InTable [Table] Table with data.
Outputs
OutTable [Table] Table consisting of the rows that been sliced out from the incoming Table
according to the defined pattern. The number of columns are conserved during the slice
operation.
Configuration
Slice Use standard Python syntax to define pattern for slice operation, [start:stop:step].
Limit preview to Specify the maximum number of rows in the preview table.
Preview [Button] Push to visualise the effect of the defined slice.
Opposite node
Ref. nodes Slice data Tables
Slice data Tables
Slice the rows in Tables or elements in lists of Tables or ADAFs.
The slice pattern is expressed with standard Python syntax, [start:stop:step]. See example below to get a clear view
how it works for a list.
>>> li = ['elem0',
>>> li[1:3]
['elem1', 'elem2']
>>> li[1:-1]
['elem1', 'elem2',
>>> li[0:3]
['elem0', 'elem1',
>>> li[:3]
['elem0', 'elem1',
>>> li[3:]
['elem3', 'elem4']
>>> li[:]
['elem0', 'elem1',
>>> li[::2]
['elem0', 'elem2',
>>> li[:4:2]
['elem0', 'elem2']
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>>> li[1::2]
['elem1', 'elem3']

class node_slice.SliceDataTables
Slice rows in Tables - all Tables are sliced in the same way.
Inputs
InTable [Tables] Tables with data.
Outputs
OutTable [Tables] Tables consisting of the rows that been sliced out from the incoming Tables
according to the defined pattern. The number of columns are conserved during the slice
operation.
Configuration
Slice Use standard Python syntax to define pattern for slice operation, [start:stop:step].
Limit preview to Specify the maximum number of rows in the preview table.
Preview [Button] Push to visualise the effect of the defined slice.
Opposite node
Ref. nodes Slice data Table
Slice List
Slice the rows in Tables or elements in lists of Tables or ADAFs.
The slice pattern is expressed with standard Python syntax, [start:stop:step]. See example below to get a clear view
how it works for a list.
>>> li = ['elem0',
>>> li[1:3]
['elem1', 'elem2']
>>> li[1:-1]
['elem1', 'elem2',
>>> li[0:3]
['elem0', 'elem1',
>>> li[:3]
['elem0', 'elem1',
>>> li[3:]
['elem3', 'elem4']
>>> li[:]
['elem0', 'elem1',
>>> li[::2]
['elem0', 'elem2',
>>> li[:4:2]
['elem0', 'elem2']
>>> li[1::2]
['elem1', 'elem3']

'elem1', 'elem2', 'elem3', 'elem4']

'elem3']
'elem2']
'elem2']

'elem2', 'elem3', 'elem4']
'elem4']

class node_slice.SliceList
Slice elements in a list.
Configuration
Slice Use standard Python syntax to define pattern for slice operation, [start:stop:step].
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Limit preview to Specify the maximum number of rows in the preview table.
Preview [Button] Push to visualise the effect of the defined slice.
Opposite node
Ref. nodes
Slice List of ADAFs
Slice the rows in Tables or elements in lists of Tables or ADAFs.
The slice pattern is expressed with standard Python syntax, [start:stop:step]. See example below to get a clear view
how it works for a list.
>>> li = ['elem0',
>>> li[1:3]
['elem1', 'elem2']
>>> li[1:-1]
['elem1', 'elem2',
>>> li[0:3]
['elem0', 'elem1',
>>> li[:3]
['elem0', 'elem1',
>>> li[3:]
['elem3', 'elem4']
>>> li[:]
['elem0', 'elem1',
>>> li[::2]
['elem0', 'elem2',
>>> li[:4:2]
['elem0', 'elem2']
>>> li[1::2]
['elem1', 'elem3']

'elem1', 'elem2', 'elem3', 'elem4']

'elem3']
'elem2']
'elem2']

'elem2', 'elem3', 'elem4']
'elem4']

class node_slice.SliceListADAFs
Slice elements in a list of ADAFs.
Inputs
InTable [ADAFs] List of ADAFs.
Outputs
OutTable [ADAFs] List of ADAFs consisting of the ADAFs that been sliced out from the
incoming list according to the defined pattern.
Configuration
Slice Use standard Python syntax to define pattern for slice operation, [start:stop:step].
Limit preview to Specify the maximum number of rows in the preview table.
Preview [Button] Push to visualise the effect of the defined slice.
Opposite node
Ref. nodes
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Slice List of Tables
Slice the rows in Tables or elements in lists of Tables or ADAFs.
The slice pattern is expressed with standard Python syntax, [start:stop:step]. See example below to get a clear view
how it works for a list.
>>> li = ['elem0',
>>> li[1:3]
['elem1', 'elem2']
>>> li[1:-1]
['elem1', 'elem2',
>>> li[0:3]
['elem0', 'elem1',
>>> li[:3]
['elem0', 'elem1',
>>> li[3:]
['elem3', 'elem4']
>>> li[:]
['elem0', 'elem1',
>>> li[::2]
['elem0', 'elem2',
>>> li[:4:2]
['elem0', 'elem2']
>>> li[1::2]
['elem1', 'elem3']

'elem1', 'elem2', 'elem3', 'elem4']

'elem3']
'elem2']
'elem2']

'elem2', 'elem3', 'elem4']
'elem4']

class node_slice.SliceListTables
Slice elements in a list of Tables.
Inputs
InTable [Tables] List of Tables.
Outputs
OutTable [Tables] List of Tables consisting of the Tables that been sliced out from the incoming
list according to the defined pattern.
Configuration
Slice Use standard Python syntax to define pattern for slice operation, [start:stop:step].
Limit preview to Specify the maximum number of rows in the preview table.
Preview [Button] Push to visualise the effect of the defined slice.
Opposite node
Ref. nodes
Tuple
Carthesian Product Tuple2
The considered category of nodes includes a number of common tuple operations.
• Zip
• Unzip
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• First
• Second
• Tuple
• Untuple
• Carthesian product
class node_tuple_operations.CarthesianProductTuple2
Create a list of two element tuples (pairs) from two lists.
Inputs
None [[<a>]] First List
None [[<b>]] Second List
Outputs
None [[(<a>, <b>)]] List with all combinations
First Tuple2
The considered category of nodes includes a number of common tuple operations.
• Zip
• Unzip
• First
• Second
• Tuple
• Untuple
• Carthesian product
class node_tuple_operations.FirstTuple2
Get the first element out of a two element tuple (pair).
Inputs
None [(<a>, <b>)] Tuple
Outputs
None [<a>] First
Second Tuple2
The considered category of nodes includes a number of common tuple operations.
• Zip
• Unzip
• First
• Second
• Tuple
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• Untuple
• Carthesian product
class node_tuple_operations.SecondTuple2
Get the second element out of a two element tuple (pair).
Inputs
None [(<a>, <b>)] Tuple2
Outputs
None [<b>] Second
Tuple2
The considered category of nodes includes a number of common tuple operations.
• Zip
• Unzip
• First
• Second
• Tuple
• Untuple
• Carthesian product
class node_tuple_operations.Tuple2
Create a two element tuple (pair) from two items.
Inputs
None [<a>] First
None [<b>] Second
Outputs
None [(<a>, <b>)] Tuple
Untuple2
The considered category of nodes includes a number of common tuple operations.
• Zip
• Unzip
• First
• Second
• Tuple
• Untuple
• Carthesian product
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class node_tuple_operations.Untuple2
Get two output elements out of a two element tuple (pair).
Inputs
None [(<a>, <b>)] Tuple2
Outputs
None [<a>] First
None [<b>] Second
Unzip Tuple2
The considered category of nodes includes a number of common tuple operations.
• Zip
• Unzip
• First
• Second
• Tuple
• Untuple
• Carthesian product
class node_tuple_operations.UnzipTuple2
Create two list outputs from list of two element tuples (pairs).
Inputs
None [[(<a>, <b>)]] Tuple2 List
Outputs
None [[<a>]] First List
None [[<b>]] Second List
Zip Tuple2
The considered category of nodes includes a number of common tuple operations.
• Zip
• Unzip
• First
• Second
• Tuple
• Untuple
• Carthesian product
class node_tuple_operations.ZipTuple2
Create a list of two element tuples (pairs) from two lists.
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Inputs
None [[<a>]] First List
None [[<b>]] Second List
Outputs
None [[(<a>, <b>)]] Tuple2 List
Visualize
Figure Compressor

Figure from Table with Table

Figure from Table

Figures from Tables with Table

Figures from Tables

Layout Figures in Subplots

Plot Table
The Plot Table nodes are an all-in-one tool to visualize and investigate data. It is also possible to perform simpler
statistical calculations in the node.
The node configuration window is divided into two parts, the plot window and the configuration window.
The plot window has three parts, the Refresh button, the plot, and the toolbar. The Refresh button updates the plot
window according to the changes in the configuration.
The toolbar can be used to manipulate the plot window:
• Reset view Goes to default zoom and pan.
• Back Goes to the previous view.
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• Forward Goes to the next view.
• Pan This tool will pan the plot with left click, and right click will zoom the plot using the mouse direction
as its axis. When using multiple vertical axes and zooming with this tool the results may be surprising,
or useful, depending on the situation. If the former happens, the ordinary zoom tool should work as
expected.
• Zoom The magnifying glass enables zooming in and out using a box drawn with the mouse. Left click
drag will zoom in, and right click drag will zoom out.
• Save Saves the current plot to disk.
• Data cursor Click this button to enable the showing of data points by clicking in the plot. If signals
intersect in the point they will all be shown. A current limitation is that only values that are plotted
against the first vertical (Y) axis can be shown.
• Select interval After clicking this button the next two clicks in the plot will draw lines which will define
the area in which statistics will be calculated. To move any of the lines after they have been created,
just click on one of them and use the scroll wheel to move it. Please note that if your X axis is not
sorted, you will get unpredictable results. Use the Sort Table/Tables node if neceessary.

The configuration window has four tabs:
• Plot In the Plot tab you can create one or many plots. The currently selected one is the one that the rest of
the tabs will affect.
• Axis In the Axis tab the axes for the plot are created. It is possible to create multiple Y axes and one X
axis. Limits can be used to set the default view to certain range (i.e., zoom). If these are not set the
window will be fitted to the whole data set.
Ticks sets markers at the wished increments and determines how the grid will look, if enabled.
• Signal In the Signal tab the signals are created and configured. For each signal the proper axes are set,
and wich data from the input that should be shown.
In the Line and Marker sections the characteristics of the lines and data points can be set. Using the
‘...’ button colors can easily be set using a picker.
• Statistics On the Statistics tab the standard deviation, mean, min, and max for the chosen signals can be
shown. The avaliable signals are located in the Signal section where they can be added/deleted to
show/hide statistics from the specific signal. By default all available signals are loaded and shown in
the table.
In the Statistics section there are checkboxes for the different statistics choices. These checkboxes
determines if the statistic is shown in the table and/or the plot (depending on the Show Statistics
checkbox). The plot information is updated by pressing the Refresh button.
The Limits section shows the intervals set by the Select interval toolbar option, described above.
Note: Contrary to the other tabs, the Statistics configuration will not be saved upon exiting the node,
and therefore any changes made to the plot must be saved as pictures in this node, if you want to retain
the results.

class node_plot.PlotTable
Inputs
input [table] Input Table
Outputs
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output [table] Output Table with “plots model” attribute
Configuration
plots model (no description)
Plot Tables
The Plot Table nodes are an all-in-one tool to visualize and investigate data. It is also possible to perform simpler
statistical calculations in the node.
The node configuration window is divided into two parts, the plot window and the configuration window.
The plot window has three parts, the Refresh button, the plot, and the toolbar. The Refresh button updates the plot
window according to the changes in the configuration.
The toolbar can be used to manipulate the plot window:
• Reset view Goes to default zoom and pan.
• Back Goes to the previous view.
• Forward Goes to the next view.
• Pan This tool will pan the plot with left click, and right click will zoom the plot using the mouse direction
as its axis. When using multiple vertical axes and zooming with this tool the results may be surprising,
or useful, depending on the situation. If the former happens, the ordinary zoom tool should work as
expected.
• Zoom The magnifying glass enables zooming in and out using a box drawn with the mouse. Left click
drag will zoom in, and right click drag will zoom out.
• Save Saves the current plot to disk.
• Data cursor Click this button to enable the showing of data points by clicking in the plot. If signals
intersect in the point they will all be shown. A current limitation is that only values that are plotted
against the first vertical (Y) axis can be shown.
• Select interval After clicking this button the next two clicks in the plot will draw lines which will define
the area in which statistics will be calculated. To move any of the lines after they have been created,
just click on one of them and use the scroll wheel to move it. Please note that if your X axis is not
sorted, you will get unpredictable results. Use the Sort Table/Tables node if neceessary.

The configuration window has four tabs:
• Plot In the Plot tab you can create one or many plots. The currently selected one is the one that the rest of
the tabs will affect.
• Axis In the Axis tab the axes for the plot are created. It is possible to create multiple Y axes and one X
axis. Limits can be used to set the default view to certain range (i.e., zoom). If these are not set the
window will be fitted to the whole data set.
Ticks sets markers at the wished increments and determines how the grid will look, if enabled.
• Signal In the Signal tab the signals are created and configured. For each signal the proper axes are set,
and wich data from the input that should be shown.
In the Line and Marker sections the characteristics of the lines and data points can be set. Using the
‘...’ button colors can easily be set using a picker.
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• Statistics On the Statistics tab the standard deviation, mean, min, and max for the chosen signals can be
shown. The avaliable signals are located in the Signal section where they can be added/deleted to
show/hide statistics from the specific signal. By default all available signals are loaded and shown in
the table.
In the Statistics section there are checkboxes for the different statistics choices. These checkboxes
determines if the statistic is shown in the table and/or the plot (depending on the Show Statistics
checkbox). The plot information is updated by pressing the Refresh button.
The Limits section shows the intervals set by the Select interval toolbar option, described above.
Note: Contrary to the other tabs, the Statistics configuration will not be saved upon exiting the node,
and therefore any changes made to the plot must be saved as pictures in this node, if you want to retain
the results.

class node_plot.PlotTables
Inputs
input [[table]] Input Tables
Outputs
output [[table]] Output Tables with “plots model” attribute
Configuration
plots model (no description)
Scatter 2D Table

In Sympathy for Data the following nodes exist for visualising data:
• Scatter 2D Table
• Scatter 2D Tables
• Scatter 3D Table
• Scatter 2D ADAF
• Scatter 3D ADAF
• Scatter 2D ADAF with multiple timebases.
In comparison with Scatter 2D ADAF, the last node can handle signals connected to different timebases in the same
plot. Scatter 2D ADAF does only plot signals that have a common timebasis.
In the configuration ADAF signals, or Table columns, are selected along the axes in the plots. There exist differences
between the nodes how to do this, but the basic principle is the same. The exception is Scatter 2D ADAF with multiple
timebases which uses an alternative approach. For the actual plots is possible to change both line/marker style and plot
style in the plot. Below, the available plot styles are listed. A plot legend is, by default, shown in the plot, but can be
hidden by a simple push of a button. The navigation toolbar under the plot let the user zoom and pan the plot window.
Available plot types (2D):
• plot
• step
• fill
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• hist bar
• hist step
Available plot types (3D):
• scatter
• surf
• wireframe
• plot
• contour
• heatmap
The advanced plot controller allows the user to draw two lines parallel to the Y-axis. These can be moved along the
X-axis while information about the intersection points between these lines and the plotted data points is shown in a
table. If a line is drawn in between two points in the plotted data, the line will always move to the closest point.
class node_scatter.Scatter2dNode
Plot data in Table in two dimensions.
Input
TableInput [Table] Table with data to visualise
Configuration
X-axis Select column along the X-axis.
Y-axis Select columns along the Y-axis. Here, it is possible to select one or many columns. In
the plot the columns are separated with different colors.
Line style Select line style used in the plot.
Plot type Select plot type for the plot.
Show/hide legend Turn on/off the legend in the plot window.
Output directory Specify where in the file-tree to store an exported plot.
Filename Specify filename and data format of an exported plot.
Ref. nodes Scatter 2D Tables
Scatter 2D ADAF

In Sympathy for Data the following nodes exist for visualising data:
• Scatter 2D Table
• Scatter 2D Tables
• Scatter 3D Table
• Scatter 2D ADAF
• Scatter 3D ADAF
• Scatter 2D ADAF with multiple timebases.
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In comparison with Scatter 2D ADAF, the last node can handle signals connected to different timebases in the same
plot. Scatter 2D ADAF does only plot signals that have a common timebasis.
In the configuration ADAF signals, or Table columns, are selected along the axes in the plots. There exist differences
between the nodes how to do this, but the basic principle is the same. The exception is Scatter 2D ADAF with multiple
timebases which uses an alternative approach. For the actual plots is possible to change both line/marker style and plot
style in the plot. Below, the available plot styles are listed. A plot legend is, by default, shown in the plot, but can be
hidden by a simple push of a button. The navigation toolbar under the plot let the user zoom and pan the plot window.
Available plot types (2D):
• plot
• step
• fill
• hist bar
• hist step
Available plot types (3D):
• scatter
• surf
• wireframe
• plot
• contour
• heatmap
The advanced plot controller allows the user to draw two lines parallel to the Y-axis. These can be moved along the
X-axis while information about the intersection points between these lines and the plotted data points is shown in a
table. If a line is drawn in between two points in the plotted data, the line will always move to the closest point.
class node_scatter.Scatter2dNodeADAF
Plot data in ADAF in two dimensions. This node plots only signals that share a common timebasis.
Input
TableInput [ADAF] ADAF with data to visualise
Configuration
Time basis Select time basis that is shared for the signals you want to plot.
X-axis Select signal along the X-axis.
Y-axis Select signals along the Y-axis. Here, it is possible to select one or many columns. In
the plot the columns are separated with different colors.
Line style Select line style used in the plot.
Plot type Select plot type for the plot.
Show/hide legend Turn on/off the legend in the plot window.
Output directory Specify where in the file-tree to store an exported plot.
Filename Specify filename and data format of an exported plot.
Ref. nodes Scatter 2D ADAF with multiple timebases
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Scatter 2D ADAF with multiple timebases

In Sympathy for Data the following nodes exist for visualising data:
• Scatter 2D Table
• Scatter 2D Tables
• Scatter 3D Table
• Scatter 2D ADAF
• Scatter 3D ADAF
• Scatter 2D ADAF with multiple timebases.
In comparison with Scatter 2D ADAF, the last node can handle signals connected to different timebases in the same
plot. Scatter 2D ADAF does only plot signals that have a common timebasis.
In the configuration ADAF signals, or Table columns, are selected along the axes in the plots. There exist differences
between the nodes how to do this, but the basic principle is the same. The exception is Scatter 2D ADAF with multiple
timebases which uses an alternative approach. For the actual plots is possible to change both line/marker style and plot
style in the plot. Below, the available plot styles are listed. A plot legend is, by default, shown in the plot, but can be
hidden by a simple push of a button. The navigation toolbar under the plot let the user zoom and pan the plot window.
Available plot types (2D):
• plot
• step
• fill
• hist bar
• hist step
Available plot types (3D):
• scatter
• surf
• wireframe
• plot
• contour
• heatmap
The advanced plot controller allows the user to draw two lines parallel to the Y-axis. These can be moved along the
X-axis while information about the intersection points between these lines and the plotted data points is shown in a
table. If a line is drawn in between two points in the plotted data, the line will always move to the closest point.
class node_scatter.Scatter2dNodeADAFMultipleTb
Plot data in ADAF in two dimensions. Compared to Scatter 2D ADAF this node can handle signals connected
to different timebases in the same plot.
Input
TableInput [ADAF] ADAF with data to visualise
Configuration
X-axis Select timebasis along the X-axis.
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Y-axis Select signals along the Y-axis that is connected to the selected timebasis along the Xaxis.
Add selection to plot list [button] Add selected combinations of timebasis along X-axis and
signals along the Y-axis to plot list. It is first when the combinations appear in the plot list
they will be drawn in the plot window.
Remove plot line [button] When pushed the marked combinations in the plot list will be removed from both the plot list and the plot window.
Line style Select line style used in the plot.
Plot type Select plot type for the plot.
Show/hide legend Turn on/off the legend in the plot window.
Output directory Specify where in the file-tree to store an exported plot.
Filename Specify filename and data format of an exported plot.
Ref. nodes Scatter 2D ADAF
Scatter 2D Tables

In Sympathy for Data the following nodes exist for visualising data:
• Scatter 2D Table
• Scatter 2D Tables
• Scatter 3D Table
• Scatter 2D ADAF
• Scatter 3D ADAF
• Scatter 2D ADAF with multiple timebases.
In comparison with Scatter 2D ADAF, the last node can handle signals connected to different timebases in the same
plot. Scatter 2D ADAF does only plot signals that have a common timebasis.
In the configuration ADAF signals, or Table columns, are selected along the axes in the plots. There exist differences
between the nodes how to do this, but the basic principle is the same. The exception is Scatter 2D ADAF with multiple
timebases which uses an alternative approach. For the actual plots is possible to change both line/marker style and plot
style in the plot. Below, the available plot styles are listed. A plot legend is, by default, shown in the plot, but can be
hidden by a simple push of a button. The navigation toolbar under the plot let the user zoom and pan the plot window.
Available plot types (2D):
• plot
• step
• fill
• hist bar
• hist step
Available plot types (3D):
• scatter
• surf
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• wireframe
• plot
• contour
• heatmap
The advanced plot controller allows the user to draw two lines parallel to the Y-axis. These can be moved along the
X-axis while information about the intersection points between these lines and the plotted data points is shown in a
table. If a line is drawn in between two points in the plotted data, the line will always move to the closest point.
class node_scatter.Scatter2dNodeMultiple
Plot data in Tables in two dimensions.
Input
TableInput [Tables] Table with data to visualise
Configuration
X-axis Select column along the X-axis.
Y-axis Select columns along the Y-axis. Here, it is possible to select one or many columns. In
the plot the columns are separated with different colors.
Line style Select line style used in the plot.
Plot type Select plot type for the plot.
Show/hide legend Turn on/off the legend in the plot window.
Output directory Specify where in the file-tree to store an exported plot.
Filename Specify filename and data format of an exported plot.
Ref. nodes Scatter 2D Table
Scatter 3D Table

In Sympathy for Data the following nodes exist for visualising data:
• Scatter 2D Table
• Scatter 2D Tables
• Scatter 3D Table
• Scatter 2D ADAF
• Scatter 3D ADAF
• Scatter 2D ADAF with multiple timebases.
In comparison with Scatter 2D ADAF, the last node can handle signals connected to different timebases in the same
plot. Scatter 2D ADAF does only plot signals that have a common timebasis.
In the configuration ADAF signals, or Table columns, are selected along the axes in the plots. There exist differences
between the nodes how to do this, but the basic principle is the same. The exception is Scatter 2D ADAF with multiple
timebases which uses an alternative approach. For the actual plots is possible to change both line/marker style and plot
style in the plot. Below, the available plot styles are listed. A plot legend is, by default, shown in the plot, but can be
hidden by a simple push of a button. The navigation toolbar under the plot let the user zoom and pan the plot window.
Available plot types (2D):
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• plot
• step
• fill
• hist bar
• hist step
Available plot types (3D):
• scatter
• surf
• wireframe
• plot
• contour
• heatmap
The advanced plot controller allows the user to draw two lines parallel to the Y-axis. These can be moved along the
X-axis while information about the intersection points between these lines and the plotted data points is shown in a
table. If a line is drawn in between two points in the plotted data, the line will always move to the closest point.
class node_scatter.Scatter3dNode
Plot data in Table in three dimensions.
Input
TableInput [Table] Table with data to visualise
Configuration
X-axis Select column along the X-axis.
Y-axis Select column along the Y-axis.
Z-axis Select column along the Z-axis.
Line style Select line style used in the plot.
Plot type Select plot type for the plot.
Output directory Specify where in the file-tree to store an exported plot.
Filename Specify filename and data format of an exported plot.
Ref. nodes Scatter 2D Table
Scatter 3D ADAF

In Sympathy for Data the following nodes exist for visualising data:
• Scatter 2D Table
• Scatter 2D Tables
• Scatter 3D Table
• Scatter 2D ADAF
• Scatter 3D ADAF
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• Scatter 2D ADAF with multiple timebases.
In comparison with Scatter 2D ADAF, the last node can handle signals connected to different timebases in the same
plot. Scatter 2D ADAF does only plot signals that have a common timebasis.
In the configuration ADAF signals, or Table columns, are selected along the axes in the plots. There exist differences
between the nodes how to do this, but the basic principle is the same. The exception is Scatter 2D ADAF with multiple
timebases which uses an alternative approach. For the actual plots is possible to change both line/marker style and plot
style in the plot. Below, the available plot styles are listed. A plot legend is, by default, shown in the plot, but can be
hidden by a simple push of a button. The navigation toolbar under the plot let the user zoom and pan the plot window.
Available plot types (2D):
• plot
• step
• fill
• hist bar
• hist step
Available plot types (3D):
• scatter
• surf
• wireframe
• plot
• contour
• heatmap
The advanced plot controller allows the user to draw two lines parallel to the Y-axis. These can be moved along the
X-axis while information about the intersection points between these lines and the plotted data points is shown in a
table. If a line is drawn in between two points in the plotted data, the line will always move to the closest point.
class node_scatter.Scatter3dNodeADAF
Plot data in ADAF in three dimensions. This node plots only signals that share a common timebasis.
Input
TableInput [ADAF] ADAF with data to visualise
Configuration
Time basis Select time basis that is shared for the signals you want to plot.
X-axis Select signal along the X-axis.
Y-axis Select signal along the Y-axis.
Z-axis Select signal along the Z-axis.
Line style Select line style used in the plot.
Plot type Select plot type for the plot.
Output directory Specify where in the file-tree to store an exported plot.
Filename Specify filename and data format of an exported plot.
Ref. nodes Scatter 2D ADAF
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node_adaf2adafs, 96
node_adaf2table, 98
node_adaf_function_selector, 102
node_antigravity, 181
node_assertequaltable, 122
node_attributes_tables, 125
node_category_selector, 240
node_conditional_error, 126
node_convert_table_columns, 127
node_create_index_column, 129
node_create_table, 215
node_datasource_to_table, 130
node_detrend, 103
node_ensure_columns, 130
node_examples, 185
node_export_adafs, 185
node_export_datasource, 186
node_export_figures, 187
node_export_tables, 189
node_export_text, 190
node_file_datasource, 181
node_file_operations, 191
node_filter_adafs, 104
node_filter_list, 197
node_fx_selector, 121
node_generate, 220
node_heatmap_calculation, 131
node_histogram_calculation, 132
node_hjoin_adaf, 106
node_hjoin_tables, 133
node_holdvaluetable, 134
node_hsplit_tables, 134
node_import_adaf, 108
node_import_table, 137
node_import_text, 178
node_interpolation, 110
node_interpolation_old, 111
node_list_convert, 200
node_list_operations, 213

node_lookup_table, 138
node_match_tables, 140
node_matlab_old, 215
node_merge_reports, 235
node_merge_tables, 141
node_old_examples, 183
node_pivot_table, 143
node_plot, 250
node_rename_columns, 145
node_report_apply, 236
node_report_template, 238
node_restore_filters, 146
node_scatter, 257
node_select_adaf_columns, 112
node_select_report_pages, 240
node_select_table_columns, 149
node_select_table_rows, 153
node_set_table_attributes, 155
node_slice, 244
node_sort_adafs, 113
node_sort_columns, 155
node_structure_adaf, 114
node_table2adaf, 157
node_table2tables, 158
node_table_dropna, 159
node_table_filter, 192
node_table_function_selector, 165
node_table_sort, 170
node_table_to_datasources, 170
node_table_unique, 171
node_table_value_search_replace, 173
node_text2table, 179
node_text2texts, 179
node_text_operations, 180
node_time_sync, 115
node_tuple_operations, 247
node_vjoin_adaf, 118
node_vjoin_tables, 175
node_vsplit_adafs, 119
node_vsplit_tables, 177
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sympathy.typeutils.adaf, 76
sympathy.typeutils.datasource, 81
sympathy.typeutils.figure, 82
sympathy.typeutils.table, 71
sympathy.typeutils.text, 82
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__contains__() (sympathy.typeutils.adaf.Group method),
78
__contains__()
(sympathy.typeutils.adaf.RasterN
method), 79
__contains__() (sympathy.typeutils.table.File method),
71
__delitem__() (sympathy.typeutils.adaf.Group method),
78
__getitem__() (sympathy.typeutils.adaf.Group method),
78
__getitem__() (sympathy.typeutils.adaf.RasterN method),
79
__getitem__() (sympathy.typeutils.table.File method), 71
__repr__() (sympathy.typeutils.adaf.File method), 77
__setitem__() (sympathy.typeutils.adaf.RasterN method),
79
__setitem__() (sympathy.typeutils.table.File method), 72
__str__() (sympathy.typeutils.adaf.File method), 77
__unicode__() (sympathy.typeutils.adaf.File method), 77
__weakref__ (sympathy.typeutils.figure.SyArtist attribute), 93
__weakref__ (sympathy.typeutils.figure.SyAxes attribute), 85

AppendTable (class in node_list_operations), 202
AppendText (class in node_list_operations), 202
AssertEqualTable (class in node_assertequaltable), 122
attr (sympathy.typeutils.adaf.RasterN attribute), 79
attr() (sympathy.typeutils.table.Column method), 75
attr() (sympathy.typeutils.table.File method), 72
attrs (sympathy.typeutils.table.Column attribute), 75
attrs (sympathy.typeutils.table.File attribute), 72
axhline() (sympathy.typeutils.figure.SyAxes method), 86
axvline() (sympathy.typeutils.figure.SyAxes method), 86

B
bar() (sympathy.typeutils.figure.SyAxes method), 86
basis() (sympathy.typeutils.adaf.Timeseries method), 80
basis_column()
(sympathy.typeutils.adaf.RasterN
method), 79
BisectList (class in node_list_operations), 203
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CarthesianProductTuple2
(class
in
node_tuple_operations), 245
CategorySelectorMultiple
(class
in
node_category_selector), 240
clear() (sympathy.typeutils.table.File method), 72
close() (sympathy.typeutils.figure.File method), 84
col() (sympathy.typeutils.table.File method), 72
A
colorbar() (sympathy.typeutils.figure.File method), 84
ADAF2ADAFs (class in node_adaf2adafs), 96
cols() (sympathy.typeutils.table.File method), 72
ADAF2Table (class in node_adaf2table), 96
Column (class in sympathy.typeutils.adaf), 80
ADAF2Tables (class in node_adaf2table), 97
Column (class in sympathy.typeutils.table), 75
ADAFs2List (class in node_list_convert), 198
column_names() (sympathy.typeutils.table.File method),
ADAFs2Tables (class in node_adaf2table), 98
73
ADAFs2TablesList (class in node_adaf2table), 99
column_type()
(sympathy.typeutils.table.File method), 73
ADAFsStructureTables (class in node_structure_adaf),
ColumnFilterNode
(class in node_table_filter), 192
114
ColumnFilterTables
(class in node_table_filter), 192
ADAFStructureTable (class in node_structure_adaf), 114
columns()
(sympathy.typeutils.table.File
method), 73
AllParametersExample (class in node_examples), 183
ConcatenateTexts
(class
in
node_text_operations),
179
AntigravityNode (class in node_antigravity), 181
ConditionalError
(class
in
node_conditional_error),
126
AppendADAF (class in node_list_operations), 200
ControllerExample
(class
in
node_examples),
183
AppendList (class in node_list_operations), 201
ConvertTableColumns
(class
in
AppendListOld (class in node_list_operations), 201
node_convert_table_columns), 127
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ConvertTablesColumns
(class
in
node_convert_table_columns), 128
CopyFile (class in node_file_operations), 191
create_basis() (sympathy.typeutils.adaf.RasterN method),
79
create_column()
(sympathy.typeutils.adaf.Group
method), 78
create_signal()
(sympathy.typeutils.adaf.RasterN
method), 79
CreateADAFsIndex
(class
in
node_create_index_column), 128
CreateTable (class in node_create_table), 215
CreateTableIndex (class in node_create_index_column),
129
CreateTablesIndex (class in node_create_index_column),
129

D
data (sympathy.typeutils.table.Column attribute), 75
Datasources2List (class in node_list_convert), 198
decode() (sympathy.typeutils.datasource.File method), 81
decode_path()
(sympathy.typeutils.datasource.File
method), 81
decode_type()
(sympathy.typeutils.datasource.File
method), 81
delete_column()
(sympathy.typeutils.adaf.Group
method), 78
delete_signal()
(sympathy.typeutils.adaf.RasterN
method), 79
DeleteFile (class in node_file_operations), 191
description()
(sympathy.typeutils.adaf.Timeseries
method), 80
DetrendADAFNode (class in node_detrend), 102
DetrendADAFsNode (class in node_detrend), 103
DropNaNTable (class in node_table_dropna), 158
DropNaNTables (class in node_table_dropna), 159
DsrcsToTable (class in node_datasource_to_table), 130
DsrcToTable (class in node_datasource_to_table), 130

E
EitherWithDataPredicate (class in node_filter_list), 193
EmptyADAF (class in node_generate), 216
EmptyADAFs (class in node_generate), 216
EmptyTable (class in node_generate), 216
EmptyTables (class in node_generate), 217
encode() (sympathy.typeutils.datasource.File method), 81
encode_database() (sympathy.typeutils.datasource.File
method), 81
encode_path()
(sympathy.typeutils.datasource.File
method), 81
EnsureColumnsOperation
(class
in
node_ensure_columns), 130
ErrorExample (class in node_examples), 184
Example1 (class in node_old_examples), 181
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Example2 (class in node_old_examples), 182
Example3 (class in node_old_examples), 182
Example4 (class in node_old_examples), 182
Example5 (class in node_old_examples), 183
ExportADAFs (class in node_export_adafs), 186
ExportDatasources (class in node_export_datasource),
186
ExportFigures (class in node_export_figures), 187
ExportFiguresWithDsrcs (class in node_export_figures),
187
ExportRAWTables (class in node_export_tables), 188
ExportTables (class in node_export_tables), 189
ExportTexts (class in node_export_text), 190
ExtendADAF (class in node_list_operations), 203
ExtendList (class in node_list_operations), 204
ExtendTable (class in node_list_operations), 204
ExtendText (class in node_list_operations), 205

F
File (class in sympathy.typeutils.adaf), 77
File (class in sympathy.typeutils.datasource), 81
File (class in sympathy.typeutils.figure), 84
File (class in sympathy.typeutils.table), 71
File (class in sympathy.typeutils.text), 82
FileDatasource (class in node_file_datasource), 180
FileDatasourceMultiple (class in node_file_datasource),
181
FilterADAFs (class in node_filter_adafs), 103
FilterADAFsPredicate (class in node_filter_list), 193
FilterADAFsTable (class in node_filter_list), 194
FilterADAFsWithPlot (class in node_filter_adafs), 104
FilterListPredicate (class in node_filter_list), 194
FilterListTable (class in node_filter_list), 195
FilterTablesPredicate (class in node_filter_list), 195
FilterTablesTable (class in node_filter_list), 196
first_subplot() (sympathy.typeutils.figure.File method),
84
FirstTuple2 (class in node_tuple_operations), 245
FlattenList (class in node_list_operations), 205
from_dataframe() (sympathy.typeutils.table.File static
method), 73
from_matrix()
(sympathy.typeutils.table.File
static
method), 73
from_recarray() (sympathy.typeutils.table.File static
method), 73
from_rows()
(sympathy.typeutils.table.File
static
method), 73
from_table() (sympathy.typeutils.adaf.Group method), 78
from_table() (sympathy.typeutils.adaf.RasterN method),
79
FunctionSelectorADAF
(class
in
node_adaf_function_selector), 99
FunctionSelectorADAFs
(class
in
node_adaf_function_selector), 99
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FunctionSelectorADAFsToTables
(class
node_adaf_function_selector), 100
FunctionSelectorADAFsWithExtra
(class
node_adaf_function_selector), 101
FunctionSelectorADAFsWithExtras
(class
node_adaf_function_selector), 102
FunctionSelectorTable
(class
node_table_function_selector), 160
FunctionSelectorTables
(class
node_table_function_selector), 162
FunctionSelectorTablesWithExtra
(class
node_table_function_selector), 165
FunctionSelectorTablesWithExtras
(class
node_table_function_selector), 167
FunctionSelectorTableWithExtra
(class
node_table_function_selector), 169
Fx (class in node_fx_selector), 120
FxList (class in node_fx_selector), 122

in GetTableAttributes (class in node_attributes_tables), 123
GetTablesAttributes (class in node_attributes_tables), 124
in grid() (sympathy.typeutils.figure.SyAxes method), 87
Group (class in sympathy.typeutils.adaf), 78
in
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in has_column() (sympathy.typeutils.table.File method), 73
heatmap() (sympathy.typeutils.figure.SyAxes method),
in
87
HeatmapCalculation
(class
in
in
node_heatmap_calculation), 131
HelloWorld (class in node_examples), 184
in hist() (sympathy.typeutils.figure.SyAxes method), 88
HistogramCalculation
(class
in
in
node_histogram_calculation), 132
hjoin() (sympathy.typeutils.adaf.File method), 77
hjoin() (sympathy.typeutils.adaf.Group method), 78
hjoin() (sympathy.typeutils.table.File method), 73
HJoinADAF (class in node_hjoin_adaf), 106
G
HJoinADAFs (class in node_hjoin_adaf), 106
HJoinADAFsList (class in node_hjoin_adaf), 107
GenerateSignalTable (class in node_generate), 217
HJoinTable (class in node_hjoin_tables), 132
GenerateSignalTables (class in node_generate), 218
HJoinTables (class in node_hjoin_tables), 133
get() (sympathy.typeutils.table.File method), 73
HJoinTablesSingle (class in node_hjoin_tables), 133
get() (sympathy.typeutils.text.File method), 82
get_attributes() (sympathy.typeutils.adaf.Group method), HoldValueTable (class in node_holdvaluetable), 134
HoldValueTables (class in node_holdvaluetable), 134
78
get_attributes()
(sympathy.typeutils.adaf.Timeseries HSplitTableNode (class in node_hsplit_tables), 134
HSplitTablesNode (class in node_hsplit_tables), 134
method), 80
get_attributes() (sympathy.typeutils.table.File method),
I
73
get_column() (sympathy.typeutils.table.File method), 73 icon() (sympathy.typeutils.adaf.File class method), 77
get_column_attributes()
(sympathy.typeutils.table.File icon() (sympathy.typeutils.datasource.File class method),
method), 73
81
get_column_to_array()
(sympathy.typeutils.table.File icon() (sympathy.typeutils.figure.File class method), 85
method), 73
icon() (sympathy.typeutils.table.File class method), 74
get_column_to_series()
(sympathy.typeutils.table.File icon() (sympathy.typeutils.text.File class method), 82
method), 73
ImportADAF (class in node_import_adaf), 108
get_mpl_artist()
(sympathy.typeutils.figure.SyArtist ImportADAFs (class in node_import_adaf), 109
method), 93
ImportRAWTables (class in node_import_table), 135
get_mpl_axes()
(sympathy.typeutils.figure.SyAxes ImportTable (class in node_import_table), 136
method), 87
ImportTables (class in node_import_table), 137
get_mpl_figure() (sympathy.typeutils.figure.File method), ImportText (class in node_import_text), 178
84
ImportTexts (class in node_import_text), 178
get_name() (sympathy.typeutils.table.File method), 73
InterpolationNode (class in node_interpolation), 109
get_table_attributes()
(sympathy.typeutils.table.File InterpolationNodeADAFs (class in node_interpolation),
method), 73
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